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Note to the Reader 
 

 
What you are holding in your hands between the covers of this booklet is at 

the same time a very old text and a very new one. Aristotle’s original master-
piece was released in Athens between 2,340 and 2,370 years ago, and it must 
have played a role in inspiring many thousands of young students to embrace 
a life of philosophy in the ancient world, before Aristotle’s text succumbed in 
the general collapse of the affluent and literate civilizations of Greece and 
Rome. It has been a lost text for at least a millennium. 

This draft of the booklet was finalized in October of 2017, incorporating 
recent developments that build on the last 15 years of research undertaken by 
D. S. Hutchinson and Monte Ransome Johnson, in Toronto and San Diego and 
elsewhere. This very recent document is also provisional, because this research 
project is ongoing and we expect to refine our presentation and add further 
evidence to our reconstruction of Aristotle’s lost dialogue (see Introduction). 

The main readership we have in mind for this reconstruction of Aristotle’s 
work is undergraduate students at the University of Toronto, the University of 
California, and elsewhere, who would enjoy and benefit from a lively intro-
duction to philosophy or to Aristotle’s ideas. There are special difficulties in 
presenting a greatly fragmented text such as this to students, and this booklet 
presents a new stage of experimentation for us in what we hope is effective 
layout and accurate presentation of the relevant evidence. 

If students or their professors or any other readers wish to send us their 
queries and doubts and suggestions for improvement, these would be grate-
fully received by us, at www.protrepticus.info. Instructions for printing this 
booklet for student and academic use are provided on the back of the cover. 

This research was begun in evening seminars that took place in Toronto, 
and has been discussed in many academic venues in the world. We have dis-
cussed these texts with scholarly audiences at Berlin, Cambridge University 
(twice), Davis (University of California, Davis), Durham, Edinburgh, Florence 
(twice), the Jamahiri Thought Academy of Libya (via Skype), Louvain la 
Neuve, New Haven (Yale University), Oxford, Padua, San Diego (University of 
California, San Diego), South Bend (Notre Dame University), St. Louis (St. 
Louis University), Toronto, Venice, and Victoria (British Columbia). We have 
worked on this text in manuscript libraries in Florence, Munich, Oxford, Paris, 
Raven-na, Rome, Venice, Vienna, and Zeitz (near Leipzig); and now our 
research is mostly conducted at our research archive in San Diego. But 
wherever we have been with this text, and wherever this text has gone to reach 
you, remember, as Aristotle said, “philosophers require neither tools nor 
special places for their productive work; rather, wherever in the inhabited 
world someone sets down his thought, it touches the truth on all sides equally 
as if it were present there” (p. 24). 
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Introduction to Aristotle’s Protrepticus 
 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus was a dialogue in which at least three characters debated with each 

other in front of an audience of youngsters about the true nature and value of philosophy. It was 
inspired in part by earlier works by teachers of philosophy which had the same ‘protreptic’ function, 
to inform youngsters about the nature and value of philosophy, including lost protreptic works by 
the Socratic philosophers Antisthenes and Aristippus, as well as the dialogue Euthydemus by Plato.  

Aristotle’s work was quickly recognized as a masterpiece and became one of the most influ-
ential works of philosophy in antiquity, inspiring in its turn many important later imitations, both in 
Greek and in Latin of which the most influential one was probably the lost Hortensius of Cicero. In 
this dialogue, Cicero presented speeches against abstract philosophy for the character ‘Hortensius’, 
as well as speeches for his own character ‘Cicero’, arguing against ‘Hortensius’ in favour of 
Academic philosophy, designing his dialogue partly on the basis of Aristotle’s Protrepticus. 

Aristotle’s Protrepticus apparently provided the literary model for Cicero’s dialogue, in which 
the author himself appears as a character who offers the decisive arguments that bring the work to a 
successful conclusion, accepting some and opposing other arguments presented by other characters. 
One of these characters was ‘Isocrates’, who stands for Isocrates of Athens, a teacher of what he 
called ‘philosophy’, but of which he had a more limited conception than did Plato and his student 
Aristotle. Another character was ‘Heraclides’, who stands for Heraclides of Pontus, a student of 
Plato and a contemporary member, with Aristotle, of Plato’s Academy. ‘Heraclides’ expressed en-
thusiasm for Pythagorean philosophy, which Aristotle shared only in part. The third main character 
is ‘Aristotle’, who articulates the particular views of Aristotle himself, views clearly reflected in his 
surviving treatises. There may have been a fourth main speaker, as well as minor characters. 

Aristotle’s Protrepticus is a text with very many gaps, even in this relatively advanced state of 
reconstruction. We have no sure way of knowing how large these gaps are, or how extensive the 
work originally was, nor can we be sure what the dialogue did not contain. The beginning is 
particularly damaged, and we have no evidence of how the work gets going, except that it was 
addressed to a certain Themison, who apparently enjoyed a good reputation, not only for his wealth. 
The dialogue may well have been set in a Athenian gymnasium with young men in attendance, as in 
the related Platonic dialogues Lysis, Euthydemus, and Philebus. 

Our conception of Aristotle’s Protrepticus as a dialogue with contrasting speakers is fully 
consistent with all the relevant ancient evidence, beginning with its position on the ancient book 
lists among dialogues of Aristotle. Yet this suggestion is a neglected one in the tormented history of 
the reconstruction of the work. The most influential attempt was by the Swedish scholar Ingemar 
Düring in Aristotle’s Protrepticus: an attempt at reconstruction (Göteborg, 1961), but he started 
from the assumption that Aristotle wrote a continuous speech of exhortation, comparable to the 
protreptic speeches of his rival Isocrates. Starting from this assumption, he felt obliged (and 
permitted) to rearrange the evidence to that it would fit into what was expected of such a speech. 

Düring’s attempted reconstruction was proven to be untenable by our recent study of the 
evidence preserved in the Protrepticus of Iamblichus: “Authenticating Aristotle’s Protrepticus,” in 
Oxford Studies in Ancient Philosophy 29 (2005), pp. 193-294. In this article, we showed that when 
Iamblichus cited or paraphrased from the works of Plato and Aristotle, he worked in the natural 
order, presenting later selections later in his work than selections that had come earlier in Plato’s or 
Aristotle’s work; he did not scramble or rearrange the order of passages, which scholars are now 
obliged to preserve, as we demonstrated. When we preserve the order of evidence, we see that there 
is a clear concluding climax at the end of chapter VIII of the Protrepticus of Iamblichus (at p. 42 
below), which had always been taken to be the end of the work, whereas it now seems clear to us 



 

that it is the end of the concluding speech of one of the characters (‘Heraclides’), not the end of the 
work, which concludes with a speech of ‘Aristotle’. 

Another technical shortcoming in the work of Düring was his not understanding the 
significance of the textual overlaps between passages in the middle of ch. VI of the Protrepticus 
(Protr.) of Iamblichus and passages in the middle of ch. xxvi of the next work by Iamblichus in his 
Pythagorean sequence, his De Communi Mathematica Scientia (DCMS). Since DCMS xxvi(B) 
overlaps with Protr. VI(B), and since Iamblichus assembled citations and paraphrases in a sequence 
that mirrors that of the original work, then the material cited in DCMS xxvi(A) (the first part of that 
chapter) must also have been part of Aristotle’s Protrepticus, and must have been located, in that 
work, prior to the location of the material cited in Protr. VI(B). The argument of DCMS xxvi(A) 
(pp. 7-8) is in the voice of ‘Isocrates’, arguing against Aristotle’s conception of philosophy; and 
since this argument cannot be part of a continuous speech of Aristotle, Düring excluded all of 
DCMS xxvi from the evidence base of the lost text, an incorrect exclusion. 

We reached the contrary conclusion, that our knowledge of the citation technique of Iamblichus 
positively confirms this chapter to be evidence of Aristotle’s Protrepticus; this adds DCMS xxvi(A) 
(pp. 9-10) and DCMS xxvi(C) (p. 15) to the evidence base. We also accept the attribution to the lost 
text of Aristotle of DCMS xxiii, by Philip Merlan in ‘A new fragment of Aristotle’, in his From 
Platonism to Neoplatonism (The Hague, 1960; 2nd ed.). To accept this inclines us to accept that the 
intervening chapters have the same source. The two chapters that intervene (xxiv-xxv) were 
ascribed to Aristotle by Walter Burkert in his study Lore and Science in ancient Pythagoreanism, tr. 
Edwin Minar, Jr. (Harvard, 1972), correctly; but Burkert had surmised that the Aristotle work in 
question was his On the Pythagoreans, whereas we now tend to believe, though with some 
reservations, that its origin was Protrepticus. Further, we scanned backward and forward in the 
DCMS, and established that the whole section from chapters xxii-xxvii contains excerpts cited or 
paraphrased from our lost text, Aristotle’s Protrepticus. The attributions of DCMS xxii and xxvii 
and the tentative attributions of DCMS xxiv and xv to the lost work are new attributions on our part. 

The combination of two long and overlapping stretches of dependable Iamblichean citation 
provides a new basis for a fairly full reconstruction, as if two partial but extended fossil skeletons 
had been found that overlap at the hip of the animal. The required ordered sequence of fragments, 
the sequence presented in this reconstruction, is therefore this: DCMS xxii (‘Heraclides’), pp. 8-11; 
DCMS xxiii (‘Aristotle’), pp. 12-16; DCMS xxvi(A) (‘Isocrates’), pp. 17-19; DCMS xxvi(B) 
overlapping with Protr. VI(B) (‘Aristotle’), pp. 20-27; DCMS xxvii (‘Aristotle’), pp. 28-32; Protr. 
VII (‘Aristotle’), pp. 33-38; Protr. VIII (‘Heraclides’), pp. 39-43; Protr. IX (‘Aristotle’), pp. 44-51; 
Protr. X (‘Aristotle’), pp. 52-54; Protr. XI (‘Aristotle’), pp. 55-59; Protr. XII (‘Aristotle’), p. 60. 

We also need to recognize that Protr. VI(A) must come before Protr. VI(B), though we don’t 
know how it relates to the rests of the speeches in the sequence, and for this reason it is placed in 
‘Peripheral Evidence’, together with DCMS xxiv and DCMS xxv and certain other items of 
evidence which should be attributed to the lost dialogue (pp. 62-70), despite being uncertain in this 
or another respect. For the difference between core evidence and peripheral evidence, see p. 61 
below. The evidence base for the lost work is also composed of numerous uncertain or unclear 
items of evidence, collected on pp. 72-81, and some items that have been attributed incorrectly and 
should be rejected, are presented on p. 82. A concordance is provided to the superseded editions of 
Ross (1955) and Düring (1961), on p. 84. 

 



 

ix 
Conventions used in this booklet 

 
Words translated from ancient texts are set in boldface if we believe them to be the very words 

that were once in Aristotle’s text; when they are normal, not boldface, this means that we do not 
know exactly which words stood in Aristotle’s text, of which this passage may have been a more or 
less faithful paraphrase, not a citation. When Iamblichus uses paraphrase instead of citation, this is 
generally because the underlying text was in the form of a conversational dialogue, and Iamblichus 
transformed it efficiently and accurately into declarative prose. 
 
References to primary evidence 
 

For each paragraph or similar division of text, a reference is given to the primary evidence; for 
readers who need to give exact line references to an individual sentence, these may be found by 
using the paragraph reference together with the internal references which divide sentences from 
each other (‘[5|6]’ indicates that the previous sentence ended on line 5, and the next one begins on 
line 6). References to each block of text are given, to the line numbers of standard Greek editions, 
as detailed below. 

To give a complete and accurate reference to any given sentence in the lost work, the following 
is exemplary: <Aristotle, Protrepticus>, ap. Iamblichus, DCMS ch. xxvi, 82.27-83.2, which is the 
proper reference for this sentence: “In addition to these, its use greatly differs from all others: 
philosophers require neither tools nor special places for their productive work; rather, wherever in 
the inhabited world someone sets down his thought, it touches the truth on all sides equally as if it 
were present there.” When it is obvious what the source text under discussion is, suppress author 
and title of source text; when it is obvious that Iamblichus is the author who provides evidence, 
suppress author of cover text; when it is obvious that DCMS or Protrepticus is the cover text, 
suppress title of cover text; in many cases a reference would suffice in its context if it had the form 
“xxvi, 82.27-83.2”. In our opinion, the chapter divisions of the cover text should never be 
suppressed, as they are the most convenient mnemonic handle for the larger blocks of speeches. 

In cases where we use this text once only,we provide reference there to the current Greek 
edition of the text on the basis of which we made our translation: Stobaeus (p. 3); Alexander and 
other authors (pp. 4-5); Ammonius (pp. 76-77); and four papyrus fragments (pp. 6-7, p. 62, p. 63, 
pp. 72-73). On several occasions we translate evidence from the First Prologue of the Commentary 
on Euclid I by Proclus: passages in chapter 9 (p. 79 and pp. 28-29), in chapters 11 and 13 (pp. 74-
75) and, on one occasion, from Proclus’ Second Prologue, in a passage in chapter 4 (pp. 75-76). For 
these Proclus passages our text of reference was Proclus, In primum Euclidis Elementorum Librum 
Commentarii, ed. G. Friedlein (Leipzig, 1873).

In all other cases, the evidence of which we provide a translation comes from one or other of 
these two Greek texts of Iamblichus, which provide not only the bulk of the evidence but also its 
sequence: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ed. H. Pistelli (Leipzig, 1888); Iamblichus, De Communi 
Mathematica Scientia (DCMS), ed. N. Festa (Leipzig, 1891, rev. U. Klein 1975).  

We refer to the page and line numbers of the Iamblichus editions noted above, but we have our-
selves collated the primary manuscripts and have consulted copies in our files for confirmations of 
readings; we are responsible for the readings of the manuscripts that constitute the text. We are also 
respons-ible for the choice of conjectural emendations, and in some cases for their proposal. A more 
explicit presentation of the Greek text, its variants and conjectures, is planned for future publication. 
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Title of the work: 
 

Protrepticus 
 

Protreptiko/j 

 
Evidence: Diogenes Laertius, Lives of the Famous Philosophers 5.22 (ed. T. Dorandi, Cambridge 2014) 
 
1. On Justice, 4.     Peri\ dikaiosu&nhj a & b & g & d & 
2. On Poets, 3.     Peri\ poihtw~n a & b & g & 
3. On Philosophy, 3.     Peri\ filosofi/aj a & b & g & 
4. On the Statesman, 2.    Peri\ politikou~ a & b & 
5. On Rhetoric, or Grylus, 1.    Peri\ r(htorikh~j h2 Gru~loj a & 
6. Nerinthus.      Nh&rinqoj a & 
7. Sophist, 1.      Sofisth_j a & 
8. Menexenus, 1.     Mene/cenoj a & 
9. Eroticus, 1.      0Erwtiko_j a & 
10. Symposium, 1.     Sumpo&sion a & 
11. On Wealth, 1.     Peri\ plou&tou a & 
 
12. Protrepticus, 1.     Protreptiko_j a & 
 
13. On the Soul, 1.     Peri\ yuxh~j a & 
14. On Prayer, 1.     Peri\ eu)xh~j a & 
15. On Noble Birth, 1.    Peri\ eu)genei/aj a & 
16. On Pleasure, 1.     Peri\ h(donh~j a & 
17. Alexander, or About Colonies, 1.    0Ale/candroj h2 u(pe\r a)poi/kwn a & 
18. On Kingship, 1.     Peri\ basilei/aj a & 
19. On Education, 1.     Peri\ paidei/aj a & 
20. On the Good, 3.     Peri\ ta)gaqou~ a & b & g & 
 
 
Editorial notes: The title Protrepticus occurs on all three of the surviving ancient lists of Aristotle’s works: 
the list of titles in Greek by Diogenes Laertius (title #12); the list of titles in Greek appended to the Vita 
Hesychii (title #14); and the list of titles in Arabic in Ptolemy al-Gharîb (title #1). The title Protreptiko_j a/, 
meaning “Protrepticus, in one book” is the same on the two Greek lists, although the Arabic list conflates 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus with his On Philosophy and erroneously reports the number of books of the latter. In 
all three lists, the work is placed among the works of Aristotle that are definitely or probably dialogues.  
 This is the exact title that we should expect, to judge from the direct references to the work “in his 
Protrepticus” e0n tw|~ Protreptikw|~, in two commentaries by the later ancient scholars Alexander and 
Olympiodorus (in Top. 149.13 and in Alcib. 144.15; see pp. 4-5). Note also the expressions “in the Protrepticus 
that he wrote down” e0n tw|~ Protreptikw|~ e0pigegramme/nw| (Elias, Prolegomenon 3.18), and “in a composition in 
his Protrepticus” e1n tini Protreptikw|~ au)tou~ suggra&mmati (David, Prolegomenon 9.2). Again, all cognate titles 
by other writers from the fourth century or earlier have the same title Protreptiko/j: Antisthenes (DL 6.1, 
Athenaeus 656f); Aristippus (DL 2.85); Demetrios of Phaleron (DL 5.81); Chamaeleon (Athenaeus 184d); 
Epicurus (DL 10.28); cf. also [Plato]: Kleitofw=n h)\ protreptiko/j (DL 3.60), and see Gigon, pp. 283-4.  
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Editorial notes: The beginning of the Protrepticus is lost, and we have no evidence of how the work begins, 
except that it was addressed to a certain Themison, who apparently enjoyed a good reputation, not only for 
his wealth. The notion that the work was ‘dedicated’ to Themison has been repeatedly stated, but it has also 
been argued that the practice of ‘dedicating’ works developed only later; however, the evidence makes it 
clear that the work was addressed to Themison. It does not, however, make clear who this Themison is. 
There is no other known record of any ‘king of the Cyprians’ called ‘Themison’, and his historical identity 
remains indistinct, confused, or perhaps fictional. If it weren’t for the claim, possibly a guess, that he came 
from Cyprus, Themison of Eritrea would be a good candidate as the work’s addressee. 
 This address was probably in direct speech to the addressee, constituting a kind of “preface”, after which 
followed the dialogue. This literary structure was described by Cicero in an explanation to his friend Atticus 
of the literary structure he himself was following in composing his own dialogues: “But you know the form 
of my dialogues: just as in my work on oratory <sc. De Oratore>, of which you speak so very handsomely, 
none of those taking part in the discussion could make mention of persons other than those had known or 
heard, in the same way I have put this discussion on the state <sc. De Re Publica> that I have embarked upon 
into the mouths of Africanus, Philus, Laelius, and Manilius, with the addition of some young men, Q. Tubero 
and P. Rutilius, and Laelius’ two sons-in-law, Scaevola and Fannius. So I am thinking of making a suitable 
occasion to address him in one of the prefaces which I am writing to each book, as Aristotle did in what he 
calls his ‘exoteric’ pieces (ut Aristoteles in iis quos e)cwterikou\j vocat). I understand that you would favor that” 
(Att. IV 16.2, tr. Shackleton Bailey). 
 Stobaeus cites an extract found in an Epitome (done by the otherwise unknown scholar Theodorus) made 
from works by the Cynic philosopher Teles of Megara (fl. c. 235 BC). In this extract, Teles recounted a story 
told by Zeno of Citium (c. 334-c. 262 BC), the founder of the Stoic school of philosophy, about Crates of 
Thebes (c. 365-c. 285 BC), an earlier Cynic philosopher who is said to have offered a characteristically Cynic 
comment after having read Aristotle’s Protrepticus aloud in a shoemaker’s workshop. He jokes by 
encouraging a shoemaker to do philosophy since his humble station and relative poverty put him in a freer 
position to do philosophy than the social position occupied by Themison, burdened by wealth and 
responsibility. More recent commentators have also wondered why Aristotle should say that Themison “has 
more good things going for him to help him do philosophy, since, as he has great wealth, he can spend it on 
these things,” given what is argued elsewhere in the dialogue. The theme of wealth and responsibility 
resurfaces several times, in speeches by all three of the characters. Early on, ‘Isocrates’ argues that wealth 
without intelligence is harmful, like a knife for a child or a bad man (P.Oxy. 666). Then, in his attack on 
theoretical philosophy, Isocrates points out that we are not wealthy by knowing about wealth but by 
possessing property (DCMS 79.18-24). ‘Aristotle’ in turn argued that philosophers are willing to labor at 
theoretical science despite receiving no payment (xxvi, 82.17-19). Later ‘Heraclides’ argues that no one would 
accept having all the property in the world if it meant also being unintelligent (45.18-20).  
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Report about the work’s Address to Themison: 
Reference of cover text: Stobaeus, Anthology IV.32.21 (p. 785, lines 18-27, ed. C. Wachsmuth and O. Hense). 
Superseded editions: This evidence was collected as Protrepticus fr. 1 (Ross) and, in Düring’s edition, as B1. 
 
Zh&nwn e1fh Kra&thta a)naginw&skein e0n 
skutei/w| |  kaqh&menon to_n  0Aristote/louj 
Protreptiko&n, o4n e1graye | 20 pro_j 
Qemi/swna to_n Kupri/wn basile/a le/gwn 
o3ti ou)deni\ |  plei/w a)gaqa_ u(pa&rxei pro_j 
to_ filosofh~sai: plou~to&n te |  ga_r 
plei=ston au)to_n e1xein w3ste dapana~n ei0j 
tau~ta, e1ti |  de\ do&can u(pa&rxein au)tw|~. 
a)naginw&skontoj de\ au)tou~ to_n |  skute/a 
e1fh prose/xein a3ma r(a&ptonta, kai\ to_n 
Kra&thta | 25 ei0pei=n ‘e0gw& moi dokw~, w} 
Fili/ske, gra&fein pro_j se\ pro|trep-
tiko&n: plei/w ga_r o(rw~ soi\ u(pa&rxonta 
pro_j to_ filo|sofh~sai <h2> w|{ e1grayen 
 0Aristote/lhj. 
 
<apparatus criticus for this paragraph> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Zeno said that Crates, while sitting in a shoe-
maker’s workshop, read the Protrepticus of 
Aristotle, which he wrote to Themison (the king of 
the Cyprians), saying that no one has more good 
things going for him to help him do philosophy 
since, as he has great wealth, he can spend it on 
these things, and he has a reputation as well. He 
said that when Crates was reading, the shoemaker 
was paying attention while stitching, and Crates 
said, “I think I should write a Protrepticus to you, 
Philiscus, for I know you’ve got more going for 
you to help you do philosophy than the fellow 
Aristotle wrote to.”  
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Several reports by ancient scholars about a remarkable argument in the Protrepticus. 
 
 

It is possible to dismantle a position by taking all the significations of all of them; for 
instance, if someone should say that one should not do philosophy, then, since ‘to do 
philosophy’ means to investigate this very thing, whether one should do philosophy or not 
(as he <sc. Aristotle> says in the Protrepticus), and it also means to pursue philosophical 
study, by showing each of these to be appropriate for a human, we will entirely eliminate 
the proposal. 

Alexander of Aphrodisias, Commentary on Aristotle’s Topics, on II.3 110a2 (p. 149.9-15, ed. Wallies) 
 

Indeed, as Aristotle says in the Protrepticus he wrote down, in which he exhorts the youth 
to do philosophy - he says this: if you should do philosophy, you should do philosophy, 
and if you should not do philosophy, then you should do philosophy. Therefore in every 
case you should do philosophy. For if philosophy exists, then positively we are obliged to 
do philosophy, since it truly exists. But if it does not truly exist, even so we are obliged to 
investigate how it is that philosophy does not truly exist. But by investigating we would be 
doing philosophy, since to investigate is the cause of philosophy. 

Elias, Prolegomena to Philosophy, p. 3, lines 17-23 (ed. Busse) 
 
Editorial notes: The above two reports, by later ancient commentators on Aristotle, indicate that a counter-
argument was designed in this dialogue, to oppose a speaker who had been arguing that philosophy was 
not a worthwhile activity. Since investigating such questions as which activities are worth pursuing is a 
philosophical activity, the critic of philosophy is revealed to be in a pragmatically self-defeating position 
when he chooses to engage in philosophy while declaring that it is not worth doing. Of the two witnesses, 
Alexander is earlier and more likely to be basing his report on his own reading of the lost dialogue. The 
report of Alexander is repeated verbatim in the Byzantine Suda, at F 414 (under the lemma Filosofei=n) 
,without mention of the provenance of the information. 
 

Hortensius in Cicero <sc. in Cicero’s dialogue Hortensius>, when disputing against 
philosophy, was trapped by a brilliant conclusion; when he said that one should not do 
philosophy, he seemed nevertheless to be doing philosophy, since it is up to philosophers 
to discuss what should be done, or not done, in life.  

Lactantius, Divine Institutes 3.9 (396b, ed. Brandt) 
 
Editorial notes: When Cicero wrote his own protreptic dialogue Hortensius, he evidently borrowed this 
argument from Aristotle’s dialogue, with a very clear statement of the central premise, that “it is up to 
philosophers to discuss what should be done, or not done, in life.”  
 

For this argument does indeed seem to me to be a good one: if one should do philosophy, 
then one should do philosophy, for this follows from the thing itself; but likewise even if 
one should not do philosophy, for one does not condemn something without first knowing 
about it. So one should do philosophy. 

Clement of Alexandria, Miscellanies 6.18 (p. 162.5, ed. Stählin) 
 
Editorial notes: The above report appears to be a less informative version of the argument reported above; 
it omits the provenance of the idea, and appears to modify the complaint to one of justice (‘one does not 
condemn something ignorantly’) from one of logic (‘one cannot be consistent when investigating such 
matters and condemning philosophy’).  
 

And Aristotle said in his Protrepticus that if you should do philosophy, you should do 
philosophy; but if you should not do philosophy, you should do philosophy; and in every 
case you should do philosophy. 

Olympiodorus, Commentary on Plato’s Alcibiades 119a-120d (p. 144.??, ed. ??) 
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This form <sc. the paraconditional> is also Aristotle’s argument in the Protrepticus: 

whether you should do philosophy or you should not do philosophy, you should do 
philosophy. And indeed either you should do philosophy or you should not do philosophy; 
so in every case you should do philosophy. 

Anonymous, On the General Forms of the Syllogism xi.19-21 (in pp. ix-xii of CIAG 5.6, ed. Wallies) 
 
Editorial notes: The arguments as reported above have a remarkable logical structure. In the above reports, 
only the structure is reported, not the reason why doing philosophy is inevitable. 
 

The all-encompassing discipline is dialectical logic, and in general it is possible neither to 
speak nor to listen when this method is removed, for even this, that it is not necessary to 
pursue dialectic, must be understood through a dialectical undertaking. 

Iamblichus, Letter to Sopater on Dialectic, cited in Stobaeus, Anthology II.2.6 (p. ?? ed. Wachsmuth/Hense) 
 

And some also have this line of inquiry: ‘if demonstration exists, demonstration exists; if 
demonstration does not exist, demonstration exists; but demonstration either does or does 
not exist; so demonstration exists.’ … The second conditional is also sound, for from 
demonstration not existing, the leading premise, it follows that demonstration exists, for the 
very argument that shows that demonstration does not exist, since it is demonstrative, 
confirms that demonstration does exist. 

Sextus Empiricus, Against the Logicians II (Adv. M. VIII), 466-467 (ed. Mutschmann) 
 
Editorial notes: The reports of Iamblichus and Sextus Empiricus appear to attest to a different version of 
the argument, either a misunderstanding of the original argument reported by our other sources, or else a 
correct report of a different version of the argument. We believe the latter, that there was another premise 
that could be used against the speaker in a paraconditional argument: the canons and standards of proof in 
argument are part of philosophy, and if the opponent were to succeed in his proof he would be succeeding 
in doing philosophy. This is not the same riposte as to point out that in investigating whether philosophy 
was worthwhile he was doing philosophy. Since one can investigate with non-demonstrative techniques, 
the two arguments are not identical. 
 

In a certain composition in his Protrepticus in which he exhorts the young men to do 
philosophy, Aristotle says this: if you should not do philosophy, then you should do 
philosophy, and if you should do philosophy, then you should do philosophy. So in any 
case you should do philosophy. For example, if someone says that philosophy does not 
exist, they have used a demonstration by means of which they refute philosophy. But if 
they have used a demonstration, then it is clear that they do philosophy. For philosophy is 
the mother of demonstrations. And if someone says that philosophy does exist, again they 
do philosophy. For they have used a demonstration, by means of which they demonstrate 
that philosophy truly exists. So in any case one does philosophy, both the one who refutes 
philosophy and the one who does not. For each of them has used a demonstration, by 
means of which the arguments are proven. But if one has used demonstrations, then it is 
clear that one does philosophy. For philosophy is the mother of demonstrations. 

David, Prolegomena to Philosophy, p. 9.2-12 (ed. Busse) 
 
Editorial notes: The report of David is a verbose version of the second line of argument, centred on the 
centrality of demonstrative procedures in philosophy. 
 
Superseded editions: Three of these passages were collected in Fr. 2 in Ross’ edition of Protrepticus, of 
which the main texts are from Alexander and Elias and David, with subsidiary information from the 
anonymous scholiast, Olympiodorus, and the two witnesses to Cicero’s Hortensius (Lactantius and 
Clement). In the later edition by Düring, one sentence from Alexander (149.12-14) is recognized as fragment 
B6, while other passages are collected as testimonia A2-A6: Alexander; anonymous scholiast; 
Olympiodorus; Elias; David. 
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Papyrus fragment from a speech by the character ‘Isocrates’: 
 

… since … ‘dog in the manger’ … whenever … prevent <them> from <both 
saying> and doing something they decide they need to do. [II.4] 

This is why those who observe the unluckiness of these things should avoid 
them and consider success in life as in fact not consisting in the possession of lots 
of things as much as in the condition of the soul. [15] For one would not say that a 
body is also happy by being adorned with splendid clothing, but rather by being 
healthy and in a good condition, even if none of the things just mentioned is 
present in it; rather and, in the same way, a soul too, if it has been educated, such 
a soul and such a man must be hailed as being successful, not if he is splendidly 
furnished with the externals but is himself worth nothing. [39] For nor is a horse, if 
it has a golden bit and an expensive harness but is itself bad, the sort of horse that 
we consider to be worth something; but it’s any one that’s in a good condition that 
we praise instead. [51|52] Apart from what’s been said, what happens to those who 
are worth nothing, when they do happen across wealth and the goods that come 
by fortune, is that their possessions are worth more than they are, which is the 
most disgraceful thing of all. [III.5|6] For just as anybody who is inferior to his own 
servants would turn into a laughing-stock, in the same way it turns out that those 
for whom their possessions are more important than their own nature should be 
considered pathetic. [III.17|18]  

And this is truly how it is: for, as the proverb says, ‘satisfaction begets 
insolence, and ignorance with power beget senselessness,’ since for those whose 
condition is bad in those respects that concern the soul, neither wealth nor 
strength nor beauty is anything good; but rather, the more these bad conditions 
obtain to an excessive degree, the more greatly and the more often those things 
harm the man who possesses them, if he comes by them without intelligence. [41] 
For the saying ‘no knife for a child’ means ‘don’t put power into the hands of the 
bad.’ [46|47] But everyone would agree that intelligence comes from learning or 
from searching, the capacities for which are comprehended within philosophy. 
[53] Hence surely we have to do philosophy unreservedly, and ...  

 
Reference: P.Oxy.666; column I lines 51-55 + II.1-57 + III.1-56, ed. F. Vendruscolo, Corpus dei Papyri 
Filosofici I.1 (Firenze, 1989), 269-279. This papyrus fragment is not the only source; the same passage is also 
quoted in the Anthology of Stobaeus at III.3.25, where Stobaeus refers to it as coming from ‘Aristotle’. The 
version in Stobaeus’ Anthology is slightly abridged; the words it conveys begin at line II.4 of the papyrus 
and end at III.41, with the omission of II.52-III.5.  
Superseded editions: This fragment was collected as Fr. 3 (Ross) and as B2-5 in Düring’s edition. 
 

… ga\r |    ]. ku/wn | e)n th|= fa/]tnh| | ]n o#?tan|55   ]t?oj |II.1 te pra/ttein tw=n | deo/ntwn ti pro|airoume/nouj 
| kwlu/h|. [II.4] 

dio\ dei= |5 th\n tou/twn | qewrou=ntaj a)tu|xi/an feu/gein | kai\ nomi/zein | th_n eu)daimoni/an |10 ou)k e0n tw|~ 
pol|la_ kekthsqai gi/|gnesqai, ma~llon | h)\ e0n tw|~ pwj | th_n yuxh_n dia|15kei=sqai. kai\ ga_r | sw~ma ou) to_ 
lam|pra|~ e0sqh~ti ke|kosmhme/non | fai/h tij a2n ei?]|nai maka&rion?, |20  a)l [la] _ to_ th_n u([gi/ei|an e1?xon kai\      
s?[pou|dai/wj diake[i/m]e|non, k?a2n mhde\n |25 tw~n proeirhme/|nwn? au)tw|~ parh|~: | to_n a?u)to?_n d?e?\ tro&|pon kai\ 
yuxh_n, | e0a_n h|} pepaideu|30me/nh, th_n toiau/|thn kai\ to_n toiou~|ton a1nqrwpon | eu)dai/mona pros|agoreu-
te/on e0sti/n, |34 ou)k a2n toi=j e0kto_j | h|} lamprw~j ke|kosmhme/noj, | au)to_j mhdeno_j | a1cioj w1n. ou)?d?e?\ ga?_r |40 
[i] 3p?pon, e0a_n ya/llia | xrusa~ kai\ skeu|h_n e1xh| polute|lh~ fau~loj w1n, | to_n toiou~ton |45 a1cio&n tinoj 
nomi|zomen [[ tinoj no|mizomen]] ei]nai: | a)ll’ o4j a2n diakei/me|noj <h|}> spoudai/wj, |50 tou~ton ma~llon 
e0painou~men. | xwri\j de\ tw=n ei)|rhme/nwn sum|bai/nei toi=j mhde|55no\j a)ci/oij ou)=sin, | o(/tan tu/xwsi xo|[rh-
gi/]a?j? kai\ tw=n |III.1 dia\ th=j tuxh=j a)ga|qw=n ple/onoj a)/cia | e(autw=n ei)=nai | ta\ kth/mata o$ pa/n|5twn ai)/s-
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xiston. | w3sper ga_r ei1 tij | tw~n oi0ketw~n | tw=n au(tou~ xei/|rwn ei1h, katage/|10lastoj a2n ge/noito, | to_n 
au)to_n tro&pon | oi[j plei/onoj a)ci/an? | th_n kth~sin ei]na[i | sumbe/bhke th~j |15 i0di/aj fu&sewj, a)q[li/|ouj 
tou&touj ei]n?a[i | dei= nomi/zein. [III.17|18]  

kai\ tou~to kat?’ a?)|[l]h&qeian ou3twj |20 [e] 1xei: ti/ktei ga&r, | w3sper fhsi\n h( par|oimi/a, ko&roj m?e?\[n | 
u3brin, a)paide[u|si/a de\ met’ e0cou|25si/aj a1noian. t?o?[i=j | ga_r diakeime[ /noij | ta_ peri\ th_n yu|xh_n kakw~j 
ou1|te plou~toj ou1t’ i0|30sxu_j ou1te ka&lloj | tw~n a)gaqw~n e0st? [i/n, | a)ll’ o3sw| per a2n au{|tai ma~llon ai9 
dia|qe/seij kaq’ u(p[er|bolh_n u(pa&rc[wsi, |35

 tosou&tw| mei/z[w | kai\ plei/w to_n | kekthme/non | bla&ptousin, 
<a)/n> a?)/n?[eu|40 fronh&sewj [pa|rage/nwnta[i: to\ | ga\r mh\ paid[i\ ma/|xairan tou=t’ [e)sti, | to\ mh\ toi=j 
f[au/|45loij th\n e)cou[si|an e)gxeiri/ze[in. | th\n de\ fro/n[hsin | a(/pantej a)/n o([molo|gh/seian ei)j to\? [man-
|50qa/nein gi/gnesq[ai h)\ | zhtei=n, w(=n ta\j [du|na/meij filosof[i/a | periei/lhfen. w(/?[s|te pw=j ou)k a)p[ro-
|55fasi/stwj filo[so|fhte/on e)sti\ ka?i\? … 

II.5 qewrou=ntaj DSH&MRJ : qewrousan 
 
 
Editorial notes: Our main source of evidence for this passage is a papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, which is rich 
with allusions to classic Socratic and Platonic protreptic argumentation. The speaker seems to be ‘Isocrates’, 
who liberally sprinkles his speech with sayings and slogans to argue that wisdom is worth far more than 
external goods. He seems to be making allusions or some sort of reference to the text from which a different 
papyrus, P.Oxy.3699, is a fragment (possibly of Antisthenes’ Protrepticus), especially at Fragment D, column 
I lines 2-14: “reputation, strength, beauty … are unprofitable to such a person. It’s pretty much just like ‘a 
knife to a child’ how any of such things turns out for an uneducated human, for where he owns the 
possessions he has the initial impulse for weak self-control, leading to self-indulgence and even gambling 
and women and other … “ For this evidence, see pp. 72-73 below. 
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Paraphrase and citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 

But since when Pythagoras took mathematics over from foreigners he added much 
of his own, one should insert these sorts of starting points too, as well as adding the 
individuality of his mathematics. [7] He made philosophical observations of many 
of the truths of mathematics, and adapted them to his own operations, even the 
ones handed down to him by others; and he made an order to fit onto them that is 
suitable and conducted investigations into them that are appropriate. 
 

Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxii, 67.3-11. 
 

a)ll’ e0pei\ para|labw_n para_ barba&rwn ta_ maqh&mata Puqago&raj a)f’ |5 e9autou~ polla_ 
prose/qhke, dei= kai\ ta_j toiau&taj a)rxa_j | suneisenegkei=n, th&n te i0dio&thta au)tou~ th~j 
maqhmati|kh~j prosqei=nai. polla_ ga_r filoso&fwj e0qew&rhse tw~n | maqhma&twn, w|)keiw&sato& te 
au)ta_ tai=j oi0kei/aij e0pibolai=j, | kai/toi par’ a1llwn paradoqe/nta, ta&cin te au)toi=j |10 
e0fh&rmose th_n pre/pousan kai\ zhth&seij peri\ au)tw~n | e0poih&sato ta_j proshkou&saj. 

 
 
Editorial notes: The next main source of evidence is the third book of the Pythagorean sequence written by 
Iamblichus of Chalcis, in the third part, entitled De Communi Mathematici Scientia. The second part is 
entitled Protrepticus, and the first is the Vita Pythagorica. Starting at chapter 21, the source for Iamblichus is 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus; this was always known for chapter 26, and in 1950 Philip Merlan postulated that 
chapter 23 also derives from Aristotle’s Protrepticus, a postulate that we can now confirm from a study of 
the entire range of chapters from 21-27. 
 It would seem that the character ‘Heraclides’ is providing an account of the development of 
Pythagorean philosophy up from its roots in geometry. ‘Heraclides’ regarded Pythagoras as being the first 
philosopher and his abstract and formal mode of doing philosophy as being the only correct one; these 
views about philosophy are dramatically opposed to those of ‘Isocrates’. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 
He fashioned them into a starting point for his instruction, which was capable 

of guiding his listeners, if any of them by adequate experience could understand 
the terms adequately. [22] Indeed, in the purity, subtlety, and precision of his 
demonstrations, surpassing every similar type of theoretical observation of other 
things, he both employs great clarity and sets out from evident facts; and the most 
beautiful thing in it is actually what is high-minded and leads to the primary 
causes, which both fashions its teachings for the sake of practical affairs and also 
lays hold of things in a pure way, and at times the mathematical theorems are even 
connected with the theological ones. [68.2] For to this extent they are what someone 
in the present would propose to be elements, since they are common peculiarities of 
this sort of science. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxii, 67.19-68.4. 

 
a)rxh_n de\ didaskali/aj |20

 a)p’ au)tw~n e0poiei=to duname/nhn o(dhgei=n tou_j a)kou&on|taj, ei1 tij di’ 
e0mpeiri/aj i9kanh~j i9kanw~j a)kou&oi tw~n | o)noma&twn. kai\ mh_n a)podei/cew&n ge kaqaro&thti 
lepto&|thti/ te kai\ a)kribei/a| paralla&ttein pa~san th_n tw~n | a1llwn o(moeidh~ qewri/an, 
e0nargei/a| te pollh|~ xrh~tai |25

 kai\ a)po_ tw~n gnwri/mwn o(rma~tai: ka&lliston de\ e0n | au)th|~ 
tugxa&nei to_ o2n to_ u(yhlo&noun kai\ e0pi\ ta_ prw~ta | ai1tia a)nago&menon, tw~n te pragma&twn 
e3neka poiou&|menon ta_j maqh&seij kai\ kaqarw~j a)ntilambano&menon |68.1

 tw~n o1ntwn, e0niaxou~ de\ 
kai\ suna&ptonta ta_ maqhmatika_ | qewrh&mata toi=j qeologikoi=j. tosau~ta ga_r a1n tij e0n | tw|~ 
paro&nti w(j koina_ e0cai/reta th~j toiau&thj e0pisth&mhj | prosth&saito a2n stoixei=a. 

 
 

 
Editorial notes: The speech of ‘Heraclides’ continues by describing how Pythagoras incorporated his 
mathematical investigations (just mentioned) into his instruction and fashioned his teachings both for the 
sake of practical affairs and laying hold of things “in a pure way”, which seems to prefigure the distinction 
between instrumental and intrinsic value that occupies much of the subsequent speeches of ‘Isocrates’ and 
‘Aristotle’. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 
Since the greater part was worked out by these men, and it was preserved un-

written in memories which now no longer remain at all, about which no evidence 
is easy to find or discover, either from writings or from a hearsay witness, it’s 
necessary to do something of this sort: setting out from small glimmers we 
should always build such things into a corpus and help make it grow, we should 
lead these things back to principles which are appropriate and fill in what was 
left out, and we should conjecture as far as possible their own opinion, what they 
would say, if it were permitted for one of them to teach us. [16] In fact, even from 
the consequences of the indisputable teachings transmitted to us, we are able to 
make appropriate discoveries of the ones that follow. [19] For such habits of inves-
tigation will allow us either to hit upon the really mathematical Pythagorean 
science, or make a very close approximation to it, to the highest degree which is 
possible. [22] And I believe that the proficiency for this, the proficiency diligently 
practiced by its own originator, is in agreement with that. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxii, 68.7-24. 
 

a)ll’ e0pei\ ta_ plei=sta e0nerga_ | h}n par’ au)toi=j, e0n mnh&maij te a)gra&foij diesw|&zeto, ai4 | nu~n 
ou)ke/ti diame/nousi, peri\ w{n ou)de\n tekmh&rasqai |10

 r(a|&dion ou)de\ a)neurei=n h2 a)po_ gramma&twn h2 
par’ a1llou | a)kou&onta, dei= toio&nde ti poiei=n: a)po_ smikrw~n ai0qugma&|twn o(rmwme/nouj sw-
matopoiei=n a)ei\ ta_ toiau~ta kai\ | sunau&cein, ei0j a)rxa&j te au)ta_ a)na&gein ta_j proshkou&saj | 
kai\ ta_ paraleipo&mena a)naplhrou~n, stoxa&zesqai/ te |15

 kata_ to_ dunato_n th~j e0kei/nwn gnw&-
mhj, ti/na a2n ei]pon, | ei0 e0nexw&rei tina_ au)tw~n dida&skein. h1dh de\ kai\ a)po_ | th~j a)kolouqi/aj tw~n 
a)namfisbhth&twj h(mi=n paradoqe/n|twn duna&meqa ta_ e9ch~j a)neuri/skein maqh&mata prosh|ko&n-
twj. oi9 ga_r toiou~toi tro&poi th~j diereunh&sewj h2 |20

 tuxei=n h(ma~j poih&sousi th~j o1ntwj ma-
qhmatikh~j Puqa|gorei/ou e0pisth&mhj, h2 e0gguta&tw proselqei=n pro_j au)th&n, | kaq’ o3son oi[o&n t’ 
e0sti\ ma&lista. sunomologei=n de\ | tau&th| neno&mika th_n e0pith&deusin au)th~j, th_n kata_ to_n | 

oi0kei=on a)rxhge/thn diameletwme/nhn. 
 
 
Editorial notes: After a gap, ‘Heraclides’ comments that although some of the Pythagorean framework is 
lost to history, it is necessary and possible to reconstruct the missing elements of it by research and 
intelligent speculation. 
 Aristotle, the author of these words, fascinatingly describes the process of researching ancient philosophy. 
This would seem to be the earliest evidence we have of a philosopher reflecting on the necessity of 
speculative reconstruction of the views of earlier philosophers. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 
And in the soul it contributes to purity of cognition and subtlety in thoughts, as 

well as to accuracy in its reasoning and contact with their own incorporeal sub-
stances, as well as to symmetry and good temper and conversion to reality; and in 
the human person it provides order in his life, as well as respite from the pas-
sions and beauty in character traits, as well as discoveries of the other things that 
are beneficial to human life. [13] And they turned their hands to philosophy 
throughout the whole of their domestic life, weaving the profit from it into their 
actions and their habits of mind, as well as into the construction of their cities 
and into the management of their private homes, as well as of skilled 
manufacturing and preparations for war or peace; and generally they applied 
mathematical science in all departments of life, appropriately in business affairs, 
beneficially for those who use it, harmoniously in both these ways, and in all 
other ways proportionately. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxii, 69.6-22. 
 

suneba&lleto de\ th|~ me\n yuxh|~ pro_j | gnw&sewj kaqaro&thta kai\ lepto&thta tw~n dianoh&sewn, 
| a)kri/beia&n te tou~ lo&gou kai\ sunafh_n pro_j ta_j kaq’ | e9auth_n a)swma&touj ou)si/aj, pro_j sum-
metri/an te kai\ |10

 eu)armosti/an kai\ periagwgh_n e0pi\ to_ o1n: tw|~ de\ a)nqrw&pw| | ta&cin ei0j to_n 
bi/on pare/xei h)remi/an te tw~n paqw~n | kai\ ka&lloj e0n toi=j h1qesin eu(re/seij te tw~n a1llwn tw~n | 
ei0j to_n a)nqrw&pinon bi/on lusitelou&ntwn. metexeiri/|zonto de\ au)th_n par’ o3lhn th_n oi0kei/an 
zwh&n, tai=j te |15 pra&cesi sunufai/nontej to_ a)p’ au)th~j o1feloj kai\ toi=j | th~j yuxh~j tro&poij, 
tai=j te tw~n po&lewn kataskeuai=j | kai\ tai=j tw~n oi1kwn dioikh&sesi, texnikai=j te e0rgasi/aij | 
kai\ polemikai=j h2 ei0rhnikai=j paraskeuai=j, kai\ o3lwj | peri\ pa&nta ta_ me/rh tou~ bi/ou th_n 
maqhmatikh_n prose/|20feron, oi0kei/wj me\n toi=j pra&gmasi, lusitelou&ntwj de\ | toi=j xrw-
me/noij, e0mmelw~j de\ pro_j a)mfo&tera tau~ta, kai\ | peri\ ta}lla pa&nta summe/trwj. 

 
 
Editorial notes: After a gap, ‘Heraclides’ reaches the conclusion, which is perhaps also the conclusion to 
this particular speech of his, that Pythagorean philosophy advances the intellectual and moral virtues of 
those who take it up, and provides many practical benefits as well.  
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Paraphrase and citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

If we have gathered any seed or principle of this kind of cognition by which we 
passed from a previous verbal acceptance of what kind of science it is to precisely 
observing what sort of thing its nature is, this came to us from no other source than 
from them <mathematics>. [11] But also the power of the science established it more 
clearly by its own arguments in the demonstrations about them. [13] Moreover it is 
the understanding of these things that has corrected us from being led astray when 
we were persuaded by many of the appearances, clearly establishing the truth about 
them, whatever it is. [70.16]  

But most of all, we participate for the first time in a sight that is both liberated 
and fitting for philosophers when we are in their community; what is similar in 
nature to each thing is what belongs to it, and to the man of liberated status the 
dominant end of the activity in accordance with his proper way of life has its re-
ference to himself and to nothing else external. [21] And this occurs in the sciences 
previously mentioned, being theoretical, and it occurs in the first sciences, be-
cause learning them occurs first in order, in accordance with the time of life, 
without further need of the kind of induction that naturally arises through a 
habit formed out of the particulars. [26] And if it is necessary to attribute to this 
person too the name that is proper to his passion (as with the desires proper to 
other people, which are named for their fondness for one kind of thing), the 
‘philosopher’ seems to have a will for a certain science that is prized for itself, 
and not on account of anything else resulting from it. [71.4]  

For some of those who wish to advance them would not seem to assign to them 
the appropriate position, when they assert that we need to create understanding 
of them because a training in them is useful for other theoretical fields. [8|9] For 
those things for the sake of which they encourage us to do this are by their nature 
less close relatives of the truth, even in the usual speeches spoken about them, 
nor are they champions in terms of the precision of their demonstrations. [12] And 
here’s a sufficient indication of this: we see them enduring and being believed 
continually in the same way by those who take up those fields, but in the other 
fields we would discover extremely few demonstrations that are at all like that. 
[71.15|16] 

Now then, mathematical philosophy has helped us, both for many of the neces-
sities for life, and also for those things that are worthwhile in themselves, as soon as 
we are affluent. [18] For even among the industrial arts, in quite a few cases we 
would find that mathematics has come to their assistance. [20] And as for natural 
philosophy, even if some other one were to have a more exalted position, we would 
see that it makes use of many of the things that we have seen in their own demon-
strations, which we have observed by the things that were mentioned. 

Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxiii, 70.7-71.24. 
 

ei0 ga&r ti spe/rma kai\ a)rxh_n toiau&thj gnw&sewj | e0komisa&meqa, a)f’ h{j to_ th~j e0pisth&mhj 
ge/noj o)nomasti\ | pareilhfo&tej pro&teron a)kribw~j e0qewrh&samen oi[o&n ti |10 th_n fu&sin e0sti/n, 
ou)k a)llaxo&qen h(mi=n ge/gonen h2 a)po_ | tou&twn. a)lla_ kai\ h( du&namij th~j e0pisth&mhj fanera_ | 
kate/sth dia_ tw~n oi0kei/wn lo&gwn e0n tai=j peri\ tau~ta | a)podei/cesin. e1ti de\ polloi=j pisteu&-
ontaj h(ma~j ei0kh|~ | tw~n fainome/nwn e0phnw&rqwken h( peri\ tau~ta su&nesij, |15 fanero_n 
kaqista~sa peri\ au)tw~n ta)lhqe\j o3pwj pote\ | e1xei. [70.16] 
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ma&lista de\ qe/aj e0leuqeri/ou te kai\ filoso&foij | a(rmottou&shj prw~ton e0n th|~ tou&twn 
koinwni/a| metalam|ba&nomen: oi0kei=on ga&r e0stin e9ka&stw| to_ th_n fu&sin o3moion, | tou~ de\ e0leu-
qe/rou to_ ku&rion te/loj th~j kata_ to_n oi0kei=on |20 bi/on e0nergei/aj pro_j au(to_n th_n a)nafora_n 
e1xei kai\ pro_j | ou)de\n e3teron tw~n e0kto&j. lexqei/saij e0pisth&maij | qewrhtikai=j ou1saij u(pa&r-
xei te kai\ prw&taij u(pa&rxei | dia_ to_ th_n ma&qhsin au)tw~n prw&thn e1xein ta&cin kata_ | to_n th~j 
h(liki/aj xro&non, ou)de\n prosdeome/nhn toiau&thj |25 e0pagwgh~j, h4 dia_ sunhqei/aj e0k tw~n kaq’ 
e3kasta gi/ne|sqai pe/fuken: o3 te filo&sofoj e1oiken (ei0 dei= kaqa&per | ta_j a1llaj oi0kei/aj o)re/ceij, 
o3sai th|~ filostorgi/a| th|~ |71.1 pro&j ti ge/noj ei0si\n w)nomasme/nai, kai\ tou&tw| prosa&yai | 
tou1noma oi0kei/wj a)po_ tou~ pa&qouj) e0pisth&mhj tino_j | e1xein e1fesin di’ au(th_n timi/aj, a)ll’ ou) 
dia& ti tw~n | a)pobaino&ntwn a)p’ au)th~j e3teron. [71.4] 
 ou) ga_r a2n do&ceian |5 au)toi=j th_n pre/pousan a)pone/mein ta&cin e1nioi tw~n | proa&gein me\n au)ta_ 
boulome/nwn, fasko&ntwn de\ th_n | ma&qhsin au)tw~n dei=n h(ma~j poiei=sqai dia_ to_ xrhsi/mhn | ei]nai 
th_n e0n tou&toij gumnasi/an pro_j e9te/raj qewri/aj. | w{n ga_r xa&rin tou~to parakeleu&ontai 
dra~n, th|~ tou&twn |10 fu&sei ta)lhqou~j h{tto&n e0stin oi0kei=a, kai\ toi=j ei0wqo&sin | u(pe\r au)tw~n 
le/gesqai lo&goij, ou)de\ para&milla kata_ th_n | tw~n a)podei/cewn a)kri/beian. i9kano_n de\ tou&tou 
shmei=on: | ta_j me\n ga_r diamenou&saj te kai\ pisteuome/naj o(rw~men | dia_ te/louj o(moi/wj u(po_ 
tw~n metaxeirizome/nwn au)ta&j, |15 tw~n de\ pantelw~j o)li/gaj a1n tinaj eu3roimen toiau&taj. 
[71.15|16] 

pro_j polla_j me\n ou}n kai\ tw~n pro_j to_n bi/on a)nagkai/wn | kai\ tw~n e0k periousi/aj h1dh kai\ 
kaq’ au(ta_ timi/wn h( | peri\ ta_ maqh&mata filosofi/a beboh&qhken h(mi=n. kai\ | ga_r tw~n dhmiour-
gikw~n texnw~n ou)k o)li/goij eu3roimen |20 a2n e0pikouri/an a)p’ au)tw~n gegenhme/nhn: kai\ th_n peri\ | 
fu&sewj filosofi/an, ka2n ei1 tij e9te/ra tau&thj e1xh| ta&cin | e0ntimote/ran, polloi=j a2n xrwme/nhn 
i1doimen e0n tai=j | oi0kei/aij a)podei/cesin, a4 dia_ tw~n lexqe/ntwn teqewrh&|kamen. 

 
 
Editorial notes: The next fragment of evidence comes from Iamblichus’ De Communi Mathematica Scientia, 
and it is apparently from the middle of a speech of ‘Aristotle’. In his introductory remarks to this chapter at 
70.1-3, Iamblichus picked up a comment that was independently quoted by Proclus in his commentary on 
Euclid: “Pythagoras transformed the philosophy of mathematics into a scheme of liberal education” (65.16-
17, see p. 76 below). This indicates that for his book Iamblichus chose to skip over most of the material that 
was quoted or paraphrased by Proclus, except to highlight the one comment that most suits his 
Pythagorean purposes, before citing the material that follows.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 
But not only because of this kind of assistance should anyone appreciate their 

power, but rather still more for themselves and because of their own nature. [72.2] 
For it is agreed that there are certain sciences that are valued for themselves and 
not only for what results from them; and this is possible either only or especially 
for sciences that are theoretical, because their end is nothing else than the theory. 
[6] But we use the same thing to posit one science as being more valuable than 
another as we use to judge each one to be valuable. [8] And we value one science 
over another either because of its precision or because what it observes is better 
and more honorable; of these sciences, everyone would agree with us that preci-
sion belongs especially to the sciences that are mathematical, but there are several 
who assign the aforementioned place of honor to the principles that are first, but 
they hypothesize that the nature of the principle is proper to numbers and lines 
and their qualities, because of the simplicity of its substance. [72.16] 

Again, the objects that are observed in the sky have the most honorable and 
most divine place of the things perceptible to us and are naturally cognized by 
the science of astronomy, which is in fact one of the mathematical sciences; but it 
would seem to be absurd and entirely unacceptable for those who assert that the 
philosopher is related to the truth to think it necessary for him to seek some fruit 
other than from these kinds of observable objects, which share in the highest 
truth, and for him who is in love with spectacular sights to think it right to 
acquire such sciences as these for something else, sciences which are about the 
most common things in nature as well as about the most divine of the things 
perceptible to us, sciences which, being full of the most numerous as well as the 
most amazing observations, have a precision not molded from empty arguments, 
but one of their own, one that is solid and secure from their underlying nature. 
[73.3] In general, whatever someone would search to require to belong to those of the 
sciences which are valuable in themselves, we will find that mathematical sciences 
share in all of them. 

Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxiii, 71.26-73.5. 
 

ou) mo&non de\ dia_ th_n | toiau&thn boh&qeian a)gaph&seien a1n tij au)tw~n th_n du&na|72.1min, a)lla_ 
ma~llon e1ti di' au)ta_j kai\ dia_ th_n oi0kei/an | fu&sin. sugxwrei=tai me\n ga_r w(j ei0si/ tinej tw~n 
e0pi|sthmw~n di' au(ta_j ai9retai/, kai\ ou) mo&non dia_ ta_ sum|bai/nonta a)p' au)tw~n: mo&naij d’ h@ 
ma&lista toiau&taij |5 ei]nai tai=j qewrhtikai=j e0nde/xetai, dia_ to_ mhde\n au)tw~n | ei]nai te/loj 
e3teron para_ th_n qewri/an. e1sti de\ tau)ta&, | oi[j e9te/ran a)nq’ e9te/raj e0pisth&mhn ai9retwte/ran 
ei]nai | ti/qemen, kai\ oi[j au)th_n e9ka&sthn ai9reth&n. ai9rou&meqa | de\ e9te/ran pro_ e9te/raj h2 dia_ th_n 
au)th~j a)kri/beian h)\ |10 dia_ to_ beltio&nwn kai\ timiwte/rwn ei]nai qewrhtikh&n: | w{n to_ me\n 
a3pantej sugxwrh&seian a2n h(mi=n diafo&rwj | u(pa&rxein tai=j maqhmatikai=j tw~n e0pisthmw~n, 
to_ d’ o3soi | tai=j me\n a)rxai=j tai=j prw&taij th_n ei0rhme/nhn proedri/an | a)pone/mousin, a)riqmoi=j 
de\ kai\ grammai=j kai\ toi=j tou&|15twn pa&qesin oi0kei/an u(polamba&nousin ei]nai th_n th~j | a)rxh~j 
fu&sin dia_ th_n a(plo&thta th~j ou)si/aj. [72.16] 

e1ti ta_ | peri\ to_n ou)rano_n qewrh&mata timiwta&thn e1xonta kai\ | qeiota&thn ta&cin tw~n h(mi=n 
ai0sqhtw~n dia_ th~j a)strolo|gikh~j e0pisth&mhj gnwri/zesqai pe/fuken, h4 mi/a tw~n |20 maqhmati-
kw~n ou}sa tugxa&nei: a1topon d’ a2n do&ceien | ei]nai kai\ ou)damw~j o(mologou&menon, to&, fa&skon-
taj oi0|kei=on ei]nai th~j a)lhqei/aj to_n filo&sofon, zhtei=n tin’ | au)to_n oi1esqai dei=n karpo_n e3te-
ron a)po_ tw~n toiou&twn | qewrhma&twn, a4 th~j a)krota&thj a)lhqei/aj kekoinw&nhke: |25 kai\ filo-
qea&mona o1nta ta_j toiau&taj tw~n e0pisthmw~n | a)ciou~n di’ e3teron lamba&nein, ai4 peri\ ta_ koi-
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no&tata& te | th~j fu&sew&j ei0si kai\ tw~n h(mi=n ai0sqhtw~n ta_ qeio&tata, | plei/stwn te kai\ qauma-
siwta&twn qeama&twn ou}sai plh&|73.1reij a)kri/beian ou) plasth_n e0k lo&gwn kenw~n e1xousin, |2 
a)ll’ oi0kei/an kai\ be/baion e0k th~j u(pokeime/nhj au)tai=j | fu&sewj. o3lwj d’ o3sa zhth&seien a1n tij 
dei=n u(pa&rxein | tai=j di’ au(ta_j ai9retai=j tw~n e0pisthmw~n, a(pa&ntwn tou&|5twn eu(rh&somen 
koinwnou&saj ta_j maqhmatika&j. 

 
 
Editorial notes: After a gap, Iamblichus carries on quoting from the speech of ‘Aristotle’, who offers 
reasons why theoretical sciences have a higher status than other sciences, concluding that “it would seem 
to be absurd and entirely unacceptable” to maintain the position that ‘Isocrates’ must have been 
propounding previously. He had apparently viewed these sciences as defective in that they don’t yield 
results that are applicable in practice, and he returns to this sort of criticism later. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

Moreover, by taking the principles of the demonstrations to be cognizable and 
in themselves trustworthy, in this way they create the syllogisms about them 
with them, so as to be a paradigm for those who wish to conduct the demonstra-
tions in them in any precise way, which is why it would seem to be fitting for 
those who think that the profession of doing philosophy is in itself valuable, and 
that mathematical theory is related to and akin to philosophy. [73.17] 

So it is probably for all these reasons that the Pythagoreans honored the effort 
put into mathematics, and coordinated it with the observation of the cosmos in 
various ways, for example: by including number in their reasoning from the re-
volutions and their difference between them, by theorizing what is possible and 
impossible in the organization of the cosmos from what is mathematically pos-
sible and impossible, by conceiving the celestial cycles according to commen-
surate numbers with a cause, and by determining measures in the sky according 
to certain mathematical ratios, as well as putting together the natural science 
which is predictive on the basis of mathematics, and putting the mathematical 
objects before the other observable objects in the cosmos, as their principles. 
 

Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxiii, 73.9-74.1. 
 

 e1ti de\ |10 ta_j tw~n a)podei/cewn a)rxa_j gnwri/mouj lamba&nousai | kai\ di’ au(tw~n pista&j, 
ou3tw poiou~ntai tou_j u(pe\r tou&|twn sullogismou_j dia_ tou&twn, w3st’ ei]nai para&deigma | 

toi=j boulome/noij a)kribw~j ti sunagagei=n ta_j e0n tou&|toij a)podei/ceij: dio&per a(rmo&ttein a2n 
do&cei toi=j oi0ome/|15noij th_n me\n e0n tw|~ filosofei=n diagwgh_n kaq’ au(th_n | ai9reth_n ei]nai, th_n de\ 
peri\ ta_ maqh&mata qewri/an | oi0kei/an kai\ suggenh~ filosofi/a|. [73.17] 

 ei0ko&twj a1ra dia_ tau~ta | pa&nta e0ti/mwn th_n peri\ ta_ maqh&mata spoudh_n oi9 | Puqago&reioi, 
kai\ pro_j th_n tou~ ko&smou qewri/an |20 au)th_n poiki/lwj sune/tatton: oi[on to_n me\n a)riqmo_n | 
a)po_ tw~n periforw~n kai\ th~j diafora~j tou&twn tw|~ | logismw|~ perilamba&nontej, ta_ de\ 
dunata_ kai\ a)du&nata | th|~ tou~ ko&smou susta&sei a)po_ tw~n e0n toi=j maqh&masi | dunatw~n kai\ 
a)duna&twn qewrou~ntej, ta_j de\ ou)rani/ouj |25 perifora_j kata_ tou_j summe/trouj a)riqmou_j 
met’ ai0ti/aj | noou~ntej, me/tra te tou~ ou)ranou~ kata& tinaj maqhmati|kou_j lo&gouj 
a)fori/zontej, kai\ o3lwj th_n fusiologi/an | th_n prognwstikh_n a)po_ tw~n maqhma&twn 
susthsa&menoi, | kai\ pro_j ta_ a1lla ta_ peri\ tou~ ko&smou qewrh&mata |74.1 w3sper a)rxa_j ta_ 
maqh&mata prosthsa&menoi. 

 
 
Editorial notes: After a short gap, Iamblichus carries on quoting from the speech of ‘Aristotle’, who 
explains how the formal procedure of ‘the Pythagoreans’ is a paradigm of rigorous thinking, and also how 
they apply their rigorous procedures to the mathematical science of astronomy.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Isocrates’: 
 

If their end result is useless, the point for which the philosophers say they 
should be learned, it will necessarily be much more pointless to put effort into 
them. [8] And on what the end is, there is pretty much agreement among those who 
have been most precise about it. [10] For some of them say that it is knowledge of 
what is unjust and just and bad and good, a knowledge similar to geometry and 
the other sciences of that sort, while others say it is intelligence about nature as 
well as that sort of truth, the sort of intelligence that those around Anaxagoras and 
Parmenides proposed. [79.15]  

So it should not be overlooked by someone who is going to scrutinize these 
subjects that everything that is good and beneficial for the life of humans consists 
in being used and put into action, and not in the mere knowledge. [18] For we are 
not healthy by being acquainted with what produces health, but rather by ap-
plying it to our bodies, nor are we wealthy by knowing about wealth, but by 
possessing a very substantial amount nor, most important of all, do we live well 
by knowing certain sorts of beings, but by acting well, for this is truly what it is to 
be successful. [24] Hence it is appropriate for philosophy as well, if indeed it is bene-
ficial, to be either a practice of good things or else useful for those sorts of practices. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxvi, 79.5-80.1. 
Superseded editions: The first portion of DCMS xxvi (79.5-81.4) is a challenge to Academic philosophy in 
the voice of ‘Isocrates’. This portion was accepted as part of Fr. 5 Ross, but it was rejected (wrongly) by 
Düring, who recognized only 79.15-80.1 (Düring’s B52) as being derived from the Protrepticus. 
 

ei0 a)xrei=on au)tw~n to_ | te/loj, di’ o3per au)ta_ manqa&nein fasi\ dei=n oi9 filo&|sofoi, polu_ pro&-
teron a)na&gkh ma&taion ei]nai th_n peri\ | tau~ta spoudh&n. peri\ de\ tou~ te/louj sxedo_n o(molo-
|gou~si pa&ntej oi9 dokou~ntej peri\ au)th_n ma&lista h)kri|10bwke/nai. fasi\ ga_r oi9 me\n ei]nai th_n 
tw~n a)di/kwn kai\ | dikai/wn kai\ kakw~n kai\ a)gaqw~n e0pisth&mhn, o(moi/an | ou}san gewmetri/a| kai\ 
tai=j a1llaij tai=j toiau&taij, oi9 de\ | th_n peri\ fu&sew&j te kai\ th~j toiau&thj a)lhqei/aj fro&-
|nhsin, oi3an oi3 te peri\  0Anacago&ran kai\ Parmeni/dhn |15 ei0shgh&santo. [79.15] 

dei= dh_ mh_ lelhqe/nai to_n me/llonta peri\ | tou&twn e0ceta&zein, o3ti pa&nta ta_ a)gaqa_ kai\ ta_ 
pro_j | to_n bi/on w)fe/lima toi=j a)nqrw&poij e0n tw|~ xrh~sqai kai\ | pra&ttein e0sti/n, a)ll’ ou)k e0n 
tw|~ ginw&skein mo&non: | ou1te ga_r u(giai/nomen tw|~ gnwri/zein ta_ poihtika_ th~j |20 u(giei/aj, a)lla_ 
tw|~ prosfe/resqai toi=j sw&masin: ou1te | ploutou~men tw|~ gignw&skein to\n plou~ton, a)lla_ tw|~ 
kekth~|sqai pollh_n ou)si/an: ou)de\ to_ pa&ntwn me/giston eu} | zw~men tw|~ gignw&skein a1tta tw~n 
o1ntwn, a)lla_ tw|~ pra&t|tein eu}: to_ ga_r eu)daimonei=n a)lhqw~j tou~t’ e0sti/n. w3ste |25 prosh&kei 
kai\ th_n filosofi/an, ei1per e0sti\n w)fe/limoj, | h1toi pra~cin ei]nai tw~n a)gaqw~n h2 xrh&simon ei0j 
ta_j |80.1 toiau&taj pra&ceij. 

 
Editorial notes: Iamblichus here begins quoting a speech from Aristotle’s Protrepticus in which someone 
attacks theoretical philosophy. The argument and style of the speech resemble Isocrates’ arguments against 
Academic philosophy in his Antidosis, Panathenaicus, and Letter to Alexander. The consequentialist assump-
tion stated in the first sentence, that philosophy is valuable only insofar as it is useful is reiterated at 79.16-
18 and 81.1-4. Both the starting point and conclusion of the argument represents Isocrates’ view: “I do not 
consider it proper to apply the term ‘philosophy’ to a training which is no benefit to us in the present either 
in our speech or in our actions” (Antidosis 266); “those who want to do some good in speeches and actions 
must eliminate from all their occupations the things that have no bearing on our lives” (269). The descript-
tion at 79.10-15 of the kinds of science at issue corresponds to items in Isocrates’ attack in Antidosis (e.g. 
‘geometry’ 261, and ‘Parmenides’ 268). Proclus paraphrased this passage in his Euclid commentary (25.12-
26.9), and also paraphrased more of the response given by ‘Aristotle’, giving witness to different lines of 
challenge and defense that must have also taken place in the lost dialogue; see below, pp. 69-70. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Isocrates’: 
 

Now then, that it is neither itself a sort of production of things, nor is any other of 
the sciences previously mentioned, is clear to all; and someone could realize that it 
is not useful for actions either, from this. [5] We have the greatest example of this in 
the sciences that are similar to it and the opinions that underlie them, for we see 
the geometers being able to do none of those things that they observe by demon-
stration; and yet to divide an estate, and all the other properties of quantities as 
well as locations, is something that the land-surveyors can do on the basis of 
experience, whereas those who know about the mathematical subjects and the 
arguments about them know how they should act, but are not able to act. [80.13] 

The case is similar with music and the other sciences in which the cognitive 
aspect is divided off from the empirical. [15] For those who determine the proofs 
and the arguments about harmony and other things like that are accustomed to 
enquiring, but take part in none of their practical functions, just like those who 
do philosophy. [19] In fact, even if they happen to be capable of handling some-
thing in them, when they learn the proofs, they automatically do it worse, as if on 
purpose, whereas those who have no knowledge of the arguments, if they are 
trained and have correct opinions, are altogether superior for all practical pur-
poses. [23] So too with the subject matter of astronomy such as sun and moon and 
the other stars; those whose training has been in the causes and the arguments 
have no knowledge of what is useful for humans, whereas those who have what 
are called navigational sciences about them are capable of predicting for us 
storms and winds and many of these events. [81.1] Hence for practical activities 
sciences like this will be entirely useless, and if among activities they miss out on 
the correct ones, the love of learning misses out on the greatest of goods. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxvi, 80.1-81.4. 
Superseded editions: The first portion of DCMS xxvi (79.5-81.4) is a challenge to Academic philosophy in 
the voice of ‘Isocrates’, as we now believe. This passage (80.1-81.4) was accepted as part of Fr. 5 Ross (= 
Protr. VI, from 37.22), but was rejected by Düring, as not being derived from Aristotle’s Protrepticus. 
 

o3ti me\n ou}n ou)k e1stin ou1q’ au3th | pragma&twn e0rgasi/a ti/j ou1t’ a1llh tw~n proeirhme/nwn |3 
e0pisthmw~n ou)demi/a, fanero&n e0sti pa~sin: o3ti d’ ou)d’ | e0sti\ xrh&simoj ei0j ta_j pra&ceij, e0kei=qen 
a1n tij kata|5ma&qoi. me/giston ga_r e1xomen para&deigma ta_j o(moi/aj | e0pisth&maj au)th|~ kai\ ta_j 
u(pokeime/naj do&caj: w{n ga&r | ei0sin oi9 gewme/trai di’ a)podei/cewj qewrhtikoi/, tou&twn | ou)de-
no_j o(rw~men au)tou_j o1ntaj praktikou&j, a)lla_ kai\ | dielei=n xwri/on kai\ ta_ a1lla pa&nta pa&qh 
tw~n te mege|10qw~n kai\ tw~n to&pwn oi9 me\n gewdai=tai du&nantai di’ | e0mpeiri/an, oi9 de\ peri\ ta_ 
maqh&mata kai\ tou_j tou&twn | lo&gouj i1sasi me\n w(j dei= pra&ttein, ou) du&nantai de\ | pra&ttein. 
[80.13] 

o(moi/wj d’ e1xei kai\ peri\ mousikh_n kai\ ta_j | a1llaj e0pisth&maj, o3saij dih|&rhtai to& te th~j 
gnw&sewj |15 kai\ to_ th~j e0mpeiri/aj xwri/j. oi9 me\n ga_r ta_j a)podei/cei | kai\ tou_j sullogismou_j 
diwrisme/noi peri\ sumfwni/aj | kai\ tw~n a1llwn tw~n toiou&twn, w3sper oi9 kata_ filo|sofi/an, 
skopei=n ei0w&qasin, ou)deno_j de\ koinwnou~si tw~n | e1rgwn, a)lla_ ka2n tugxa&nwsin au)tw~n duna&-
menoi/ ti xei|20rourgei=n, o3tan ma&qwsi ta_j a)podei/ceij, w3sper e0pi/thdej, | eu)qu_j au)ta_ xei=ron 
poiou~sin: oi9 de\ tou_j me\n lo&gouj | a)gnoou~ntej, gegumnasme/noi de\ kai\ doca&zontej o)rqw~j |24 
o3lw| kai\ panti\ diafe/rousi pro_j ta_j xrei/aj. w(sau&twj | de\ kai\ peri\ tw~n kata_ th_n a)stro-
logi/an, oi[on h(li/ou |25 kai\ selh&nhj pe/ri kai\ tw~n a1llwn a1strwn, oi9 me\n ta_j | ai0ti/aj kai\ tou_j 
lo&gouj memelethko&tej ou)de\n tw~n xrh|si/mwn toi=j a)nqrw&poij i1sasin, oi9 de\ ta_j u(po_ tou&twn 
|27 nautika_j kaloume/naj e0pisth&maj e1xontej xeimw~naj kai\ | pneu&mata kai\ polla_ tw~n gino-
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me/nwn du&nantai pro|81.1le/gein h(mi=n. w3ste pro_j ta_j pra&ceij a)xrei=oi pantelw~j | e1sontai ai9 
toiau~tai e0pisth~mai: ei0 de\ tw~n pra&cewn tw~n | o)rqw~n a)polei/pontai, tw~n megi/stwn a)gaqw~n 
a)polei/pe|tai h( filoma&qeia.  

 
 
Editorial notes: Iamblichus here continues quoting from the speech of ‘Isocrates’ attacking theoretical 
philosophy. It is unclear whether this piece of evidence is perfectly continuous with the previous one. The 
main reason for doubt is that the first sentence here seems to be a transitional and navigational remark of 
Iamblichus describing the overall argument of his chapter, not a remark in the voice of ‘Isocrates’; since 
‘Isocrates’ has just concluded that philosophy is beneficial and useful (79.24-80.1), it would seem odd for 
him to say that philosophy in neither productive nor useful in the very next sentence. If, however, this first 
sentence is indeed a remark of Iamblichus, then an indeterminate amount of argumentation has dropped 
out. Apparently not much has been skipped over, but there must be enough of a gap for the context to shift 
so that it is now clear that ‘Isocrates’ is specifically referring to theoretical philosophy and arguing that 
theoretical mathematics is neither useful nor productive.  
 The Isocratean voice and tack of the rest of the argument is easy to discern and comes through 
forcefully. In his attack on Academic philosophy the historical Isocrates had mentioned a preoccupation 
with geometry and astronomy (Antidosis 261 and Panathenaicus 26). Here ‘Isocrates’ offers a pairwise 
comparison of six different arts and sciences: land-reckoning and geometry; musical performance and 
harmonics; navigational star-reckoning and astronomy. The first of each pair is a practical “empirical” 
science that everyone agrees produces benefits; the second is the purely theoretical counterpart, which is 
argued to be useless. ‘Isocrates’ now argues that preoccupation with the theoretical science results in worse 
outcomes in each case, repeatedly echoing the general complaint of the historical Isocrates: “for those who 
are older … I assert that these disciplines are no longer suitable. For I observe that some of those who have 
become so thoroughly versed in these studies as to teach others in them fail to use opportunely the 
knowledge which they possess, while in other areas they are more unintelligent than their students—I 
hesitate to say more unintelligent than their servants” (Panathenaicus 28). The last comment on the part of 
Isocrates seems to be his later riposte to the ventriloquist treatment that Aristotle had subjected him to in 
Protrepticus; in this dialogue (at pp. 6-7 above), Aristotle wrote a speech for the character ‘Isocrates’ that 
included this remark: “just as anybody who is inferior to his own servants would turn into a laughing-
stock, in the same way it turns out that those for whom their possessions are more important than their 
own nature should be considered pathetic” (P.Oxy.666, III.6-17). 
 In the first chapter of his Metaphysics, Aristotle concedes part of this Isocratean point about “empirical” 
versus “theoretical” science: “with a view to action experience seems in no respect inferior to skill, and we 
see men of experience succeeding more than those who have theory without experience. The reason is that 
experience is knowledge of individuals, skill of universals, and actions and productions are all concerned 
with the individual; for the physician does not cure a man, except in an incidental way, but Callias or 
Socrates or some other called by some such individual name, who happens to be a man. If, then, a man has 
theory without experience, and knows the universal but does not know the individual included in this, he 
will often fail to cure; for it is the individual who is to be cured” (I.1, 981a12-24, tr. Ross). The medical 
example in the Metaphysics echoes a formula of ‘Isocrates’: “we are not healthy by being acquainted with 
what produces health, but rather by applying it to our bodies” (xxvi, 79.19-20, p. 17). The subsequent 
defense of theoretical philosophy in Metaphysics I.1-2, despite initially acknowledging the advantage of 
experience over theoretical science in the context of practice, apparently drew heavily from the Protrepticus.  
 In Posterior Analytics I.13, 78b34-79a16, Aristotle describes the subordinate relationship of “empirical 
sciences” (“nautical astronomy”, “acoustical harmonics”) to “mathematical sciences” (“mathematical 
astronomy” and “mathematical harmonics”). He also discusses several empirical sciences in relation to 
geometry, including optics, meteorology, and even medicine. But he surprisingly does not hesitate to call 
these subordinate “empirical sciences” sciences, a fact which commentators have considered discordant 
with his view that only demonstrations of the causes of things (and not mere statements of empirical facts) 
deserve to be called sciences. But we can now see that the terminology of APo. I.13 is perfectly consistent 
with what Aristotle had said in the Protrepticus, using a less technical mode of expression that connects well 
with the conventional way of referring to these sciences on the part of people like Isocrates.  
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Paraphrase and citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

 Since everyone chooses what is possible and what is beneficial, it must be pointed 
out that both these features belong to doing philosophy, and also that the difficulty 
of its possession is more than outweighed by the magnitude of its service; for we all 
work hard at the easier tasks with greater pleasure. [37.26] Now then, that we are 
capable of acquiring the kinds of knowledge about the just and the advantageous 
and also the ones about nature and the rest of truth, it is easy to exhibit. [38.3] For 
prior things are always more familiar than posterior things, and what is better in 
nature than what is worse, for there is knowledge of what is determinate and 
organized more than of their opposites, and again of the causes more than of the 
results. [7] And good things are more determinate and organized than bad things, 
just as a decent person is, relative to a worthless per-son; for they necessarily 
have the same mutual difference. [10] And prior things are causes more than 
posterior things (for if you do away with them, then you do away with the things 
whose substance is based on them: if numbers then lines, if lines then surfaces, 
and if surfaces then solids), and letters <are causes more> than what are named 
‘syllables’. [38.14] Hence since soul is better than body (being more like a ruler in 
its nature), and the skills and intelligence concerned with the body are medical 
science and athletic training (for we posit these to be sciences and say that some 
people possess them), for the soul too and its virtues clearly there is a certain 
discipline and skill, and we are capable of acquiring it, if it is the case, as surely it 
is, that we are also capable of acquiring knowledge of things about which we are 
more mistaken and which we find more difficult to understand. [38.22] 

Similarly for the natural sciences as well, for it is necessary much earlier to be 
intelligent about the causes and the elements than about the posterior things; for 
these are not among the highest things, nor do the primary things naturally grow 
out of them; rather, it is out of the former and because of the latter that the other 
things come into being and are evidently constituted. [39.4] For whether it is fire or 
air or number or any other natures that are causes of and primary to other things, 
it would be impossible to be mistake about these things and understand any of 
the other things; for how could anyone either recognize speech and be mistaken 
about syllables, or be knowledgeable about them without knowing any of their 
elements? 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VI, 37.22-39.8. Of the sentences marked in bold (38.3-7, 38.10-14, 
38.22-39.4), the first, third, and fifth are repeated verbatim in Iamblichus, DCMS xxvi, 81.7-11, 12-16, 20-24. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected as part of Fr. 5 Ross (= Protr. VI, 37.22+) and, in Düring’s 
edition, B31-36: 37.22-26 (B31), 37.26-38.3 (B32), 38.3-14 (B33), 38.14-22 (B34), 38.22-39.4 (B35), 39.4-8 (B36). 
 

e1ti toi/nun, e0pei\ ta_ dunata_ kai\ w)fe/lima pa&n|tej ai9rou&meqa, paradeikte/on w(j tw|~ 
filosofei=n a)m|fo&tera tau~ta u(pa&rxei, kai\ o3ti th_n xalepo&thta th~j |25 kth&sewj u(pode-
este/ran e1xei tou~ mege/qouj th~j w)felei/aj: | ta_ ga_r r(a|&w pa&ntej h3dion ponou~men. [37.26] o3ti 
me\n ou}n ta_j |38.1 peri\ tw~n dikai/wn kai\ tw~n sumfero&ntwn, e1ti de\ peri\ | fu&sew&j te kai\ th~j 
a1llhj a)lhqei/aj e0pisth&maj dunatoi\ | labei=n e0smen, r(a|&dion e0pidei=cai. a)ei\ ga_r gnwri-
mw&tera | ta_ pro&tera tw~n u(ste/rwn kai\ ta_ belti/w th_n fu&sin |5 tw~n xeiro&nwn: tw~n ga_r 
w(risme/nwn kai\ tetagme/nwn | e0pisth&mh ma~llo&n e0stin h2 tw~n e0nanti/wn, e1ti de\ tw~n | ai0ti/wn h2 
tw~n a)pobaino&ntwn. e1sti d’ w(risme/na kai\ | tetagme/na ta)gaqa_ tw~n kakw~n ma~llon, w3sper 
a1nqrw|poj e0pieikh_j a)nqrw&pou fau&lou: th_n au)th_n ga_r e1xein |10 a)nagkai=on au)ta_ pro_j a1l-
lhla diafora&n. ai1tia& te ma~l|lon ta_ pro&tera tw~n u(ste/rwn (e0kei/nwn ga_r a)nairou|me/nwn 
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a)nairei=tai ta_ th_n ou)si/an e0c e0kei/nwn e1xonta, | mh&kh me\n a)riqmw~n, e0pi/peda de\ mhkw~n, sterea_ 
de\ e0pi|pe/dwn), stoixei=a de\ tw~n o)nomazome/nwn sullabw~n. [38.14] w3ste |15 ei1per yuxh_ me\n 
sw&matoj a1meinon (a)rxikw&teron ga_r th_n | fu&sin e0sti/), peri\ de\ sw~-ma te/xnai kai\ fronh&seij 
ei0si\n | i0atrikh& te kai\ gumnastikh& (tau&taj ga_r h(mei=j e0pisth&maj |18 ti/qemen kai\ kekth~sqai/ 
tinaj au)ta&j famen), dh~lon o3ti | kai\ peri\ yuxh_n kai\ ta_j yuxika\j a)re-ta&j e0sti/ tij 
e0pime/|20leia kai\ te/xnh, kai\ dunatoi\ labei=n au)th&n e0smen, ei1per | ge kai\ tw~n met’ a)gnoi/aj 
plei/onoj kai\ gnw~nai xale|pwte/rwn. [38.22] 

o(moi/wj de\ kai\ tw~n peri\ fu&sewj: polu_ ga_r | pro&teron a)nagkai=on tw~n ai0ti/wn kai\ tw~n 
stoixei/wn |39.1 ei]nai fro&nhsin h2 tw~n u(ste/rwn. ou) ga_r tau~ta tw~n | a1krwn ou)d’ e0k tou&twn ta_ 
prw~ta pe/fuken, a)ll’ e0c | e0kei/nwn kai\ di’ e0kei/nwn ta}lla gi/gnetai kai\ suni/sta|tai fanerw~j. 
ei1te ga_r pu~r ei1t’ a)h_r ei1te a)riqmo_j ei1te |5 a1llai tine\j fu&seij ai0ti/ai kai\ prw~tai tw~n a1llwn, 
a)du&|naton tw~n a1llwn ti gignw&skein e0kei/naj a)gnoou~ntaj: | pw~j ga_r a1n tij h2 lo&gon gnw-
ri/zoi sullaba_j a)gnow~n, | h2 tau&taj e0pi/staito mhde\n tw~n stoixei/wn ei0dw&j; 

 
Editorial notes: Here ‘Aristotle’ is replying to Isocrates’ attack on theoretical philosophy as hopelessly 
difficult and not beneficial. Aristotle responds to the contrary that theoretical science is “possible”, and 
“beneficial”, and “easy”, protreptic commonplaces prescribed at Rhetoric I.6, 1363a19-24. The first sentence 
here announces these themes (compare the navigational passages on pp. 22 and 24), each of which is 
discussed further: “possible” (VI, 38.2-3, 38.20, 39.9-11); “beneficial” (39.12, 37.26); “easy” (xxvi, 82.17-83.2).  
 Aristotle here argues that we are in fact capable of acquiring the kind of knowledge called into question 
by Isocrates at DCMS xxvi, 79.8-15; the description of the relevant kinds of knowledge here answers 
directly to that description, and to Aristotle’s own division of propositions at Topics 105b20 into ethical, 
natural, and logical; here we have “knowledge about the just and the advantageous” (i.e. ethics) “about 
nature” (i.e. physics) and “about the rest of truth” (i.e. logic).  
 On the point about priority, one should compare Aristotle’s distinction between two ways that things 
can be prior and more understandable: by nature and to us (APo. 71b33-72a5; cf. APr. 68b35-37; Phys. 
184a16-20; Metaph. 1029b3-12; EN 1095b2-4). The reference to knowledge of things “more determinate” and 
“more organized” (38.7-8) invokes two of three species of beauty also mentioned in a defense of mathema-
tics at Metaphysics XIII.3, 1078b1, and Proclus, in Euc. I, I.9, 26.10-27.16 (see pp. 70-71 below).  
 On “elimination”, see Metaphysics V.1 1019a3-4; this logical device was very likely employed several 
times in the Protrepticus, including probably V.35.14-18 (p. 64 below) and definitely VII.44.11-13 (p. 37). On 
lines, surfaces, and solids specifically, see On the Soul I.2, 404b18-26 and On Philosophy fr. 11 (Ross). The 
expression “what are named syllables” recalls a related and characteristic expression of Aristotle: “what are 
named elements” (on which see Crowley, “Aristotle’s so-called elements”, Phronesis 2008). 
 On the soul being better than the body because it is “more of a ruler by nature” at 38.15-16, see below at 
VII, 41.29. This is a point on which the historical Isocrates agreed: “it is acknowledged that our nature is 
composed out of both the body and the soul, and no one would deny that of these the soul naturally grows 
to be more leaderly (hêgemonikôteran) and is worth more” (Antidosis 180). The reference to “skill and 
intelligence concerning the body,” and the specific example of gymnastics, is a further indication that this 
speech is responding to an interlocutor modeled on the historical Isocrates, who at Antidosis 181-183 drew 
an elaborate parallel between “physical training for the body and philosophy for the soul”. The reference to 
“knowledge of things of which we are less aware and find more difficult to understand” complicates the 
application the protreptic commonplace of “easiness” (also mentioned above at 37.22-26, and below at 
82.17-22). In Metaphysics I.2, Aristotle, discussing “notions we have about the wise man,” asserts that we 
must suppose that “he who can learn things that are difficult and not easy for a man to know is wise, 
sensation being common to all, and therefore easy and no mark of wisdom” (982a10-14, tr. Ross).  
 Regarding the natural sciences and knowledge of the elements mentioned in the last paragraph, 
Isocrates had ridiculed this kind of investigation, referring to “the speculations of the ancient sophists, who 
maintain, some of them, that the sum of things is made up of infinite elements; Empedocles that it is made 
up of four … Ion of not more than three … Alcmaeon of only two, Parmenides and Melissus of one; and 
Gorgias of none at all. … such curiosities of thought are on a par with jugglers’ tricks which … do not 
benefit anyone” (Antidosis 268-269). Aristotle probably responded to this in a focused way in his 
Protrepticus, at P.Vindob.G.26008; see p. 63 below. Aristotle examines each candidate dialectically in 
Metaphysics I (e.g. “fire” 984a7; “air” 984a5; “number” 986a1-2). On not being able to cognize speech 
without syllables, or syllables without letters or “elements” see Categories 14b2 and Topics 141b5-19. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
  

 Now then, that there is a kind of knowledge of the truth and of the virtue of the 
soul, and how it is possible for us to acquire them, let this then be our statement 
about these topics; but that it is the greatest of goods and the most beneficial of all 
will be clear from what follows. [13] We all agree that the most excellent man 
should rule, i.e., the most superior by nature, and that the law rules and alone is 
authoritative; but the law is a kind of intelligence, i.e. a discourse based on 
intelligence. [16] And again, to us what standard or what guideline of good things 
is more precise than an intelligent man? [18] For all that this man will choose, if 
the choice is based on his knowledge, are good things and their contraries are 
bad. [20] And since everybody chooses most of all what conforms to their own 
proper conditions (a just man choosing to live justly, a man with bravery to live 
bravely, similarly a self-controlled man to live with self-control), it is clear that 
the intelligent man will choose most of all to be intelligent; for this is the 
function of that capacity. [25] Hence it’s evident that, according to the most 
authoritative judgment, intelligence is the most superior good thing. [40.1] 
 So one must not flee from philosophy, since philosophy is, as we think, both a 
possession and a use of wisdom, and wisdom is among the greatest goods; nor 
should one sail to the Pillars of Hercules and run frequent risks for the sake of 
assets, while not working hard or spending any money for the purpose of 
intelligence. [6] Yet it would surely be servile to cling to living rather than to 
living well, and to attend to the opinions of many others rather than to find that 
they have worth in terms of one’s own, and to search to get money but not to 
show any concern whatsoever for things that are beautiful. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VI, 39.9-40.11. The paraphrase at 39.11-13 overlaps with DCMS xxvi 
81.24-26, and the citation at 39.16-40.1 overlaps with DCMS xxvi 82.1-11. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected as part of Fr. 5 Ross (= Protr. VI, from 37.22) and, in 
Düring’s edition, B37-40 + B53: 39.9-11 (B37), 39.11-16 (B38), 39.16-20 (B39), 39.20-40.1 (B40), 40.1-11 (B53). 
 

o(/ti me\n ou}n th~j a)lhqei/aj kai\ th~j peri\ yuxh_n |10 a)reth~j e0stin e0pisth&mh kai\ dio&ti dunatoi\ 
labei=n au)ta&j | e0smen, tau~ta h(mi=n ei0rh&sqw peri\ au)tw~n: o3ti de\ me/gisto&n | e0sti tw~n a)gaqw~n 
kai\ pa&ntwn w)felimw&taton tw~n a1llwn, | e0k tw~nde dh~lon. pa&ntej ga_r o(mologou~men o3ti dei= 
me\n | to_n spoudaio&taton a1rxein kai\ to_n th_n fu&sin kra&tiston, |15 to_n de\ no&mon a1rxonta kai\ 
ku&rion ei]nai mo&non: ou{toj | de\ fro&nhsi/j tij kai\ lo&goj a)po_ fronh&sew&j e0stin. e1ti | de\ ti/j h(mi=n 
kanw_n h2 ti/j o3roj a)kribe/steroj tw~n a)ga|qw~n plh_n o( fro&nimoj; o3sa ga_r a2n ou{toj e3loito 
kata_ | th_n e0pisth&mhn ai9rou&menoj, tau~t’ e0sti\n a)gaqa&, |20 kaka_ de\ ta_ e0nanti/a tou&toij. e0pei\ de\ 
pa&ntej ai9rou~ntai | ma&lista ta_ kata_ ta_j oi0kei/aj e3ceij (to_ me\n ga_r dikai/wj | zh~n o( di/kaioj, 
to_ de\ kata_ th_n a)ndrei/an o( th_n a)ndrei/an | e1xwn, o( de\ sw&frwn to_ swfronei=n o(moi/wj), dh~lon 
o3ti | kai\ to_ fronei=n o( fro&nimoj ai9rh&setai pa&ntwn ma&lista: |25 tou~to ga_r e1rgon tau&thj th~j 
duna&mewj. w3ste fanero_n | o3ti kata_ th_n kuriwta&thn kri/sin kra&tisto&n e0sti tw~n |40.1 a)gaqw~n 
h( fro&nhsij. [40.1] 

ou) dh_ dei= feu&gein filosofi/an, | ei1per e0sti\n h( me\n filosofi/a, kaqa&per oi0o&meqa, kth~si/j | te 
kai\ xrh~sij sofi/aj, h( de\ sofi/a tw~n megi/stwn | a)gaqw~n: ou)de\ dei= xrhma&twn me\n e3neka plei=n 
e0f’ |5  9Hrakle/ouj sth&laj kai\ polla&kij kinduneu&ein, dia_ de\ | fro&nhsin mhde\n ponei=n mhde\ da-
pana~n. h} mh_n a)ndra|podw~de/j ge tou~ zh~n a)lla_ mh_ tou~ zh~n eu} gli/xesqai, | kai\ tai=j tw~n pol-
lw~n au)to_n a)kolouqei=n do&caij a)lla_ | mh_ tou_j pollou_ a)ciou=n tai=j au(tou=~, kai\ ta_ me\n xrh&-
|10mata zhtei=n tw~n de\ kalw~n mhdemi/an e0pime/leian poi|ei=sqai topara&pan. 
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Editorial notes: After skipping over a stretch of text in Aristotle’s dialogue, Iamblichus continues to 
paraphrase and cite from the speech of ‘Aristotle’, who has finished defending the feasibility of theoretical 
philosophy and is now arguing against Isocrates that theoretical philosophy is in fact highly beneficial, 
filling out the program announced at VI, 37.22-26 (p. 20 above).  
 One might ask who exactly the “we” is in the statement “we all agree” at 39.3 (compare the first-person 
usage in the next piece of evidence on p. 24), since both points seem controversial: that “the most excellent 
man should rule, i.e. the supreme by nature” and that “the law rules and alone is authoritative” with the 
law being understood not as an individual ruler but as “a kind of intelligence”(39.16) might not fit well 
with an Isocratean conception of law according to which authority is constituted by obedience to actual 
living rulers, whether kings or the majority (in a democracy): “Obey the laws established under the kings 
as well, yet consider the strongest law to be their behavior, for just as in a democracy a politician must 
serve the majority so too it makes sense for someone who has settled in a monarchy to revere the king” (To 
Demonicus 36). Isocrates asserts the same thing more prosaically at Antidosis 36.  
 Both of these points are, however, perfectly consistent with an Aristotelian perspective. That the “most 
excellent” and “strongest by nature” should rule is supported by an argument that Aristotle utilizes in his 
defense of “slavery by nature” in Politics I.6: “in some sense virtue, when furnished with means, has 
actually the greatest power of exercising force: and a superior power is only found where there is superior 
virtue of some kind, power seems to imply virtue” (1255a13-16). The context of slavery is directly relevant 
to the argument of the Protrepticus, as the condition of being “slave-like” is mentioned just below at 40.6-7. 
And that the law is a “kind of intelligence” is directly asserted at Nicomachean Ethics X.9, also in an anti-
Isocratean context: “the law has compulsive power, while it is at the same time a discourse from a kind of 
intelligence and intellect” (1180a21-22).  
 Aristotle employs the concept of a “standard” or “criterion” elsewhere in the Protrepticus (kanon: Protr. 
X, 54.25 (p. 52 below), and horos: DCMS xxvii 85.9, p. 28 below), and in his ethics and philosophy of science 
(kanôn: EN III.4, 1113a29-33 and X.5, 1176a17-18; horos: PA I.1, 639a13-14 and EE VIII.3, 1249a21-b3).  
 On having a “precise” account, see also below at xxvi, 82.21 (next page). The intellectual virtue of 
precision or accuracy is repeatedly mentioned in the Protrepticus. In DCMS xxiii, the issue of the precision 
of demonstrations is introduced (71.2). In DCMS xxvi the issue of the precision of opinion is raised (79.10), 
followed by the introduction of the idea of “precision in accounting about the truth” (83.7). Later the 
“beauty and precision” in mathematics (83.24-25) is mentioned. Following this, in DCMS xxvii the degree 
of precision (86.8) to be expected in mathematical demonstrations (and criticisms) is compared with the 
lesser degree to be expected in rhetorical arguments.  
 The expression “a possession and use of wisdom” at 40.2-3 relates to the distinction between possession 
and use at VI, 37.7-8 (below, p. 65) and in Protr. XII, 59.26-60.1 (below, p. 60).  
 The image of sailing to the ends of the world at 40.4-5 is returned to at Protr. X, 57.27 (p. 53 below), and 
was a common motif in protreptic discourses, compare the proverb of Isocrates: “Do not hesitate to travel a 
long way to those who proclaim to teach something useful, for it would be a shame when merchants 
traverse such vast seas for the sake of increasing the substantial fortune they have, but the young did not 
endure travel for the improvement of their own intelligence” (To Demonicus 19). Aristotle mentions the 
“Pillars of Hercules” in a geographical context at Meteorology II.1, 354a12 and 362b21-28.  
 Aristotle discusses the condition of being slave-like (andrapodôdes) at 40.6-7, and uses the same term in 
the context of the “three ways of life” argument (Eudemian Ethics 1215b34-1216a1 and Nicomachean Ethics 
1095b19-20), in the analysis of temperance and incontinence (NE 1118a25, b21 and 1145b24) and in the 
analysis of the vices in relation to good temper (EE 1231b10, b20, and b26; and NE 1126a8). 
 The distinction between mere living and living well, a distinction frequently invoked by Aristotle, is 
also invoked at VIII, 46.22-47.4 (p. 41 below). The theme is further developed in XI, 56.15-57.6 and 57.23-
58.3 (pp. 55 and 56, below). This distinction seems to have been something of a protreptic scommonplace; 
see the Greek Anthology 10.43. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

And as to the service and the greatness of the thing, I consider this to have been 
adequately demonstrated; but as to the reason why it is much easier to possess it 
than other goods, I am convinced by the following. [17] The fact that the 
philosophers, despite running a short time, have passed the other skills in their 
precision, with their having bestowed much of it on them and with their having 
got no payment from the people with which they might have worked this 
intensely hard, seems to me a sign of the easiness there is in philosophy. [22] And 
again, the fact that everybody is fond of it and wishes to spend their leisure on it, 
letting everything else go, is no small evidence that the close attention occurs 
together with pleasure; for no one is willing to work hard for a long time. [82.26] In 
addition to these, its use is very differs from that of all other skills: philosophers 
require neither tools nor special places for their productive work; similarly, 
wherever in the inhabited world someone sets down his thought, it touches the 
truth on all sides equally as if it were present there. [83.2] But these considerations 
perhaps being out of place, they should be mentioned on another occasion, for it has 
been demonstrated that intelligence is possible, and why it is the greatest of goods, 
and easy to possess. [83.5|6] 

Now admittedly minute precision about the truth is the most recent of the occu-
pations. [7] For their first necessity, after the destruction and the inundation, was 
to think about their food and staying alive; but when they became more prosper-
ous they worked out the skills that are for pleasure, such as music and so on, and 
it was when they had more than the necessities that they undertook to do philo-
sophy. [12] And the progress that has now been made from small impulses in a 
short time by those whose research is about geometry and arguments and the 
other educational subjects is so great that no other race has made such progress in 
any of the skills. [16] And yet, whereas everyone helps to urge the other skills on-
ward by publicly honoring them and giving payment to those who have them, 
those whose business is with these things not only get no exhortation from us, 
but often actually get prevented by us; [20] still, nevertheless, they have advanced 
the most, because in their nature they have seniority, for what is later in coming 
to be takes the lead in substance and in perfection. [22] And so the knowledge of 
mathematics is far superior to all these other kinds of knowledge, having an advan-
tage over all the occupations in beauty and precision. [83.25] But this is true 
according to the following argument as well: [84.1] the things with which humans 
share affinity by birth are the first ones that are much sought after, so as to possess 
them as far as they can, but those that are released from our bodily nature are much 
more honorable than the first ones. [5] For the necessities are presupposed, but what 
is valuable for itself and serious is what is worthy of dignities and honor. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS xxvi 82.14-84.7, overlapping (at 82.14-83.5) with Protrepticus VI, 40.12-41.5). 
Superseded editions: The first half of this passage (up to xxvi, 83.5) was collected in Fr. 5 Ross (= Protr. VI, 
from VI, 37.22) and, in Düring’s edition, as B54-57: 40.12-15 (B54 = xxvi 82.14-17), 40.15-20 (B55 = xxvi, 
82.17-22), 40.20-41.2 (B56 = xxvi, 82.22-83.2), 41.2-5 (B57 = xxvi, 83.2-5). The second half of this passage 
(from xxvi, 83.6) was collected as Fr. 8 Ross, but not collected in Düring’s edition. 
 

kai\ peri\ me\n w)felei/aj kai\ mege/qouj tou~ pra&g|15matoj i9kanw~j a)podedei=xqai nomi/zw, dio&ti 
de\ pollw|~ | r(a|&sth tw~n a1llwn a)gaqw~n h( kth~sij au)th~j, e0k tw~nde | pepeismai. to_ ga_r mh&te 
misqou~ para\ tw~n a)nqrw&pwn | ginome/nou toi=j filosofou~si, di’ o4n sunto&nwj ou3twj a2n |19 
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diaponh&seian, polu& te proeme/nouj ei0j ta_j a1llaj |20 te/xnaj o3mwj e0c o)li/gou xro&nou qe/ontaj 
parelh|luqe/nai | tai=j a)kribei/aij, shmei=o&n moi dokei= th~j peri\ th_n filo|sofi/an ei]nai r(a|stw&-
nhj. e1ti de\ to_ pa&ntaj filoxwrei=n | e0p’ au)th|~ kai\ bou&lesqai sxola&zein a)feme/nouj tw~n | a1l-
lwn a(pa&ntwn, ou) mikro_n tekmh&rion o3ti meq’ h(donh~j |25 h( prosedrei/a gi/gnetai: ponei=n ga_r 
ou)dei\j e0qe/lei polu_n | xro&non. [82.26] pro_j de\ tou&toij h( xrh~sij plei=ston diafe/rei | pa&ntwn: 
ou)de\ ga_r de/ontai pro_j th_n e0rga-si/an o)rga&nwn  | ou)de\ to&pwn, a)ll’ o3ph| tij a2n qh|~ th~j 
oi0koume/nhj th_n |83.1  dia&noian, o(moi/wj pantaxo&qen w3sper parou&shj a3ptetai | th~j a)lhqei/aj. 
a)lla_ tau~ta me\n i1swj a)poxrw&ntwj ei1rh|tai pro_j to_n e0nestw~ta kairo&n: kai\ ga_r o3ti 
dunato_n | kai\ dio&ti me/giston tw~n a)gaqw~n kai\ kth&sasqai r(a|&dion |5 h( fro&nhsij, a)pode/deiktai. 
[83.5|6]                                           

new&taton ou}n o(mologoume/nwj e0sti\ tw~n e0pithdeu|ma&twn h( peri\ th_n a)lh&qeian a)kribolo-
gi/a. meta_ ga_r | th_n fqora_n kai\ to_n kataklusmo_n ta_ peri\ th_n trofh_n | kai\ to_ zh~n prw~ton 
h)nagka&zonto frontizei=n, eu)porw&|10teroi de\ geno&menoi ta_j pro_j h(donh_n e0ceirga&santo |11 
te/xnaj, oi[on mousikh_n kai\ ta_j toiau&taj, pleona&santej | de\ tw~n a)nagkai/wn ou3twj e0pe-
xei/rhsan filosofei=n. | tosou~ton de\ nu~n proelhlu&qasin e0k mikrw~n a)formw~n | e0n e0laxi/stw| 
xro&nw| zhtou~ntej oi3 te peri\ th_n gewme|15tri/an kai\ tou_j lo&gouj kai\ ta_j a1llaj paidei/aj, 
o3son | ou)de\n e3teron ge/noj e0n ou)demia|~ tw~n texnw~n. kai/toi | ta_j me\n a1llaj pa&ntej sunecor-
mw~si timw~ntej koinh|~ kai\ | tou_j misqou_j toi=j e1xousi dido&ntej, tou_j de\ tau~ta | pragmateu-
ome/nouj ou) mo&non ou) protre/pomen a)lla_ kai\ |20 diakwlu&omen polla&kij, a)ll’ o3mwj e0pidi/dwsi 
plei=ston, | dio&ti th|~ fu&sei e0sti\ presbu&tata: to_ ga_r th|~ gene/sei | u3steron, ou)si/a| kai\ teleio&-
thti prohgei=tai. | kai\ h( tw~n maqhma&twn ou}n e0pisth&mh kratei= pro_j | a3panta tau~ta tw~n 
a1llwn e0pisthmw~n e0k perittou~, ka&l|25lei kai\ a)kribei/a| tw~n pa&ntwn e0pithdeuma&twn 
proe/xousa. [83.25|84.1] e1xei de\ kai\ to_ kata_ lo&gon ou3twj. prw~ta me\n ga_r ta_ | th|~ gene/sei 
o(mofuh~ perispou&dasta& e0sti toi=j a)nqrw&poij | w3ste kta~sqai kata_ du&namin, e0pi\ de\ tou&toij 
ta_ a)po|lu&onta h(ma~j th~j swmatoeidou~j fu&sewj polu_ tw~n pro|5te/rwn e0sti\ timiw&tera: ta_ 
me\n ga_r w(j a)nagkai=a prou+|po&keitai, ta_ de\ w(j di’ au(ta_ ai9reta_ kai\ semna_ | presbei/wn kai\ 
timh~j h)ci/wtai. 

 || 82.19 <ei0j> ta_j Protr. VI, 40.17 
 
Editorial notes: The first sentence contains a navigational remark that may have been part of the speech in 
the source text, although it is impossible to rule out that this is Iamblichus’ transitional remark, in which 
case an indefinite amount of text has been dropped out. Compare the other navigational remarks, which 
also may have been part of the speech in the source text, above at VI, 37.26-38.2 and 39.9-13, and below at 
xxvi, 83.2-5. Thus the unusual first-person reference in the first sentence seems to be a reference to 
‘Aristotle’ himself (compare the third-person reference in the last piece of evidence at 39.13). The possibility 
and benefit of theoretical philosophy having been established, the speaker, ‘Aristotle’ will now speak to the 
third protreptic commonplace, perhaps the most surprising one, that philosophy is “easy”, or at least easier 
to acquire than many other goods. That this speech is attributable to Aristotle and ‘Aristotle’ is confirmed 
by the testimony of Proclus in his Euclid commentary, evidence that we provide on the next page. 
 The argument about “easiness”was announced above in navigational passages (VI, 37.26; xxvi, 82.16). 
Arguing that something was in a sense “easy” was a rhetorical commonplace, which Aristotle prescribes at 
Rhetoric I.6: “things are done easily when they are done either without pain or quickly: the difficulty of an 
act lies either in its painfulness or in the long time it takes” (1363a23-24). Precisely these two elements of 
“easiness” that he distinguishes are present here: “in a short time” (xxvi, 82.26 and 83.14) and “with 
pleasure” (xxvi, 82.24). On the importance of pleasure accompanying the activity, see below at Protr. XI, 
58.17-59.13 (p. 58), together with EN X.7, 1177a25-26 and Poetics 4, 1448b13-15. Both of these advantages 
counteract the fact that theoretical philosophy admittedly involves “knowing things that are difficult” as 
‘Aristotle’ says at VI, 38.21-22 (above, p.20). 
 On the idea of the rapid progress of philosophy “in a short time,” the speaker ‘Aristotle’ expresses some 
views about human prehistory and cultural development also touched upon in the Corpus. Aristotle holds 
that the skills and sciences, like everything else in the terrestrial zone, are subject to cycles of birth, develop-
ment, maturation, and death, due to periodic meteorological catastrophes (see Meteor. I.3, 339b27; Metaph. 
I.2, 982b11-28 and XII.8, 1074b10; Politics VII.10, 1329b25). The “destructions and cataclysms” mentioned at 
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83.7-8 are also discussed in: Physics 222a23; Cael. 270b19; Meteor. 352a33; Metaph. 1074b10; and Politics 
1264a3 and 1329b25.  
 Evidence corroborating the Protrepticus version as cited by Iamblichus is derived from Proclus. 
 
Corroborating evidence: Proclus gives witness to this passage as well, in an instructive passage from the 
First Prologue of his Euclid commentary.  
 

The intrinsic value for those who take part in it would be clarified also by what Aristotle 
somewhere says, that despite there being no payment offered to those researchers, they nevertheless 
in a short time have made such progress in mathematical theory, and moreover that everybody feels 
at home with it and wishes to spend their leisure on it, neglecting other matters, even those who 
attain little of the benefit that comes from it. [20] Hence those who are disposed to despise cognition of 
mathematical objects do not actually have any taste for the pleasures in them. [28.22|23] 

Now then, mathematical science is not to be dishonored for this reason, that it makes no 
contribution to our human needs, for the ultimate echoes of it do aim at this kind of utility, especially 
those that are active together with matter; rather, on the contrary, one should admire its immateriality 
and its having the good in itself alone. [29.1] Indeed, it is generally when they stopped being concerned 
about the necessities that humans turned towards research into mathematics. [3] And this is likely: for 
the things that help nourish and are of the same nature in coming to be are the first ones to be taken 
seriously by humans, and the second ones are those that release the soul from generation and give it 
reminders of reality. [7] So, in the same way, we also have a share in the necessities before the things 
that are valuable for themselves, and in those that are of the same breed as perception before the ones 
that are recognized in accordance with intellect. [9|10] Indeed, the whole of generation and the life of 
the soul that turns around in it naturally advances from the imperfect to the perfect. [12] Let these 
things too be said against those who dishonor mathematical science. 

 
Reference: Proclus, Commentary on Euclid’s Elements, Prologue I, ch. 9, 28.13-29.13. 
 

dhloi= de\ to_ di’ | e9auth_n ei]nai toi=j metiou~sin ai9reth&n, o4 kai\ A)risto|15te/lhj pou& fhsin, to_ mhdeno_j 
misqou~ prokeime/nou | toi=j zhtou~sin o3mwj e0n o)li/gw| xro&nw| tosau&thn e0pi/do|sin th_n tw~n maqhma&-twn 
qewri/an labei=n, e1ti de\ to_ | pa&ntaj e0n au)th|~ filoxwrei=n kai\ bou&lesqai sxola&zein |19 tw~n a1llwn 
a)feme/nouj, o3soi kai\ kata_ mikro_n e0fh&yanto |20 th~j a)p’ au)th~j w)felei/aj, w3ste oi3 ge katafronhtikw~j | 
e1xousi th~j tw~n maqhma&twn gnw&sewj, a1geustoi tug|xa&nousin o1ntej tw~n e0n au)toi=j h(donw~n. 
[28.22|23] 

ou) dh_ ou}n dia_ tou~to th_n maqhmatikh_n a)tima|ste/on, o3ti mh_ pro_j ta_j a)nqrwpi/naj h(mi=n xrei/aj sun-
|25telei=ta_ ga_r e1sxata au)th~j a)phxh&mata th~j toi|au&thj xrei/aj stoxa&zetai kai\ o3sa meq’ u3lhj e0n-
ergei= | a)lla_ tou)nanti/on qaumaste/on au)th~j th_n a)u+li/an kai\ |29.1 to_ e0n au(th|~ mo&nh| to_ a)gaqo_n e1xein. kai\ 
ga_r o3lwj pau|sa&menoi th~j peri\ ta_ a)nagkai=a fronti/doj oi9 a1nqrwpoi | peri\ th_n zh&thsin e0tra&ponto 
tw~n maqhma&twn. kai\ | tou~to ei0ko&twj: prw~ta me\n ga_r ta_ su&ntrofa kai\ o(mo|5fuh~ th|~ gene/sei 
perispou&dasta& e0sti toi=j a)nqrw&poij: | deu&tera de\ ta_ th~j gene/sewj a)polu&onta th_n yuxh_n kai\ | 
a)namimnh&skonta tou~ o1ntoj. ou3twj a1ra kai\ ta_ a)nag|kai=a pro_ tw~n di’ au(ta_ timi/wn kai\ ta_ th~j 
ai0sqh&sewj | su&mfula pro_ tw~n kata_ nou~n gignwskome/nwn me/timen. |10 kai\ ga_r pa~sa h( ge/nesij kai\ h( e0n 
au)th|~ strefome/nh | th~j yuxh~j zwh_ pe/fuken a)po_ tou~ a)telou~j ei0j to_ te/|leion xwrei=n. tosau~ta kai\ 
pro_j tou&touj ei0rh&sqw tou_j | th_n maqhmatikh_n a)tima&zontaj e0pisth&mhn. 

 
Further editorial Notes: In his Commentary on Euclid, Proclus twice relates this speculative prehistory, 
attributing the ideas to Aristotle, as in his further discussion of prehistory in his Second Prologue, ch. 4 (64.7-
65.7: see below at pp. 75-76). The account of the development of arts in three stages according to three 
different kinds of goods (goods necessary for life, goods for leisure and pleasure, and goods for 
contemplation and philosophy) follows the account at Metaphysics I.2: “at first he who invented any art 
whatever that went beyond the common perceptions of man was naturally admired by men, not only 
because there was something useful in the inventions, but because he was thought wise and superior to the 
rest. But as more arts were invented, and some were directed to the necessities of life, others to recreation, 
the inventors of the latter were naturally always regarded as wiser than the inventors of the former, 
because their branches of knowledge did not aim at utility. Hence when all such inventions were already 
established, the sciences which do not aim at giving pleasure or at the necessities of life were discovered, 
and first in the places where men first began to have leisure. This is why the mathematical arts were 
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founded in Egypt; for there the priestly caste was allowed to be at leisure” (981b, tr. Ross). “Leisure” is 
mentioned in this piece of evidence (pp. 24-25) of the Protrepticus at xxvi, 82.23. 
 Ammonius also recounts a story about the progress of human skills and wisdom after destruction and 
cataclysm, in a passage in which he references Aristocles of Messene, who may have used the Protrepticus 
as a source (in Philoponus, Commentary on the Introduction to Arithmetic I.1.5-49, see below, pp. 76-77). There 
is also an account of the development of the arts and wisdom along the same lines at Epinomis 974d8-976c7, 
written by an Academic philosopher, perhaps Philip of Opus. 
 “Precision” is referred to not only here at xxvi, 83.7 and 83.24-25, but also in the previous evidence (VI, 
39.17) as well as earlier in xxvi, at 79.10 (p. 17). At 82.21 we have a reference to “precise skills” (in plural), 
which can be compared to the following plural usages. Meteorology II.5: “if one reckons up these voyages 
and journeys, so far as they are capable of yielding any precise things, the distance from the Pillars of 
Hercules to India exceeds that from Aethiopia to Lake Maeotis and the furthest parts of Scythia by a ratio 
greater than that of 5 to 3” (362b21-25, tr. Lee, adapted). See also Republic VI, part of an exhortation to philo-
sophy in which Socrates complains that “it’s ridiculous, isn’t it, to make every effort to attain the most 
precise things about other things of little value, and not to consider the important things worthy of precise 
things” (504d8-e3). A similar protreptic expression is found in Philebus, where Socrates tells Protarchus that 
what he was seeking was not “what skill or which science excels all others in grandeur and beauty, and is 
of most use to us, but rather to find out which one could oversee what is clear and precise and as true as 
possible, even if its profit is vanishingly small” (58c). The reference to “minute precision about the truth” 
(xxvi, 83.7) is also used at Metaph. II.3: “the minute precision of mathematics is not to be demanded in all 
cases” (995a15), raising an issue that was also raised in the Protrepticus (at DCMS xxvii, 86.8, p. 30). The 
reference to “advantage … in beauty and in precision” (83.24-25) makes it clear that Aristotle has beauty in 
mind when he mentioned “knowledge of what is determinate and organized” above (VI, 38.7-8; see also 
the reference to the “beautiful and good” at IX, 53.1, p. 50 below). Aristotle also uses the expression “latches 
onto the truth” (83.1-2) at EE II.10, 1227a1-2 (cf. Plato, Timaeus 90c1-2). 
 As he argues at 83.12-22, Aristotle viewed the gaining of precision in a short time a mark of the progress 
of theoretical science, and apparently considered the science of his day to be very developed and advanced. 
Cicero cited Aristotle from an unknown work as holding that “since great progress has been made in a 
short time, philosophy will in a short time be brought to completion” (Tusculan Disputations III.28.69; on 
this passage, see below, p. 78). Even if that is going farther than Aristotle himself claims in the acroamatic 
works, it is clear that he did think that the thought of his own age was a late stage of maturation. Consider 
what he writes in Politics II.5 about the advanced state of political science: “we must not fail to keep in 
mind the length of time and multitude of years in which these things, if they had been good, would certain-
ly not remain unknown; for almost everything has been found out, though in some cases what is known 
has not been systematized, and in other cases men do not make use of the knowledge which they have” 
(1264a1-5; cf. 1268b36-1269a8).  
 The teleological principle that “what is later in coming to be takes the lead in substance and perfection” 
(83.21-22) is also stated below in a teleological argument at IX.51, 16-23 (p. 48); in that passage, Aristotle is 
referring to the natural development of an organism, and this principle is often invoked in that context by 
Aristotle in the Corpus (e.g. PA I.1 640a19-26, 641b23-642a1, II.1 646a25-27; GA II.1, 734a16-32 and II.6 
passim; see also Johnson, Teleology, 165-171). It is striking to see the same biological principle applied here to 
cultural history. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

But since it is the function of the educated man to be able to judge to a good ap-
proximation what is right or not right in the contributions of the speaker, and we 
believe the generally educated man is someone like that, then being educated is also 
being able to do the aforementioned. [25] So this is clear, that the correctly educated 
man must, in the case of mathematics too, demand from the mathematician cor-
rectness and his proper function, whether he rightly or wrongly creates his theory 
about them. [85.3] For just as we consider the universally educated man is able to 
judge about everything, so to speak, despite being one in number, similarly too 
about some delimited science there would be someone else who has the same 
disposition as the one mentioned, about a portion. [85.7]  

Hence it is clear that there must be certain such criteria in the study of mathe-
matics too, with reference to which the educated man will accept the manner of 
the proofs, independently of how the truth is, whether thus or otherwise. [11] I 
mean, for example, whether those who grasp each individual theorem of the 
mathematicians should make determinations about it in accordance with itself, 
for example about these here triangles, or whether those who hypothesize the 
common theorems must also investigate the attributes of everything according to 
something common. [16] For many of the same things come about in many kinds 
that are different from each other, for example if someone were to make the de-
monstration insofar as it is a triangle or insofar as it is a rectilinear figure in com-
mon. [19] For if in a way the same things belong to things that differ in form, the 
demonstrations of them are not at all obliged to be any different. [21] But perhaps 
the ones in which the predicate happens to be the same are different by differing 
in form; for example, similarity in triangles is one thing, but in numbers is some-
thing else, and one must make particular demonstrations according to each one. 
[25] Thus one should investigate when to study what is in common according to a 
kind, and when to study individual particulars, for to determine these matters 
contributes a great portion to mathematical education. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxvii, 84.21-86.2. 
 

e)pei\ de\ tou~ pepaideume/nou e1rgon e0sti\ | to_ du&nasqai kri=nai eu)sto&xwj ti/ kalw~j h2 mh_ 
kalw~j | a)podi/dwsin o( le/gwn, toiou~ton dh& tina to_n o3lwj |pepaideume/non oi0o&meqa 
ei]nai, kai\ to_ pepaideu~sqai to_ |25 du&nasqai poiei=n to_ ei0rhme/non. dh~lon dh_ tou~q’ o3ti | 
kai\ peri\ ta_ maqh&mata to_n o)rqw~j pepaideume/non a)pai|85.1tei=n dei= para\ tou~ maqhma-
tikou~ th_n o)rqo&thta kai\ to_ | oi0kei=on e1rgon, ei0 kalw~j h2 mh_ kalw~j poiei=tai th_n peri\ | 
au)tw~n qewri/an. w3sper ga_r to_n a(plw~j pepaideume/non | peri\ pa&ntwn w(j ei0pei=n 
kritiko_n nomi/zomen ei]nai e3na | to_n a)riqmo_n o1nta, ou3twj kai\ peri/ tinoj e0pisth&mhj |5 
a)fwrisme/nhj ei1h a1n tij e3teroj to_n au)to_n tro&pon tw|~ | ei0rhme/nw| diakei/menoj peri\ 
mo&rion. [85.7] 

w3ste dh~lon o3ti | kai\ th~j peri\ ta_ maqh&mata qewri/aj dei= tinaj u(pa&rxein | o3rouj 
toiou&touj, pro_j ou4j a)nafe/rwn a)pode/cetai o( |10 pepaideume/noj to_n tro&pon tw~n 
deiknume/nwn, xwri\j | tou~ pw~j e1xein ta)lhqe/j, ei1te ou3twj ei1te a1llwj. le/gw | de\ oi[on 
po&teron dei= lamba&nontaj e4n e3kaston qew&rhma | tw~n maqhmatikw~n peri\ tou&tou dio-
ri/zein kaq’ au(to&, | oi[on peri\ tw~nde tw~n trigw&nwn, h2 ta_ koina_ qewrh&|15mata kai\ ta_ 
pa~sin u(pa&rxonta dei= skopei=n kata& ti | koino_n u(poqeme/nouj. polla_ ga_r u(pa&rxei ta_ 
au)ta_ | polloi=j ge/nesin e9te/roij ou}sin a)llh&lwn, oi[on ei1 tij | kaqo&son e0sti\ tri/gwna 
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poioi=to th_n a)po&deicin, h2 kaqo&son | e0sti\n eu)qu&gramma koinw~j. ei0 ga&r tina ta_ au)ta_ 
u(pa&r|20xoi toi=j ei1dei diafe/rousin, ou)d’ h( a)po&deicij au)tw~n | ou)demi/an o)fei/lei e1xein 
diafora&n. e3tera de\ i1swj e0sti/n, | oi[j sumbai/nei th_n me\n kathgori/an e1xein th_n au)th&n, | 

diafe/rein de\ th|~ kat’ ei]doj diafora|~: oi[on to_ o3moion | e0pi\ me\n trigw&nwn e0sti\n a1llo, 
e0p’ a)riqmw~n de\ e3teron, | kai\ dei= kaq’ e9ka&teron i0di/aj poiei=sqai a)podei/ceij. e0pi|25skep-
te/on ou}n, po&te koinw~j kata_ ge/noj kai\ po&te i0di/wj | kaq’ e3kaston qewrhte/on: to_ ga_r 
diwri/sqai peri\ tou&|86.1twn me/ga me/roj ei0j paidei/an maqhmatikh_n sumba&l|letai. 

 
Editorial notes: Here Iamblichus excerpts a passage from Aristotle’s Protrepticus that Aristotle himself 
adapted in the opening of his methodological introduction and exhortation to life science, On the Parts of 
Animals I. Something comparable apparently happened in other opening chapters, including Metaphysics 
I.1, EE I, NE I, and Politics VII.1). The words translated in bold below are identical. 
 

 Regarding every theory and investigation, the more humble and more valuable alike, there 
appear to be two manners of having, one which may properly be called knowledge of the subject-
matter, the other like a certain educatedness. For it is in accordance with the manner of an educa-
ted man to be able to judge to a good approximation what is right or wrong in the contributions 
of the speaker, and since we believe the generally educated man is someone like that, being 
educated is also being able to do the aforementioned. Only we consider the one man to be able to 
judge about everything, so to speak, though being one in number, the other about some nature 
that is delimited; for there would be someone else who has same disposition about a portion as 
the one mentioned. So it is also clear for the inquiry into nature, there should be certain stan-
dards, such that by referring to them one can appraise the manner of its proofs, apart from the 
question of what the truth is, whether thus or otherwise. I mean, for example, should one grasp 
each substantial being singly and make determinations about this in accordance with itself, e.g. 
taking up one by one the nature of a human, lion, ox, or any other animal as well; or by establish-
ing the accidents common to all according to something common? For many of the same things 
come about in many kinds that are different from each other, for example sleep, respiration, 
growth, deterioration, death, and in addition any remaining affections and dispositions such as 
these. I say all this because at the moment it is permissible to speak unclearly and indefinitely 
about these things. It is apparent that, especially when speaking one by one, we shall repeatedly 
say the same things about many kinds; for instance, each of the attributes just mentioned belong to 
horses, dogs, and humans. So if one speaks of their accidents one by one it will be necessary to 
speak re-peatedly about the same things—whenever, that is, the same things are present in 
different forms of animal, yet themselves have no difference. But perhaps the ones in which the 
predicate happens to be the same are different by differing in form; for example the locomotion 
of animals; it is apparent that locomotion is not one in form, because flying, swimming, walking, 
and crawling differ. Accordingly, one should not overlook whether one should investigate things 
in common according to kind first, and then later their distinctive characteristics, or whether one 
should study them one by one straight away. (PA I.1, 639a1-b6) 

 
Each of the changes appear to be in the direction of adapting the earlier work (i.e. the Protrepticus, the 
source of DCMS xxvii) for the purposes of the later work, the introduction and exhortation to the 
theoretical sciences of life. Reasoning in the other direction, it does not make as much sense to adapt 
arguments about animals to the more precise science of geometry, and it does not seem likely that 
Iamblichus will have thought that it did. Now Proclus in his Euclid commentary attributes the exact 
arguments made here about geometry to Aristotle (32.21-33.20, in some cases giving verbatim quotations; see 
p. 74 below), as well as the rest of the argument from this chapter, in sequence (33.21-35.6, see p. 74 below). 
Thus Proclus establishes Aristotle’s authorship, and since Proclus cannot be adapting what he says from 
On the Parts of Animals (since his second, third, and fourth points do not parallel that work but do parallel 
what we find in Iamblichus), it follows that Proclus is adapting the source text itself. Thus the passage must 
be attributed to Aristotle’s Protrepticus, and it is clear that the speech was in the voice of ‘Aristotle’ himself. 
It is also highly significant that Aristotle has included in On the Parts of Animals I.5 an “exhortation to the 
life sciences” which is known to differ stylistically from the rest of the book but shows many parallels and 
connections with Aristotle’s Protrepticus (e.g. DCMS xxiii, p. 14 above). He evidently kept adapting 
Protrepticus material throughout the writing of the first book of his Parts of Animals.
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Again, one must demand that the mathematician make his accounts in accordance 

with the underlying substance, and to make the manner of his demonstrations affili-
ated with that. [4] Thus, just as we are contented with plausible reasoning from an 
orator, so one must demand from the mathematician demonstrations that are 
necessary. [6] And one must not seek the same necessity everywhere nor, similar-
ly, the same precision in everything, but just as we divide the technical fields by 
their underlying materials, not seeking precision similarly in gold and tin and 
bronze, nor in cork and box and lotus, in the same way this is so in the observa-
tional sciences. [12] For the underlying things will make an immediate difference 
when some are simpler and others more of a composite, or some are generally 
immovable and others movable, for example the things in numbers and in har-
mony, or those in geometry and astronomy; and the starting point of some of 
these is the intellect and of others it is thought, but of some other things there are 
also certain small impulses coming from the sense, just as from the celestial 
bodies. [19] For it is not possible to bring to bear the same or similar causes about 
such things; rather, to the degree that the starting points differ, to that degree as 
well the demonstrations differ, for in each of them the manner is cognate. 

  
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxvii, 86.2-22. 
 

e1ti kata_ th_n u(pokeime/nhn ou)si/an dei= tou_j | lo&gouj a)paitei=n to_n maqhmatiko&n, kai\ to_n tro&-
pon tw~n | a)podei/cewn oi0kei=on poiei=sqai. w3sper ou}n tou~ r(htori|5kou~ piqanologou~ntoj a)ne-
xo&meqa, ou3tw to_n maqhmati|ko_n a)podei/ceij dei= a)paitei=n a)nagkai/aj. ou) pantaxou~ | de\ ta_j 
au)ta_j a)na&gkaj dei= zhtei=n ou)d’ o(moi/wj th_n | au)th_n a)kri/beian e0n a3pasin, a)ll’ w3sper ta_ 
kata_ ta_j | te/xnaj tai=j u(pokeime/naij u3laij diairou~men, ou)x o(moi/wj |10 e0n xrusw|~ kai\ katti-
te/rw| kai\ xalkw|~ zhtou~ntej to_ | a)kribe/j, ou)de\ e0n fellw|~ kai\ pu&cw| kai\ lwtw|~, to_n | au)to_n 
tro&pon kai\ e0n tai=j qewrhtikai=j. eu)qu_j ga_r | poih&sei ta_ u(pokei/mena diafora&j, o3tan ta_ me\n 
a(plou&|stera h|} ta_ de\ e0n sunqe/sei ma~llon, kai\ ta_ me\n o3lwj |15 a)ki/-nhta ta_ de\ kinou&mena, oi[on 
ta_ e0n a)riqmoi=j kai\ e0n | a(rmoni/a| h2 ta_ e0n gewmetri/a| kai\ a)stronomi/a|, kai\ tw~n | me\n o( nou~j h( 
a)rxh_ tw~n de\ h( dia&noia, e0ni/wn de\ kai\ | a)po_ th~j ai0sqh&sewj mikrai/ tinej w}sin a)formai/, |19 
kaqa&per tw~n ou)rani/wn. ou) ga_r oi[o&n te ta_j au)ta_j |20 ou)de\ ta_j o(moi/aj ai0ti/aj peri\ tw~n 
toiou&twn fe/rein, | a)ll’ o3son ai9 a)rxai\ diafe/rousi, tosou~ton kai\ ta_j a)po|dei/ceij diafe/rein: 
e0n e9ka&staij ga_r suggenh_j o( tro&poj. 

 
Editorial notes: The first sentence could be a transitional remark of Iamblichus, but it is clear that the same 
speech continues to be excerpted. Proclus writes that Aristotle warns not “to demand proofs of an orator, 
or to accept persuasive arguments from a mathema-tician” (in Euc. I 1.11, 33.24; see below p. 74). But the 
same thought will be immediately recognized as Aristotle’s from NE I.3, where he opens a discussion of the 
degree of precision appropriate to ethics by noting “what is said would be sufficient if it were to provide 
clarification according to the underlying material” (1094b11-12) and then pointing out that good things 
such as wealth, virtue, and fine and fair conduct all admit of much difference and fluctuation (b15-16). So 
we should “appreciate” it if those who speak about and reason from such matters indicate the truth 
roughly and in outline, and reach conclusions that are like that, true only for the most part (b19-22). In 
what follows it seems that he is adapting (by memory or with consultation) a passage from this earlier 
published work of his: “So in the same way we should accept what is said, for it is the mark of an educated 
man to search for precision to the degree that applies to each type of thing, to the degree that the nature of 
the subject admits, for it seems pretty much the same <mistake> to accept from a mathematician plausible 
reasoning and to demand from an orator demonstrations. And each man judges well what he is cognizant 
of, and is a good judge of them; and while the educated man in each field is a good judge of that, the man 
who has a universal education is a good judge of everything” (1094b22-1095a2; cf. xxvii, 85.3-7, p. 30).  
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And there is a still greater difference than those, in that those who are doing 
research either have or do not have first principles; hence in this case one should 
not demonstrate either the causes or the arguments to be similar. [26] And in these 
respects one must recognize what is the same and different, and what is the same 
by analogy, and which sciences are in greater need and in which the perplexities 
are greater, for it is pretty much in these ways and in ways like these that there 
are variations in the demonstrations and arguments in each case. [87.5] This kind 
of observation could contribute not only to the judging but also to how research 
must be done, for by having a determination of the causes of each thing, you will 
create the proper arguments, which is not easy to do without being used to it. [9] 
For nature itself is able by itself to guide us to the starting points, but is not self-
sufficient at judging each thing without taking hold of a different understanding. 
[11] Again, we should ascertain whether the causes about which the 
mathematician must speak are numerous, and what kind of them is naturally first 
and second. [14] For the mathematically educated man is able both to scrutinize 
the causes that have been supplied and to observe their order. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxvii, 86.23-87.16. 
 

e1ti d’ e0n mei/zoni diasta&sei tou&twn, o3ti e0pizhtou~sin | oi9 me\n e1xontej oi9 de\ ou)k e1xontej a)r-
xa&j: w3ste ou)d’ |25 e0ntau~qa o(moi/aj ai0ti/aj ou)d’ o(moi/ouj lo&gouj a)po|deikte/on. a)na&gkh de\ 
pro_j tau~ta gnwri/zein ti/ tau)to_ |87.1 kai\ e3teron e1xousi kai\ ti/ kat’ a)nalogi/an tau)to&n, kai\ | ai9 
poi=ai pleio&nwn de/ontai kai\ kata_ poi/aj plei/w ta_ | a)porou&mena: sxedo_n ga_r tou&toij kai\ 
toi=j toiou&toij ai9 | parallagai\ tw~n peri\ e3kaston a)podei/cewn kai\ lo&gwn |5 ei0si/n. ou) mo&non 
de\ pro_j to_ kri/nein, a)lla_ kai\ pro_j | to_ zhtei=n w(j dei=, sumba&loit’ a2n h( toiau&th qewri/a: | dio-
rismo_n ga_r e1xousa th~j kaq’ e3kaston ai0ti/aj, | oi0kei/ouj poih&sei lo&gouj, o3per ou) r(a|&dion mh_ 
suneqi|sqe/nta dra~n. h( ga_r fu&sij au)th_ kaq’ e9auth_n e0pi\ |10 me\n ta_j a)rxa_j u(fhgh&sasqai du&na-
tai, kri=nai de\ e3kasta | mh_ proslabou~sa su&nesin e9te/ran ou)k au)ta&rkhj. e1ti | diakrite/on ei0 
plei/ouj ai0ti/ai ei0si\ peri\ w{n dei= to_n | maqhmatiko_n le/gein, poi/a te tou&twn prw&th kai\ deu-
|te/ra pe/fuken. e0cetastiko_j ga_r kai\ tw~n a)podidome/nwn |15 ai0ti/wn o( pepaideume/noj maqhma-
tikw~j, kai\ th~j ta&cewj | au)tw~n qewrhtiko&j.  

 
Editorial notes: Proclus paraphrases this argument in sequence with others attributed to Aristotle in the 
two preceding pieces of evidence (in Euc. I, Prologue I.11, 34.20-24). The speaker ‘Aristotle’ continues his 
speech on the value of theoretical and specifically mathematical philosophy. The focus shifts from a com-
parison between mathematical and rhetorical kinds of demonstrations and now focuses on the details of 
mathematical research and demonstrations. The educated person determines whether those researching a 
mathematical problem are working from first principles and causes, also discussed at xxiii, 79.10 (p. 17) and 
VI, 38.22-39.8 (pp. 20-21). In the event that they do not yet have first principles but are searching, Aristotle 
asserts that “nature itself is able to guide us to the starting points of research” (87.9), thus connecting this 
passage with the classic passages in Metaphysics I.1 and Post. An. II.19, where Aristotle suggests that the 
natural faculty of perception and experience enable us to apprehend the principles of scientific demonstra-
tion. The use here in the Protrepticus of the expression “guide us” also connects this passage to the method-
ological preamble of Politics I.1-2, which refers to “the method that has guided us.” “In the other cases we 
have to analyze a composite into its irreducible elements, the smallest parts of the whole. So let us in the 
same way examine the component parts of the state also, and we shall see better both how these too differ 
from each other and whether we can acquire some skilled understanding of each of the roles mentioned. 
Now in this as in other cases one would get the best view of things if one were to look at their natural 
growth from principles” (1252a17-27).
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But this too should not be overlooked: many of the more recent Pythagoreans 
assumed that the things that are the same and in the same way are the subject 
matter solely of mathematics, and hypothesized only these principles; so they 
demarcate the sciences as well as the demonstrations about such things in the 
same way. [22] But since both in the speeches preceding this point and in the later 
remarks we will demonstrate that there are many and different substances that 
are unchangeable and exist in the same state, not only the ones in mathematics, 
and that those are more senior and more honorable than these, and we will also 
demonstrate that these mathematical principles are not the only ones, but there 
are also others, and these in fact are more senior and more powerful than those, 
and that these are not the principles of all the things that exist but only of some; 
so it is for these reasons that the mathematical demonstration now demands a 
determination of which of the qualities that remain the same and in the same way 
it can demonstrate, and from what kinds of principles it reasons, and about what 
kinds of problems it produces the demonstrations. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxvii 87.17-88.6. 
 

ou) dei= de\ lanqa&nein ka)kei=no, o3ti polloi\ tw~n | newte/rwn Puqagorikw~n mo&na ta_ kata_ ta_ 
au)ta_ kai\ | w(sau&twj e1xonta ta_ u(pokei/mena toi=j maqh&masin u(pe|20la&mbanon, kai\ mo&naj 
tau&taj a)rxa_j u(peti/qento: kai\ | ta_j e0pisth&maj ou}n kata_ to_n au)to_n tro&pon peri\ tw~n |22 
toiou&twn a)fwri/zonto kai\ ta_j a)podei/ceij. e0pei\ de\ h(mei=j | e1n te toi=j proa&gousi nuni\ lo&goij 
kai\ e0n toi=j u3steron | r(hqhsome/noij a)podei/comen, o3ti pollai\ ou)si/ai kai\ e3terai |25 a)ki/nhtoi 
kai\ kata_ ta_ au)ta_ e1xousai, ou) mo&nai ai9 tw~n | maqhma&twn, kai\ o3ti presbu&terai kai\ timiw&-
terai au)tw~n | ei0sin e0kei=nai, a)podei/comen de\ kai\ o3ti ou) mo&non a)rxai/ | ei0sin au{tai ai9 maqhma-
tikai/, a)lla_ kai\ a1llai, kai\ ai3 ge | presbu&terai kai\ dunatw&terai au)tw~n ei0sin e0kei=nai, kai\ 
|88.1 o3ti ou) pa&ntwn tw~n o1ntwn ei0si\n a)rxai\ ai9 maqhmati|kai\ a)lla_ tinw~n: dia_ dh_ tau~ta dio-
rismo_n a)paitei= nuni\ | h( maqhmatikh_ a)po&deicij, tw~n poi/wn tinw~n kata_ ta_ | au)ta_ kai\ w(s-
au&twj e0xo&ntwn e0sti\n a)podeiktikh&, kai\ e0k |5 poi/wn tinw~n a)rxw~n sullogi/zetai, kai\ peri\ 
poi/wn | tinw~n problhma&twn poiei=tai ta_j a)podei/ceij. 

 
Editorial notes: After a gap, Iamblichus reports the conclusion of this phase of argument: along with Plato 
and other Academics such as ‘Heraclides’, ‘Aristotle’ appeals to the Pythagorean tradition to argue against 
Isocrates’ attack on theoretical philosophy. Note the reference at 87.23-24 to ‘previous speeches’ and ‘later 
remarks’. The reference “the more recent Pythagoreans” must be Aristotle’s, not Iamblichus’; compare “the 
Pythagoreans” (xxiii 73.18-19, p. 16; xxv 78.8, p. 68) and “those who are called Pythagoreans” (xxiv 75.5, pp. 
65-66). The “principles more senior and more powerful than mathematical principles” (xxvii, 87.26-29) 
should be understood in connection with DCMS xxiii, where Aristotle remarks that “the objects that are 
observed in the sky have the most honorable and most divine rank of the things perceptible to us and are 
naturally cognized by the science of astronomy, which is one of the mathematical sciences” (72.16-20, p. 14). 
The principles under consideration must be more senior and honorable than those of astronomy; Aristotle 
seems to make allusion to Republic VI 509b9-10, where Plato claims that the good is “more senior and 
powerful” than being itself. In DCMS xxvi Aristotle claims that philosophy, despite having contributed to 
the other skills and not getting the honors awarded to practical skills, nevertheless has advanced more: “in 
their nature they have seniority, for what is later in coming to be takes the lead in substance and in 
perfection” (83.20-22, p. 24).  
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To be intelligent and to understand is in itself valuable for humans, for it is not 
possible to live as a human without these; and it also provides something useful in 
our way of life, for nothing good happens to us unless it is perfected by having been 
worked out in reasoning and is in accordance with intelligence. [11] Moreover, 
whether living successfully consists in enjoyment, or in having virtue, or in intel-
ligence, in accordance with all these we should do philosophy, for these things hap-
pen to us most of all, and in a pure way, through doing philosophy. [15] Further-
more, part of us is soul, part body; and the former rules, the latter is ruled; the for-
mer uses the latter, which supports the former as a tool. [18] Further, it is always 
with reference to the ruler and the user that the need for what is ruled, i.e. the tool, 
is arranged. [20] And of the soul one part is reason, which by nature rules and judges 
our affairs, and the other part is a follower and is naturally ruled. [22] And 
everything is well disposed when it is in accordance with its own proper vir-tue, for 
to have obtained this is good. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VII, 41.7-24. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected in Fr. 6 Ross (= ch. VII, up to 43.25) and, in Düring, as B41 
+ B59-60: 41.6-15 (B41), 41.15-20 (B59), 41.20-24 (B60). 
 

to_ fronei=n kai\ to_ gignw&skein e0sti\n ai9reto_n kaq’ | au(to_ toi=j a)nqrw&poij (ou)de\ ga_r zh~n 
dunato_n w(j a)nqrw&|poij a1neu tou&twn), xrh&simo&n te ei0j to_n bi/on u(pa&rxei: |10 ou)de\n ga_r h(mi=n 
a)gaqo_n paragi/gnetai, o3 ti mh_ logisa|me/noij kai\ kata_ fro&nhsin e0nergh&sasin teleiou~tai. 
kai\ | mh_n ei1te to_ zh~n eu)daimo&nwj e0n tw|~ xai/rein e0sti\n ei1te e0n | tw|~ th_n a)reth_n e1xein ei1te e0n th|~ 
fronh&sei, kata_ tau~ta | pa&nta filosofhte/on: tau~ta ga_r ma&lista kai\ ei0likrinw~j |15 dia_ tou~ 
filosofei=n h(mi=n paragi/netai. e1ti toi/nun to_ | me/n e0sti yuxh_ tw~n e0n h(mi=n to_ de\ sw~ma, kai\ to_ 
me\n | a1rxei to_ de\ a1rxetai, kai\ to_ me\n xrh~tai to_ d’ u(po&keitai | w(j o1rganon. a)ei\ toi/nun pro_j 
to_ a1rxon kai\ to_ xrw&|menon sunta&ttetai h( tou~ a)rxome/nou kai\ tou~ o)rga&nou |20 xrei/a. th~j de\ 
yuxh~j tw|= me\n lo&goj e0sti\n o3per kata_ | fu&sin a1rxei kai\ kri/nei peri\ h(mw~n, to_ d’ e3petai/ te kai\ 
| pe/fuken a1rxesqai. pa~n de\ eu} dia&keitai kata_ th_n | oi0kei/an a)reth&n: to_ ga_r tetuxhke/nai 
tau&thj a)gaqo&n | e0sti. [41.24] 

 
Editorial notes: At the end of DCMS xxvii, Iamblichus stops using Aristotle’s Protrepticus as a source. 
When, in chapter VII of his previously written volume Protrepticus, Iamblichus resumes his citations from 
Aristotle’s dialogue, the speaker is still (or is again) ‘Aristotle’. After a gap of unknown length in the 
dialogue, he elaborates a new phase of his argument, that being intelligent observers is the most valuable 
thing for humans, being the function of their highest virtue.  
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Moreover, it’s when a thing’s most authoritative and most estimable parts have 

their virtue that it is well disposed; therefore the natural virtue of that which is 
better is naturally better. [27] And that which is by nature more of a ruler and 
more commanding is better, as a human is than the other animals; thus soul is 
better than body (for it is more of a ruler), as is the part of the soul which has 
reason and thought, for this kind of thing is what prescribes and proscribes and 
says how we ought or ought not to act. [42.1] Whatever, then, is the virtue of this 
part is necessarily the virtue most valuable of all as such, both for everything in 
general and for us; in fact, I think one might actually set it down that we are this 
portion, either alone or especially. [42.4|5] 

Furthermore, when the natural function of each thing is brought to perfection 
and is said to be most beautiful not by coincidence but in itself, that is when one 
should say that it is good, and the most authoritative virtue should be reckoned 
the one by which each thing naturally fashions this very thing. [9] So something 
that is composite and partitioned has many other activities, but something that is 
by nature simple and whose substance is not relative to anything else necessarily 
has a single virtue in itself in the strict sense. [13] So if a human is a simple animal 
whose substance is ordered according to reason and intellect, there is no other 
function for him than only the most precise truth, i.e. to tell the truth about 
existing things; but if several capacities are ingrown in him, it is clear that, of the 
several things he can naturally bring to perfection, the best of them is always a 
function, e.g. of a doctor health, and of the navigator safety. [20] And we can name 
no function of thought or of the contemplating part of our soul that is better than 
truth. [22] Truth therefore is the most authoritative function of this portion of the 
soul. [42.23] And it performs this with knowledge as such, and it performs this 
more with more knowledge; and the most authoritative end for this is 
observation. [25] For when of two things one is valuable because of the other, the 
one on account of which the other is valuable is better and more valuable; for 
example, pleasure is better than pleasant things, and health than things 
conducive to health, for the latter are said to be able to create the former. 
[42.29|43.1] Thus nothing is more valuable than intelligence, which we say is a 
capacity of the most authoritative thing in us, to judge one condition in 
comparison with another, for the cognitive part, both separately and in 
combination, is better than all the rest of the soul, and knowledge is its virtue. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VII, 41.24-43.5. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected in Fr. 6 Ross (= ch. VII, up to 43.25) and, in Düring, B61-
67: 41.24-42.1 (B61), 42.1-4 (B62), 42.5-9 (B63), 42.9-13 (B64), 42.13-23 (B65), 42.23-29 (B66), 43.1-5 (B67). 
 

kai\ mh_n o3tan ge e1xh| ta_ ma&lista kai\ kuriw&tata |25 kai\ timiw&tata th_n a)reth&n, to&te eu} 
dia&keitai: tou~ | belti/onoj a1ra fu&sei belti/wn e0sti\n h( kata_ fu&sin | a)reth&. be/ltion de\ to_ kata_ 
fu&sin a)xikw&teron kai\ | ma~llon h(gemoniko&n, w(j a1nqrwpoj pro_j ta_ a1lla zw|~a: | ou)kou~n yuxh_ 
me\n sw&matoj be/ltion (a)rxikw&teron ga&r), |30 yuxh~j de\ to_ lo&gon e1xon kai\ dia&noian: e1sti ga_r 
toi|ou~ton o4 keleu&ei kai\ kwlu&ei, kai\ dei=n h2 mh_ dei=n fhsi |42.1 pra&ttein. h3tij pote\ ou}n e0stin 
a)reth_ tou&tou tou~ | me/rouj, a)nagkai=on ei]nai pa&ntwn ai9retwta&thn a(plw~j | te pa~si kai\ 
h(mi=n: kai\ ga_r a2n tou~to, oi]mai, qei/h tij, | w(j h1toi mo&non h2 ma&lista h(mei=j e0smen to_ mo&rion 
tou~to. [42.4|5] 
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e1ti toi/nun o3tan o4 pe/fuken e1rgon e9ka&stou mh_ kata_ | sumbebhko_j a)lla_ kaq’ au0to_ lego&menon 
ka&llista a)po|telh|~, to&te kai\ tou~to a)gaqo_n ei]nai lekte/on, tau&thn te | a)reth_n qete/on 
kuriwta&thn, kaq’ h4n e3kaston au)to_ | tou~to pe/fuken a)perga&zesqai. tou~ me\n ou}n sunqe/tou |10 
kai\ meristou~ plei/ouj kai\ dia&foroi/ ei0sin e0ne/rgeiai, | tou~ de\ th_n fu&sin a(plou~ kai\ mh_ pro_j ti\ 
th_n ou)si/an | e1xontoj mi/an a)nagkai=on ei]nai th_n kaq’ au(to_ kuri/wj | a)reth&n. ei0 me\n ou}n a(plou~n 
ti zw|~o&n e0stin o( a1nqrwpoj | kai\ kata_ lo&gon kai\ nou~n te/taktai au)tou~ h( ou)si/a, ou)k |15 a1llo 
e0sti\n au)tou~ e1rgon h2 mo&nh h( a)kribesta&th a)lh&|qeia kai\ to_ peri\ tw~n o1ntwn a)lhqeu&ein: ei0 d’ 
e0sti\n | e0k pleio&nwn duna&mewn sumpefuko&j, dh~lo&n e0stin w(j | a)f’ ou{ plei/w pe/fuken 
a)potelei=sqai, a)ei\ tou&twn to_ | be/ltiston e1rgon e0sti/n, oi[on i0atrikou~ u(gei/a kai\ kuber|20nh&tou 
swthri/a. be/ltion de\ ou)de\n e1xomen le/gein e1rgon | th~j dianoi/aj h2 tou~ dia-nooume/nou th~j 
yuxh~j h(mw~n | a)lhqei/aj. a)lh&qeia a1ra to_ kuriw&taton e1rgon e0sti\ tou~ | mori/ou tou/tou th~j 
yuxh~j. tou~to de\ dra|~ kat’ e0pi|sth&mhn a(plw~j, ma~llon de\ kata_ th_n ma~llon e0pisth&mhn, |25 
tau&th| d’ e0sti\ qewri/a to_ kuriw&taton te/loj. o3tan ga_r | duoi=n o1ntoin qa&teron dia_ qa&teron 
ai9reto_n h|}, be/ltio&n | e0sti tou~to kai\ ma~llon ai9reto_n di’ o3per ai9reto&n e0sti | kai\ qa&teron, oi[on 
h(donh_ me\n tw~n h(de/wn, u(gei/a de\ | tw~n u(gieinw~n: tau~ta ga_r poihtika_ le/getai tou&twn. |43.1 
ou)kou~n th~j fronh&sewj, h3n famen du&namin ei]nai tou~ | kuriwta&tou tw~n e0n h(mi=n, ou)k e1stin 
ai9retw&teron ou)de/n, | w(j e3cin pro_j e3cin kri/nesqai: to_ ga_r gnwstiko_n me/roj | kai\ xwri\j kai\ 
sugkei/menon be/ltio&n e0sti pa&shj th~j |5 yuxh~j, tou&tou de\ e0pisth&mh a)reth/. 

 
 
Editorial notes: After a gap of unknown length in the dialogue, ‘Aristotle’ elaborates a new phase of his 
argument, that being intelligent observers is the most valuable thing for humans, being the function of their 
highest virtue.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

Therefore its function is none of what are are said to be parts of virtue, for it is better 
than all of them and the final creation is always superior to the knowledge that 
creates it. [8] Nor is every virtue of the soul a function in that way, nor is it suc-
cess; for if it is to be a skill that can create, other ones will create other things, as 
the building skill (which is not a portion of any building) creates buildings; 
however, intelligence is a part of virtue and of success, for we say that success 
either comes from it or is it. [14] Thus according to this argument too, it is 
impossible for this to be a knowledge that can create, for the end must be better 
than its coming to be, and nothing is better than intelligence, unless it is one of 
the things that have been mentioned; and none of those is a function other than 
it. [18] Therefore one should say that this kind of knowledge is an observational 
one, since it is surely impossible for a creation to be its end. [20] Hence being 
intelligent and observant is a function of the virtue, and this of all things is the 
most valuable for humans, comparable, I think, to seeing for the eyes, which one 
would choose to have even if there wasn’t any other thing that was going to come 
into being through it beyond the sight itself. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VII, 43.5-25. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected in Fr. 6 Ross (= ch. VII, up to 43.25) and, in Düring B68-70: 
43.5-14 (B68), 43.14-20 (B69), 44.20-25 (B70). 
 

ou)k a1ra e0sti\n | e1rgon au)th~j ou)demi/a tw~n kata_ me/roj legome/nwn a)re|tw~n: pasw~n ga&r e0sti 
belti/wn, to_ de\ poiou&menon te/loj | a)ei\ krei=tto&n e0sti th~j poiou&shj e0pisth&mhj: ou)de\ mh_n | 
a3pasa th~j yuxh~j a)reth_ ou3twj e1rgon ou)d’ h( eu)dai|10moni/a. ei0 ga_r e1stai poihtikh&, e9te/ra 
e9te/rwn e1stai, | w3sper oi0kodomikh_ oi0ki/aj, h3tij ou)k e1sti me/roj th~j | oi0ki/aj, h( me/ntoi 
fro&nhsij mo&rion th~j a)reth~j e0sti kai\ | th~j eu)daimoni/aj: h2 ga_r e0k tau&thj h2 tau&thn fame\n | 
ei]nai th_n eu)daimoni/an. ou)kou~n kai\ kata_ to_n lo&gon |15 tou~ton a)du&naton ei]nai th_n e0pisth&mhn 
poihtikh&n: be/l|tion ga_r dei= to_ te/loj ei]nai tou~ gignome/nou, ou)de\n de\ | be/ltion ei]nai 
fronh&sewj, plh_n ei1 ti tw~n ei0rhme/nwn, | tou&twn de\ ou)de\n e3teron au)th~j e0stin e1rgon. 
qewrh|tikh&n tina a1ra fate/on ei]nai tau&thn th_n e0pisth&mhn, |20 e0pei/per a)du&naton poi/hsin 
ei]nai to_ te/loj. to_ fronei=n | a1ra kai\ to_ qewrei=n e1rgon th~j a)reth~j e0sti kai\ tou~to | pa&ntwn 
e0sti\n ai9retw&taton toi=j a)nqrw&poij, w3sper | oi]mai kai\ to_ toi=j o1mmasin o(ra~n, o4 kai\ e3loito& 
tij a2n | e1xein, ei0 kai\ mh& ti me/lloi gi/gnesqai di’ au)to_ par’ |25 au)th_n th_n o1yin e3teron. 

 
 
Editorial notes: This passage is continuous with the previous paragraphs and probably continuous with 
the next paragraphs (opposite). 
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 Again, if someone appreciates a particular thing because some other thing 
occurs with it, it is clear that he will wish more for that which provides more of it: 
for example, if someone happens to choose to stroll around because it’s healthy, 
and it happens that sprinting is more conducive to health and is possible for him, 
then he will choose this even more, as soon as he understands it. [44.4] Further, if 
holding opinions truly is similar to intelligence, given that having true opinions 
is valuable in that and insofar as it is similar to intelligence on account of its 
truth, if true opinion exists more in being intelligent, then being intelligent will 
be more valuable than holding opinions truly. [9] And yet living is distinguished 
from not living by sensing, and living is determined by its presence and power, 
and if this is taken away life is not worth living, as if when you do away with 
sensation you do away with life itself. [13] But among the senses the capacity of 
sight is distinguished by being the most distinct, and for this reason as well we 
value it most; but every sensation is a capacity for understanding through a body, 
just as hearing senses the sound through the ears. [17] Thus, if living is valuable 
because of sensation, and sensation is a kind of cognition, and we choose it 
because the soul is capable of recognizing by means of it; but long ago we said 
that the more valuable of two things is always the one that provides more of the 
same thing, and of the senses sight is of necessity the most valuable and 
honorable, and intelligence is more valuable than it and all the others, and more 
valuable than living, intelligence is more authoritative than truth; hence the main 
pursuit of all humans is to be intelligent. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VII, 43.27-44.26. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected as Fr. 7 Ross (= ch. VII, from 43.25) and, in Düring, B71 + 
B74-77: 43.27-44.9 (B71), 44.9-13 (B74), 44.13-17 (B75), 44.17-20 (B76), 44.20-26 (B74-77). 
 

kai\ to_ gignw&skein e0sxa&twj a)gapw~sin. e1ti ei1 tij | a)gapa|~ to&de ti dia_ to_ sumbebhke/nai 
e3teron au)tw|~ ti, | dh~lon o3ti ma~llon ou{toj boulh&setai w|{ ma~llon u(pa&rxei |44.1 tou~to: oi[on ei0 
tugxa&nei tij ai9rou&menoj to_ peripatei=n | o3ti u(gieino&n, ei1h de\ ma~llon au)tw|~ u(gieino_n to_ 
tro|xa&zein kai\ dunato_n paragene/sqai, ma~llon ai9rh&setai | tou~to ka2n e3loito gnou_j qa~tton. 
ei0 toi/nun e0sti\n |5 a)lhqh_j do&ca fronh&sei o3moion, ei1per ai9reto_n to_ d oca&| zein a)lhqw~j tau&thn 
kai\ kata_ tosou~ton kaqo&son o3moion | th|~ fronh&sei dia_ th_n a)lh&qeian, ei0 ma~llon tou~to tw|~ | 
fronei=n u(pa&rxei, ma~llon ai9reto_n to_ fronei=n e1stai | tou~ doca&zein a)lhqw~j. [44.9] 

a)lla_ mh_n to& ge zh~n tw|~ ai0sqa&|10nesqai diakri/netai tou~ mh_ zh~n, kai\ tau&thj parousi/a | 
kai\ duna&mei to_ zh~n diw&ristai, kai\ tau&thj e0cairou|me/nhj ou)k e1stin a1cion zh~n w3sper 
a)nairoume/nou tou~ | zh~n au)tou~ dia_ th_n ai1sqhsin. th~j de\ ai0sqh&sewj h( th~j | o1yewj diafe/rei 
du&namij tw|~ safesta&th ei]nai, kai\ dia_ |15 tou~to kai\ ma&lista ai9rou&meqa au)th&n: ai1sqhsij de\ | 
pa~sa du&nami/j e0sti gnwristikh_ dia_ sw&matoj, w3sper h( | a)koh_ tou~ yo&fou ai0sqa&netai dia_ tw~n 
w1twn. ou)kou~n | ei0 to_ zh~n me/n e0stin ai9reto_n dia_ th_n ai1sqhsin h( d’ | ai1sqhsij gnw~si/j tij, kai\ 
dia_ to_ gnwri/zein au)th|~ du&|20nasqai th_n yuxh_n ai9rou&meqa, pa&lai de\ ei1pomen w(j | duoi=n a)ei\ 
ma~llon ai9reto_n w|{ ma~llon u(pa&rxei | tau)to&n, tw~n me\n ai0sqh&sewn th_n o1yin a)na&gkh ma&lista | 
ai9reth_n ei]nai kai\ timi/an, tau&thj de\ kai\ tw~n a1llwn | a(pasw~n ai9retwte/ra kai\ tou~ zh~n e0stin 
h( fro&nhsij ku|25riwte/ra th~ a)lhqou=j doch=j: w3ste pa&ntej a1nqrwpoi to_ | fronei=n ma&lista 
diw&kousi. 
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Editorial notes: This piece of evidence is continuous or nearly continuous with the previous. Iamblichus 
interrupts his citation, apparently briefly; when he resumes citing Aristotle’s text, the speaker is still 
‘Aristotle’, who focuses his comments on the comparative value of sight, perception, opinion, and 
knowledge.  
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Paraphrase and citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 

 So then this, at least, is very clear to everyone, that nobody would choose to live 
having the greatest property and power over people if, however, they ceased to be 
intelligent and were insane, not even if they were going to live enjoying the most 
wanton pleasures, in the way that some people carry on who are out of their right 
minds. [11] Thus everybody, as it seems, avoids being stupid most of all. [12] Now 
intelligence is the opposite of being stupid, and of these opposites the one is to be 
avoided, the other is valuable. [13|14] So, just as being sick is to be avoided, so is 
being healthy valuable for us. [45.6-15] 
 … 

Even if someone had everything, but has some disease ruining his intelligence, 
that way of life would not be valuable, for none of his other goods would be 
beneficial. [20] Hence everybody, insofar as they have some sense of being 
intelligent and are capable of having a taste of this thing, think other things to be 
nothing; and this is the reason why not a single one of us would bear to be either 
drunk or juvenile up to the end of his lifetime. [45.18-25] 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VIII, 45.6-15, followed by 45.18-25. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected in Fr. 9 Ross (= ch. VIII, up to 47.4) and, in Düring’s 
edition, B97-100: 45.4-6 (B97), 45.6-13 (B98), 45.14-20 (B99), 45.21-25 (B100). 

 
panti\ dh_ ou}n tou~to& ge pro&dhlon, w(j | ou)dei\j a2n e3loito zh~n e1xwn th_n megi/sthn e)p’ 

a)nqrw&pwn | ou)si/an kai\ du&namin, e0cesthkw_j me/ntoi tou~ fronei=n kai\ | maino&menoj, ou)d’ ei0 
me/lloi ta_j neanikwta&taj h(dona_j |10 zw&ein xai/rwn, w3sper e1nioi tw~n parafronou&ntwn 
di|a&gousin. ou)kou~n a)frosu&nhn, w(j e1oike, ma&lista pa&ntej | feu&gousin. e0nanti/on de\ fro&nhsij 
a)frosu&nh|, tw~n d’| e0nanti/wn e9ka&teron to_ me\n feukto&n e0sti to_ de\ ai9reto&n. | w3sper ou}n to_ 
ka&mnein feukto&n, ou3twj ai9reto_n h(mi=n to_ |15 u(giai/nein. [45.6-15] 
 … 

ei0 ga_r kai\ pa&nta tij e1xoi, diefqar|me/noj de\ ei1h kai\ nosw~n tw|~ fronou~nti, ou)x ai9reto_j o( |20 
bi/oj: ou)de\n ga_r o1feloj ou)de\ tw~n a1llwn a)gaqw~n. | w3ste pa&ntej kaqo&son ai0sqa&nontai tou~ 
fronei=n kai\ | geu&esqai du&nantai tou&tou tou~ pra&gmatoj, ou)de\n | oi1ontai ta}lla ei]nai, kai\ dia_ 
tau&thn th_n ai0ti/an ou1t’ | a2n mequ&wn ou1te paidi/on ou)d’ a2n ei[j h(mw~n u(pomei/neien |25 ei]nai dia_ 
te/louj to_n bi/on. [45.18-25] 

 
Editorial notes: At this point, after the end of ch. VII, we notice a change of speaker. Iamblichus has appar-
ently designed the eighth chapter of his Protrepticus to contain paraphrases and citations from a speech of 
‘Heraclides’, and this substantial speech divides the argument offered by ‘Aristotle’ (above, pp. 20-38) from 
the later arguments of Aristotle (below, pp. 44-61), the ones that seem to conclude the work. In this speech, 
‘Heraclides’ gives a Pythagorean-tradition response to the challenge of ‘Isocrates’ (above, pp. 17-19), one 
that supplements the very substantial responses on the part of ‘Aristotle’. We do not know how the speech 
of ‘Aristotle’ ended or how the next speech began.  
 At the point of the dialogue paraphrased in 45.6-11, ‘Heraclides’ was saying that property, power over 
others, and pleasure, which are otherwise good things, would not be worth having if one had lost one’s 
intelligence and was raving mad. Next, at 45.11-16, ‘Heraclides’ evidently deployed an argument from 
opposites, a dialectical tactic typical of Plato and the Academy; and Aristotle attests to the importance of 
‘tables of opposites’ in Pythagorean thought (Metaphysics I.5, 986ab).  
 The second, rather more vivid, paragraph is a citation from the same speech of ‘Heraclides’. It seems to 
be the text of which Iamblichus has already given a paraphrase above, at 45.6-11; however, the details in 
the two versions differ to some extent, and it is more likely that the two passages exploited by Iamblichus 
reflect two different passages in the source text. Apparently the paraphrase is a version of a dialectical 
discussion (modified into monologue prose by Iamblichus), which was then followed by a citation from a 
speech of ‘Heraclides’ that states a new version of the conclusions that were reached in the discussion. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
  
 So on account of this, too, though sleeping is extremely pleasant, it is not 
valuable, even if we were to hypothesize that all the pleasures were present to the 
sleeper, because the apparitions during sleep are falsehoods, while those of the 
waking are true. [46.4] For sleep and waking are no different from each other 
except that the soul of the person who is awake often tells the truth, but when 
sleeping is always misled, for the phantom in dream visions is actually a 
complete falsehood. [46.7|8]  
 And the fact that most people avoid death also displays the soul’s love of 
learning; for it avoids what it does not recognize, what is dark and not clear, and 
by nature it pursues what is evident and cognizable. [11] This is why we say we 
should ho-nour exceedingly those who are most of all causes of our seeing the 
sun and the light, and revere our fathers and mothers as causes of the greatest 
goods; and causes they are, as it seems, of our having any intelligence and seeing 
anything. [15] It is for the same reason that we also enjoy what we are accustomed 
to, both things and people, and call ‘friends’ those with whom we are familiar. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VIII, 45.25-46.18. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected in Fr. 9 Ross (= ch. VIII, up to 47.4) and, in Düring’s 
edition, B101-102: 45.25-46.7 (B101), 46.8-21 (B102). 
 

dia_ dh_ tou~to kai\ to_ kaq|46.1eu&dein h3diston me\n ou)x ai9reto_n de/, ka2n u(poqw&meqa | pa&saj tw|~ 
kaqeu&donti parou&saj ta_j h(dona&j, dio&ti ta_ | me\n kaq’ u3pnon fanta&smata yeudh~, ta_ d’e0grh-
goro&sin | a)lhqh~. diafe/rei ga_r ou)deni\ tw~n a1llwn to_ kaqeu&dein |5 kai\ to_ e0grhgore/nai plh_n 
tw|~ th_n yuxh_n to&te me\n pol|la&kij a)lhqeu&ein, kaqeu&dontoj de\ a)ei\ dieyeu~sqai: to_ | ga_r tw~n 
e0nupni/wn ei1dwlo&n e0sti kai\ yeu~doj a3pan. [46.7|8] 

kai\ to_ feu&gein de\ to_n qa&naton tou_j pollou_j | dei/knusi th_n filoma&qeian th~j yuxh~j. feu&gei 
ga_r a4 |10 mh_ gignw&skei, to_ skotw~dej kai\ to_ mh_ dh~lon, fu&sei | de\ diw&kei to_ fanero_n kai\ to_ 
gnwsto&n. dio_ kai\ ma&lista | tou_j ai0ti/ouj h(mi=n tou~ to_n h3lion i0dei=n kai\ to_ fw~j, | au)tou&j 
famen dei=n tima~n u(perballo&ntwj kai\ se/besqai | pate/ra kai\ mhte/ra w(j megi/stwn a)gaqw~n 
ai0ti/ouj: ai1tioi |15 de/ ei0sin, w(j e1oike, tou~ fronh~sai/ ti kai\ i0dei=n. dia_ to_ | au)to_ de\ tou~to kai\ 
xai/romen toi=j sunh&qesi kai\ pra&g|masi kai\ a)nqrw&poij, kai\ fi/louj tou&touj kalou~men | tou_j 
gnwri/mouj. 
 

Editorial notes: This passage continues the argument from the previous paragraph, progressing through 
madness, dreaming, and now death, to the inductive conclusion, reached through the logic of opposites, 
that one should pursue intelligence. Both of the arguments about sleep (that it is not valuable, and that it 
harbors the false) are paralleled in the Corpus, but this Protrepticus formulation is nowhere else found. See 
below XI, 57.2-4 (p. 55), where Aristotle connects being awake with perception and life and enjoyment. For 
the argument that a human could not be happy in eternal sleep see NE I.13 (1102b5-11), X.8 (1178b18), and 
EE I.5 (1216a2-10). The images that appear to us in sleep are instanced in the definition and discussion of 
falsity in Metaphysics VII.29: “among the things that are false some are always so others sometimes so. For 
there are things that are not the same as the things that exist, although they are things that exist, but their 
nature is to appear either not to be what they are or to be what they are not, for example the optical 
illusions (skiagraphia) and the things in dreams. For these are something, just not that which they are made 
to appear to be” (1024b20-24; on skiagraphia see VIII, 47.8, p. 42). But Aristotle is not as definite in the 
opening of his investigation of prophetic dreams in On Dreams 1: “As to the divination that takes place in 
sleep, and is said to be based on dreams, we cannot lightly dismiss it with contempt or give it confidence.”  
 In the second paragraph, the speaker exhibits the semantic range of the Greek word philos, employing it 
in the compund word “love of learning” (philomatheia) and “friends” (philoi); this may have been part of an 
effort to define “philosophy”, so the passage should thus be closely compared with Philoponus in Nic. 
Arith. Intr. 1 1.9-14 (below, p. 75), where an analysis of the semantic range of sophia is given. On 
philomatheia, as used sarcastically by Isocrates, see xxvi, 81.4 (p. 18). 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 

 Just as with property, where it is not the same possession that is for the sake of 
living and of living successfully in humans, so too with intelligence: we do not, I 
think, require the same intelligence for merely living and for living well. [26] 
Now then, much allowance is made for the many who do this (they pray to be 
successful, but appreciate it if they can just stay alive), but anyone who thinks he 
is not required to bear to live in every way already thinks it’s ridiculous not to 
bear every labor and exert every effort so as to possess this intelligence that will 
have a cognition of the truth. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VIII, 46.22-47.4. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected in Fr. 9 Ross (= ch. VIII, up to 47.4) and, in Düring, as 
B103. 
 

pro_j dh_ tou&toij, w3sper e0pi\ th~j ou)si/aj ou)x h( | au)th_ kth~sij e3neka tou~ zh~n kai\ tou~ zh~n 
eu)daimo&nwj | toi=j a)nqrw&poij, ou3twj kai\ peri\ fronh&sewj ou) th~j |25 au)th~j oi]mai deo&meqa 
pro&j te to_ zh~n mo&non kai\ pro_j | to_ zh~n kalw~j. toi=j me\n ou}n polloi=j pollh_ suggnw&mh |27 
tou~to pra&ttein (eu1xontai me\n ga_r eu)daimonei=n, a)ga|pw~si de\ ka2n mo&non du&nwntai zh~n), 
o3stij de\ oi1etai mh_ |47.1 pa&nta tro&pon u(pome/nein au)to_ dei=n, katage/laston h1dh | to_ mh_ pa&nta 
po&non u(pome/nein kai\ pa~san spoudh_n | spouda&zein o3pwj kth&shtai tau&thn th_n fro&nhsin h3tij 
| gnw&setai th_n a)lh&qeian. 

 
 
Editorial notes: The passage is a continuation of the argument in the two previous sections in favor of 
intelligence. The first-person reference at 46.25 (see also below at 47.20, same phrase, also in the voice of 
Heraclides) would thus seem to be a reference to ‘Heraclides’. 
 Here, instead of an argument from opposites, we are offered here an extension of the argument about 
the value of intelligence for life. It was argued at 46.8-10 that the avoidance of death proves that people 
have a “love of learning” and thus of some kind of intelligence. But now we are told that there is another 
kind of intelligence that is valuable not for the sake of mere living, but for “living succesfully” or “living 
beautifully”. It would be a shame to only pursue intelligence insofar as it allows one to survive, and pay no 
attention to how it can provide a successful or good life.  
 The passage is remarkably dense and touches on two of the central themes of the Protrepticus: first, the 
value of wealth, property, and possessions; second, degrees of vitality (i.e. mere living vs. living well). As 
for the theme of wealth and property, this is raised already in the Address, where Aristotle mentions The-
mison’s wealth as a possible advantage for philosophy. See the editorial notes there for cross-references to 
main discussions of wealth, property, and possession. 
 Regarding the theme of degrees of vitality, it has already been argued that “it would be slave-like to 
strive to live rather than to live well” (VI, 40.7, p. 22). Aristotle also argued in VIII that to be intelligent and 
to understand is in itself valuable for human beings and “it is not possible to live as a human without 
these” (41.7-8, p. 33), and went on to distinguish several degrees of living even a human life (44.9-26, p. 37). 
This is the background against which Heraclides’ dark and pessimistic speech makes for such a stark con-
trast. In the next section, where ‘Heraclides’ calls into question whether living is worth it, and suggests that 
the answer is yes only to the extent that we cultivate the god-like part in us, the intellect, instead of the hu-
man part (48.9-21). Against this, Aristotle will offer several lines of response, all of them relatively life affir-
ming. The first is an argument that we can answer the question of why human life comes into existence by 
looking to natural teleology: human beings, like all animals, are born “by nature and according to nature” 
for the sake of something good (IX, 50.12-51.6, pp. 46-47). That thing turns out to be intelligence and wis-
dom, which come to be after the body and other aspects of the soul have matured, toward the end of life 
(IX, 51.16-52.8, pp. 48-49). Eventually the conclusion is reached that philosophers are “more alive” and “live 
most”, on the basis of an analysis of the semantic range of the term “living” (XI, 56.15-58.10, pp. 55, 56-57). 
This enormous network of interconnected arguments about living, living well, and living to the highest 
degree, delivered in the voice of ‘Aristotle’ himself, stands out more clearly in contrast to the gloomy 
pessimism and misanthropy that is characteristic of the speech of ‘Heraclides’.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’: 
 

 One will discover that all the things that seem great to people are an optical 
illusion. [8] From this too, it is right to say that the human creature is nothing and 
that nothing is stable in human affairs. [10] For force, size, and beauty are risible 
and worth nothing, and beauty seems to be like that because nothing is seen with 
precision. [12] For if someone were able to look as keenly as they say Lynceus did, 
who saw through walls and trees, how could such a sight seem bearable to him, 
seeing what bad things he is composed of? [15|16] And honors and reputations, 
objects of more striving than the rest, are laden with indescribable nonsense; for to 
those who behold anything eternal it is silly to take those things seriously. [18] 
What is long-lasting in human affairs, what is of long standing? [19] It is actually 
owing to our weakness, I think, and the shortness of our lifetime, that these 
appear to be much of anything. [47.21] 
 So who could think himself successful and happy, looking at these things for 
which we have been composed right from the beginning by nature, as if for 
punishment - all of us - as they say the mysteries tell us? [24] For the more ancient 
rites tell us this in a divine way by saying that the soul gives a retribution and we 
live for the atonement of certain great failings. [48.2] For the conjunction of the 
soul with the body very much resembles a thing of this sort; for as they say the 
Tyrrhenians often torment their captives by chaining corpses right up against their 
living bodies, face to face, fastening each part to each part, similarly the soul 
seems to be stretched out and stuck onto all the sensitive members of the body. 
[48.9] 

So nothing divine or happy belongs to humans apart from just that one thing 
worth taking seriously, as much insight and intelligence as is in us for, of what’s 
ours, this alone seems to be immortal, and this alone divine. [13] And by being able 
to share in such a capacity, our way of life, although by nature unfortunate and 
difficult, is yet so gracefully managed that, in comparison with the other animals, 
a human seems to be a god. [16] For ‘intellect is the god in us’ – whether it was 
Hermotimus or Anaxagoras who said so – and ‘the mortal phase has a part of some 
god.’ [18] So one must either do philosophy or say goodbye to living and go away 
from here, since everything else at least seems in a way to be lots of trash and 
nonsense. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VIII 47.6-48.21. 
Superseded editions: This passage was collected as Fr. 10 Ross (= ch. VIII, from 47.4) divided into 3 
paragraphs 10a, 10b, and 10c. In Düring’s edition the passage is B104-110: 47.5-12 (B104), 47.12-21 (B105), 
47.21-48.2 (B106), 48.2-9 (B107), 48.9-48.13 (B108), 48.13-48.1 (B109), 48.16-21 (B110). 
 

eu(rh&sei | ga_r ta_ dokou~nta ei]nai mega&la toi=j a)nqrw&poij pa&nta | o1nta skiagrafi/an. o3qen 
kai\ le/getai kalw~j to_ mhde\n | ei]nai to_n a1nqrwpon kai\ to_ mhde\n ei]nai be/baion tw~n |10 a)nqrw-
pi/nwn. i0sxu&j te ga_r kai\ me/geqoj kai\ ka&llo | ge/lwj e0sti\ kai\ ou)deno_j a1cia, ka&lloj te para_ 
to_ mhde\n | o(ra~n a)kribe\j dokei= ei]nai toiou~ton. ei0 ga&r tij e0du&nato | ble/pein o)cu_ kaqa&per to_n 
Lugke/a fasi/n, o4j dia_ tw~n | toi/xwn e9w&ra kai\ tw~n de/ndrwn, po&t’ a2n e1docen ei]nai/ |15 tina th_n 
o1yin a)nekto&n, o(rw~n e0c oi3wn sune/sthke kakw~n; | timai\ de\ kai\ do&cai ta_ zhlou&mena ma~llon tw~n 
loipw~n | a)dihgh&tou ge/mei fluari/aj: tw|~ ga_r kaqorw~nti tw~n | a)idi/wn ti h)li/qion peri\ tau~ta 
spouda&zein. ti/ d’ e0sti\ | makro_n h2 ti/ poluxro&nion tw~n a)nqrwpi/nwn; a)lla_ dia_ |20 th_n h(mete/-
ran a)sqe/neian, oi]mai, kai\ bi/ou braxu&thta kai\ | tou~to fai/netai polu& ti. [47.21] 
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ti/j a)\n ou}n ei0j tau~ta ble/pwn | oi1oito eu)dai/mwn ei]nai kai\ maka&rioj, oi[jprw~ton eu)qu_j |23 
fu&sei sune/stamen, kaqa&per fasi\n oi9 ta_j teleta_j | le/gontej, w3sper a2n e0pi\ timwri/a| pa&ntej; 
tou~to ga_r |25 qei/wj oi9 a)rxaio&teroi le/gousi to_ fa&nai dido&nai th_n |48.1 yuxh_n timwri/an kai\ 
zh~n h(ma~j e0pi\ kola&sei mega&lwn | tinw~n a(marthma&twn. pa&nu ga_r h( su&zeucij toiou&tw| | tini\ 
e1oike pro_j to_ sw~ma th~j yuxh~j. w3sper ga_r tou_j | e0n th|~ Turhnni/a| fasi\ basani/zein polla&kij 
tou_j a(li|skome/nouj prosdesmeu&ontaj kat’ a)ntikru_ toi=j zw~si | nekrou_j a)ntiprosw&pouj 
e3kaston pro_j e3kaston me/roj | prosarmo&ttontaj, ou3twj e1oiken h( yuxh_ diateta&sqai | kai\ 
proskekollh~sqai pa~si toi=j ai0sqhtikoi=j tou~ sw&|matoj me/lesin. [48.9] 

ou)de\n ou}n qei=on h2 maka&rion u(pa&rxei |10 toi=j a)nqrw&poij, plh_n e0kei=no& ge mo&non a1cion spou-
dh~j, | o3son e0sti\n e0n h(mi=n nou~ kai\ fronh&sewj: tou~to ga_r | mo&non e1oiken ei]nai tw~n h(mete/rwn 
a)qa&naton kai\ mo&non | qei=on. kai\ para_ to_ th~j toiau&thj duna&mewj du&nasqai | koinwnei=n, kai/-
per w2n o( bi/oj a1qlioj fu&sei kai\ xalepo&j, |15 o3mwj ou3twj w|)kono&mhtai xarie/ntwj, w3ste 
dokei=n pro_j | ta_ a1lla qeo_n ei]nai to_n a1nqrwpon. ‘o( nou~j ga_r h(mw~n | o( qeo&j’, ei1te  9Ermo&timoj 
ei1te  0Anacago&raj ei]pe tou~to, | kai\ o3ti ‘o( qnhto_j ai0w_n me/roj e1xei qeou~ tinoj’. h2 | filosofh-
te/on ou}n h2 xai/rein ei0pou~si tw|~ zh~n a)pite/on |20 e0nteu~qen, w(j ta_ a1lla ge pa&nta fluari/a tij 
e1oiken | ei]nai pollh_ kai\ lh~roj. 

 
Editorial notes: When Iamblichus resumes quoting, the speaker is still ‘Heraclides’, whose speech reaches a 
rousing conclusion, so rousing, in fact, that all previous editors have believed that this speech must have 
been the very end of the work. But since the work was a dialogue, an internal speech easily could have 
reached its own climax, a phenomenon that we see often in Plato’s dialogues. Further, the voice and even 
the argument of this part of the Protrepticus is not onsistent with other parts of the Protrepticus nor with the 
view of the soul in the Corpus. The speech in general, and the first paragraph in particular, is extremely 
pessimistic in tone. The things considered great in human life are “an optical illusion (skiagraphia) ... risible 
and of no worth.” A similar attitude is expressed in a proverb attributed to Aristotle (#52 Searby, see p. 81), 
a proverb that may have been drawn from Heraclides’ speech in Aristotle’s dialogue. Aristotle’s view is 
that living is intrinsically valuable (GA 731b30; NE 1170a25-b3 and 1175a19; Politics 1278b27-30).  
 The idea of creating a perspective illusion is at work in the references to skiagraphia in the corpus (Meta-
physics 1024b23, Rhetoric 1414a9) and frequently in Plato (Phaedo 67e-69c; Rep. 522e-523c; 583b-586c; 602d-
603a; Parm. 165c; Cri. 107d; Leg. 663bc). Boethius was evidently recalling this first paragraph of this passage 
when posing this rhetorical question: “if, as Aristotle says, humans possessed the eyes of Lynceus, so that 
their sight could penetrate obstacles, would not the body of Alcibiades, so extremely beautiful on the 
surface, seem extremely ugly when its viscera are examined?” (Consolation of Philosophy III.8 = fr.10a Ross) 
 The second paragraph contains a metaphor also used in Cicero’s Hortensius, reports Augustine. A 
speaker said that certain ancient prophets who “said that we are born to absolve sins committed in a 
former life seem to have had something of the truth, if Aristotle was right to say that we are punished in 
much the same way as those who, in the olden days, when they had fallen into the hands of Etruscan 
pirates, were killed with elaborate cruelty: their bodies, the living with the dead, were bound as precisely 
as possible one to another; and in the same way our minds, bound together with our bodies, are like the 
living conjoined with the dead” (Against Julian 4.15.78). Although the metaphor is thus definitely to be 
attributed to Aristotle, it is difficult to square this picture of the soul with Aristotle’s in the Corpus, where 
Aristotle is hostile to the Pythagorean and Platonic concept of a separable soul. The difference in views can 
be accommodated by recognizing the present speech as that of a Pythagorean Academic, i.e. Heraclides. 
 The sentiment “our way of life ... by nature miserable and difficult” is discussed in the Eudemian Ethics 
I.5 where the question “What would satisfy our desire to live?” is raised, and it is acknowledged that “there 
are many consequences of life that make men run away from life, such as disease, excessive pain, and 
storms, so that it is clear that from these starting points it would have been desirable were one given the 
power to choose not to be born at all” (1215b18-22). In the ps.-Platonic Axiochus, Socrates offers a selection 
of quotations from poets expressing similar sentiments (367d-368a). That this miserable condition is to be 
escaped by identifying with the godlike part in us, the intellect, and thus “becoming like god” surfaces in 
Plato (e.g. Tim. 90bc; Theaet. 176ab; Phdr. 253a, Rep. 500d, 613ab) and in Aristotle (e.g. Metaphys. I.2, 982b28f.; 
NE X.8, 1177b26f.). The remark “intellect is the god in us” appeared in the lost Cresphontes of Euripides (fr. 
1018 Nauck). Aristotle attributes it to “Hermotimus or Anaxagoras”; both men were from Clazomenae, and 
Aristotle again mentions Hermotimus in connection with Anaxagoras at Metaphysics I.3, 984b15-20. Anaxa-
goras, whom Aristotle credits with the discovery of intellect at 984b15-20, is also mentioned again in the 
Protrepticus (IX, 51.11, p. 48 below). The conclusion “one ought either to do philosophy or say goodbye to 
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living” is the most dramatic formulation of the often repeated overall thesis of the book. See also: 
P.Oxy.666, III.55-56 (pp. 6-7); VI, 37.9 and 19 (p. 65); VII, 41.14 (p. 33); and XII, 60.8 (p. 60).  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 
Some of the things that come to be come to be from a certain kind of thought 

and skill, e.g. a building or a ship (for a certain skill and thought is a cause of 
both of these), while others come to be not by means of any skill but through 
nature; for nature is the cause of animals and plants, and all such things come to 
be by nature. [8] But then some other things come to be by luck as well; we say, at 
least of those things that come to be neither through skill nor through nature nor 
by necessity, that most of them come into being through luck. [49.11] 

Now then, of the things that come to be from luck, none comes to be for the sake 
of anything, nor do they have any end; but the things that come into being by 
skill have present in them both the end and what they are for the sake of (for the 
man who has the skill will always assign for you a reason on account of which he 
wrote, i.e. for the sake of what), and this is something better than what comes to 
be on account of it. [16|17] (I mean all such things as skill is naturally a cause of, in 
virtue of itself and not by coincidence, for strictly speaking we should assume 
medicine to be the cause of health more than of disease, and building skill to be 
the cause of buildings, not of their demolition.) [20] Therefore everything done in 
accordance with skill comes to be for the sake of something, and this end result is 
its best one, whereas what is lucky does not come about for the sake of anything; 
for something good might occur by luck as well, but of course it is not good by 
being in accordance with luck and to the degree that it is lucky, and what comes 
to be in accordance with luck is always indeterminate. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. IX, 49.3-25.  
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 11 Ross (= ch. IX, up to 52.16) and, in Düring’s 
edition, B10-12: 49.1-3 (B10), 49.3-11 (B11), 49.11-25 (B12). 
 

tw~n ginome/nwn ta_ me\n a)po& tinoj dianoi/aj kai\ | te/xnhj gi/netai, oi[on oi0ki/a kai\ ploi=on 
(a)mfote/rwn ga_r |5 tou&twn ai0ti/a te/xnh ti/j e0sti kai\ dia&noia), ta_ de\ dia | te/xnhj me\n ou)de-
mia~j, a)lla_ dia_ fu&sin: zw|&wn ga_r kai\ | futw~n ai0ti/a fu&sij, kai\ kata_ fu&sin gi/netai pa&nta ta_ 
| toiau~ta. a)lla_ mh_n kai\ dia_ tu&xhn e1nia gi/netai tw~n | pragma&twn: o3sa gou=n mh&te dia_ te/xnhn 
mh&te dia_ fu&sin |10 mh&t’ e0c a)na&gkhj gi/gnetai, ta_ polla_ tou&twn dia_ tu&xhn | gi/nesqai/ famen. 
[49.11] 

tw~n me\n ou}n a)po_ tu&xhj gignome/nwn | ou)de\n e3neka& tou gi/gnetai, ou)d’ e1sti ti te/loj au)toi=j: 
|13 toi=j de\ a)po_ te/xnhj gignome/noij e1nesti kai\ to_ te/loj | kai\ to_ ou{ e3neka (a)ei\ ga_r o( th_n te/x-
nhn e1xwn a)po|15dw&sei soi lo&gon di’ o4n e1graye kai\ ou{ e3neka), kai\ | tou~to  o# ti be/ltio&n e0stin h2 
to_ dia_ tou~to gigno&menon. | le/gw d’ o3swn kaq’ au(th_n h( te/xnh pe/fuken ai0ti/a kai\ | mh_ kata_ 
sumbebhko&j: u(gei/aj me\n ga_r i0atrikh_n ma~llon | h2 no&sou kuri/wj a2n qei/hmen, oi0kodomikh_n de\ 
oi0ki/aj, |20 a)ll’ ou) tou~ kataba&llein. pa~n a1ra e3neka& tou gi/gnetai | to_ kata_ te/xnhn, kai\ tou~-
to te/loj au)th~j to_ be/ltiston, | to_ me/ntoi dia_ tu&xhn ou) gi/netai e3neka& tou: sumbai/h | me\n ga_r 
a2n kai\ a)po_ tu&xhj ti a)gaqo&n, ou) mh_n a)lla_ | kata& ge th_n tu&xhn kai\ kaqo&son a)po_ tu&xhj ou)k 
a)ga|25qo&n, a)o&riston d’ a)ei\ to_ gigno&meno&n e0sti kat’ au)th&n. 
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Editorial notes: After the rhetorical climax at the end of Protrepticus VIII, Iamblichus stops citing Aristotle’s 
text; when he resumes in chapter IX, the speaker is no longer ‘Heraclides’ but ‘Aristotle’. In this phase of his 
argument, ‘Aristotle’ elaborates two ideas that are extremely prominent in his surviving works: skill and 
nature. The conclusion is that nature has skillfully designed humans to be intelligent.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

 But yet what is in accordance with nature does come to be for the sake of some-
thing, and is always constituted for the sake of something better than what comes 
to be through skill; for nature does not imitate the skill, but it imitates nature, 
and it exists to help by filling in even what nature has omitted. [50.2] For some 
things nature itself seems capable of accomplishing by itself without actually 
requiring any help, but it hardly accomplishes others or is absolutely unable. [5] 
For example, to begin with, even with reproduction, some seeds presumably 
generate unguarded, whatever kind of earth they fall down into, but others also 
have need of the skill of farming; and, in a roughly the same way, some animals 
also attain their full nature by themselves, but humans require many skills for 
their security, both at first in respect of their birth, and again later, in respect of 
their nurturing. [50.12] 
 Further, if skill imitates nature, a consequence from this for the skills as well is 
that everything that comes to be comes to be for the sake of something. [14] For we 
should posit that everything that comes into being correctly comes into being for 
the sake of something. [15] And surely if well, then correctly; and everything that 
comes to be (or has come to be) in accordance with nature at any rate comes to be 
(or has come to be) well, since what is unnatural is worthless, and a natural 
coming into being comes to be for the sake of something. [50.19] 

And someone could see this also from each of our parts; for example, if you 
were to inspect the eyelid, you would see that it has come to be not in vain but in 
order to be of help to the eyes, so as to provide them with rest and prevent things 
from falling on them in front of their vision. [23|24] Thus it is the same thing, both 
that for the sake of which something has come to be and that for the sake of 
which it was required to come to be; for example, if a ship was required to come 
to be to provide transport by sea, that’s why it actually has come to be. [26|27] 
Moreover, the animals are surely things that have come to be by nature, either 
altogether all of them or the best and most honorable of them; for it is no 
different if someone thinks that most of them have come into being unnaturally 
because of some corruption or faultiness. [51.4] But certainly a human is the most 
honorable of the animals down here; hence it’s clear that we have come to be both 
by nature and according to nature. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. IX, 49.26-51.6. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 11 Ross (= ch. IX, up to 52.16) and, in Düring’s 
edition, B13-16: 49.26-50.12 (B13), 50.12-19 (B14), 50.19-26 (B15), 50.27-51.6 (B16). 
 

a)lla_ mh_n to& ge kata_ fu&sin e3neka& tou gi/gnetai, kai\ | belti/onoj e3neken a)ei\ suni/statai h2 
kaqa&per to_ dia_ | te/xnhj: mimei=tai ga_r ou) th_n te/xnhn h( fu&sij a)lla_ |50.1 au)th_ th_n fu&sin, kai\ 
e1stin e0pi\ tw|~ bohqei=n kai\ ta_ | paraleipo&mena th~j fu&sewj a)naplhrou~n. ta_ me\n ga_r | e1oiken 
au)th_ du&nasqai di’ au(th~j h( fu&sij e0pitelei=n kai\ | bohqei/aj ou)de\n dei=sqai, ta_ de\ mo&lij h)\ kai\ 
pantelw~j |5 a)dunatei=n, oi[on au)ti/ka kai\ peri\ ta_j gene/seij: e1nia | me\n dh&pou tw~n sperma&twn 
ei0j o(poi/an a!n e0mpe/sh| | gh~n a1neu fulakh~j gennw~sin, e1nia de\ prosdei=tai th~j | gewrgikh~j 
te/xnhj: paraplhsi/wj de\ kai\ tw~n zw|&wn ta_ | me\n di’ au(tw~n a3pasan a)polamba&nei th_n fu&sin, 
a1n|10qrwpoj de\ pollw~n dei=tai texnw~n pro_j swthri/an kata& | te th_n prw&thn ge/nesin kai\ 
pa&lin kata_ th_n u(ste/ran | trofh&n. [50.12] 
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ei0 toi/nun h( te/xnh mimei=tai th_n fu&sin, a)po_ | tau&thj h)kolou&qhke kai\ tai=j te/xnaij to_ th_n 
ge/nesin | a3pasan e3neka& tou gi/gnesqai. to_ ga_r o)rqw~j gigno&|15menon a3pan e3neka& tou 
gi/gnesqai qei/hmen a1n. ou)kou~n | to& ge kalw~j, o)rqw~j: kai\ to_ me\n gigno&menon gi/gnetai, | 
ge/gone de\ to_ gegono_j to& ge mh_n kata_ fu&sin a3pan | kalw~j, ei1per to_ para_ fu&sin fau~lon kai\ 
tw|~ kata_ | fu&sin ge/nesij e3neka& tou gi/gnetai. [50.19] 

kai\ tou~to i1doi |20 tij a2n kai\ a)f’ e9ka&stou tw~n e0n h(mi=n merw~n: oi[on ei0 | katanooi=j to_ 
ble/faron, i1doij a2n w(j ou) ma&thn a)lla_ | bohqei/aj xa&rin tw~n o)mma&twn ge/gonen, o3pwj 
a)na&pausi/n | te pare/xh| kai\ kwlu&h| ta_ prospi/ptonta pro_j th_n o1yin. | ou)kou~n tau)to&n e0stin 
ou{ te e3neka ge/gone/ ti kai\ ou{ |25 e3neka dei= gegone/nai: oi[on ei0 ploi=on e3neka th~j kata_ | qa&latan 
komidh~j e1dei gi/gnesqai, dia_ tou~to kai\ ge/gone. | kai\ mh_n ta& ge zw|~a tw~n fu&sei |51.1gegenhme/nwn 
e0sti\n h1toi pa&nta topara&pan h2 ta_ be/l|tista kai\ timiw&tata: diafe/rei ga_r ou)de\n ei1 tij au)-
tw~n | ta_ polla_ para_ fu&sin oi1etai gegenh~sqai dia& tina | fqora_n kai\ moxqhri/an. timiw&ta-
ton de/ ge tw~n e0n|5tau~qa zw|&wn a1nqrwpo&j e0stin, w3ste dh~lon o3ti fu&sei | te kai\ kata_ fu&sin 
ge/gone. 

 
 
Editorial notes: This section is continuous with the former two pieces of evidence; the argument of 
‘Aristotle’ continues.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

 This is what we were generated by nature and the god in order to do. [7] So what 
is this thing? [8] When Pythagoras was asked, he said, ‘to be an observer of the 
sky,’ and he used to claim that he himself was an observer of nature, and it was 
for the sake of this that he had passed into his way of life. [10|11] And they say 
that when someone asked Anaxagoras for what reason anyone might choose to 
come to be born and to live, he replied to the question by saying that it was ‘to be 
an observer of the sky and the stars around it, as well as moon and sun,’ since 
everything else at any rate is worth nothing. [51.15|16] 
 Further, if in everything the end is always better (for everything that comes to 
be comes to be for the sake of the end result, and what is for the sake of some-
thing is better, indeed best of all), and the natural end result is the one that is last 
to be accomplished in accordance with the generation that has naturally grown 
when the development is completed without interruption, surely the first human 
parts to acquire their end are the bodily ones, and later on the parts of the soul, 
and somehow the end of the better part always comes later than its coming to be. 
[23|24] Surely the soul is posterior to the body, and intelligence is the final stage 
of the soul, for we see that it is the last thing to come to be by nature in humans, 
and that is why old age lays claim to this alone of good things; therefore, some 
form of intelligence is by nature our end, and ultimately we have come to be in 
order to be intelligent. [52.4] Now surely if we have come to be, it’s also clear that 
we exist for the sake of being intelligent and learning something. [5|6] Therefore 
Pythagoras, according to this argument anyway, was right to say that it is for the 
sake of cognition and to observe that every human being has been constructed by 
the god. [52.8] 

But later one should inquire whether the object of this cognition is the cosmos 
or some other nature; what we have said is enough for us for now at first. [11] For 
if intelligence is an end in accordance with nature, then to be intelligent would be 
best of all. [12] Hence, one should do the other things for the sake of the goods that 
come about in oneself and, of these goods, one should have the ones in the body for 
the sake of those in the soul, and virtue for the sake of intelligence; for this is the 
highest of all. 

 
Primary reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. IX, 51.6-52.16. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 11 Ross (= ch. IX, up to 52.16) and, in Düring’s 
edition, B18-19, B17, and B20-21: 51.6-10 (B18), 51.11-15 (B19), 51.16-52.5 (B17), 52.6-12 (B20), 52.12-16 (B21). 
 

kai\ tou~to& e0sti tw~n o1ntwn | ou{ xa&rin h( fu&sij h(ma~j e0ge/nnhse kai\ o( qeo&j. ti/ dh_ | tou~to& e0sti; 
Puqago&raj e0rwtw&menoj, ‘to_ qea&sasqai’ ei]pe | ‘to_n ou)rano&n’, kai\ e9auto_n de\ qewro_n e1fasken 
ei]nai th~j |10 fu&sewj kai\ tou&tou e3neka parelhluqe/nai ei0j to_n bi/on. | kai\ 0Anacago&ran de/ fa-
sin ei0pei=n e0rwthqe/nta ti/noj a2n | e3neka e3loito gene/sqai tij kai\ zh~n, a)pokri/nasqai pro_j | th_n 
e0rw&thsin, w(j ‘tou~ qea&sasqai to_n ou)|rano_n kai\ peri\ au)to_n a1stra te kai\ selh&nhn kai\ |15 
h3lion’, w(j tw~n a1llwn ge pa&ntwn ou)deno_j a)ci/wn o1ntwn. [51.15|16] 

ei0 toi/nun panto_j a)ei\ to_ te/loj e0sti\ be/ltion (e3neka | ga_r tou~ te/louj pa&nta gi/gnetai ta_ 
gigno&mena, to_ d’ | ou{ e3neka be/ltion kai\ be/ltiston pa&ntwn), te/loj de\ kata_ | fu&sin tou~to& 
e0stin o4 kata_ th_n ge/nesin pe/fuken u3staton |20 e0pitelei=sqai peraioume/nhj th~j gene/sewj sun-
exw~j: ou)k|ou~n prw~ton me\n ta_ kata_ to_ sw~ma tw~n a)nqrw&pwn | lamba&nei te/loj, u3steron de\ 
ta_ kata_ th_n yuxh/n, kai/ | pwj ou)k to_ tou~ belti/onoj te/loj u(steri/zei th~j gene/sewj. | ou)kou~n 
yuxh_ sw&matoj u3steron, kai\ tw~n th~j yuxh~j |25 teleutai=on h( fro&nhsij: tou~to ga_r u3staton 
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o(rw~men |52.1 gigno&menon fu&sei toi=j a)nqrw&poij, dio_ kai\ to_ gh~raj | a)ntipoiei=tai tou&tou mo&nou 
tw~n a)gaqw~n: fro&nhsij a1ra | tij kata_ fu&sin h(mi=n e0sti to_ te/loj, kai\ to_ fronei=n | e1sxaton ou{ 
xa&rin gego&namen. ou)kou~n ei0 gego&namen, |5 dh~lon o3ti kai\ e0sme\n e3neka tou~ fronh~sai/ ti kai\ ma-
qei=n. | kalw~j a1ra kata& ge tou~ton to_n lo&gon Puqago&raj | ei1rhken w(j e0pi\ to_ gnw~nai/ te kai\ 
qewrh~sai pa~j a1n|qrwpoj u(po_ tou~ qeou~ sune/sthken. [52.8] 

a)lla_ tou~to to_ | gnwsto_n po&teron o( ko&smoj e0sti\n h1 tij e9te/ra fu&sij, |10 skepte/on i1swj u3s-
teron, nu~n de\ tosou~ton i9kano_n th_n | prw&thn h(mi=n. ei0 ga&r e0sti kata_ fu&sin te/loj h( fro&|nhsij, 
a1riston a2n ei1h pa&ntwn to_ fronei=n. w3ste ta_ | me\n a1lla dei= pra&ttein e3neka tw~n e0n au)tw|~ 
gignome/nwn | a)gaqw~n, tou&twn de\ au)tw~n ta_ me\n e0n tw|~ sw&mati tw~n |15 e0n th|~ yuxh|~, th_n de\ 
a)reth_n th~j fronh&sewj: tou~to | ga&r e0stin a)kro&taton. 

 
Editorial notes: Here Iamblichus seems to have skipped over a portion of Aristotle’s text (the bit containing 
the reference to Phlius) and resumed with the reason that Pythagoras gave for humans to be alive. The 
speaker is ‘Aristotle’, who concludes, “Therefore Pythagoras was right” to say that god constructed us for 
intellectual work.  
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To seek for every science to produce some other thing and to require that it be 

useful is the demand of someone entirely mistaken about how much separates 
from the start the things that are good from the necessities; they differ the most. 
[20] For among the things without which living is impossible, , one should say 
that those that are appreciated on account of some other thing are necessities and 
joint causes, while all those that are appreciated for themselves, even if no other 
thing results from them, should be called goods in the strict sense; for this is not 
valuable because of that, and that for the sake of something else, nor does this get 
lost by going forward to infinity – rather, this stops at some point. [25] So it is 
absolutely ludicrous, in fact, to seek from everything a service other than the 
thing itself, and to ask ‘So, what’s the benefit for us?’ and ‘How is it useful?’ [28] 
For what we say is the truth: such a fellow doesn’t seem like someone who knows 
what is beautiful and good or discerns what is a cause and what is a joint cause. 
[53.2] 
 One might see that what we say is all the more true if someone transported us in 
thought, as it were, to the Isles of the Blessed, for in that place there would turn 
out to be no need of anything nor any benefit from anything else, with only 
contemplating and observing left remaining, which we say now too is a free way 
of life. [7|8] If this is true, then surely any one of us would be justly embarrassed 
if, when the license was granted to us to settle in the Isles of the Blessed, he was 
by his own fault unable to do so. [10] Thus the payment to humans of knowledge 
is not despicable, and the good that comes from it is not a small good. [12] For just 
as the poets who are wise say that in Hades is transported to us the bounty of 
justice, likewise, in the Isles of the Blessed it would seem, is the bounty of 
intelligence. [53.15] 
 It is not a terrible thing at all, then, if it does not seem to be useful or beneficial; 
for we don’t claim that it is beneficial but that it is in itself good, and it is 
appropriate to choose it for itself, not for the sake of some other thing. [18|19] For 
just as we travel abroad to Olympia for the sake of the spectacle itself, even if 
there is going to be nothing more to get from it (for the observing itself is 
superior to lots of money), and as we observe the Dionysia not in order to acquire 
anything from the actors (rather than actually spending), and as there are many 
other spectacles we would choose instead of lots of money, so too the observation 
of the universe should be honored above everything that is thought to be useful. 
[53.26|54.1] For surely one should not travel with great effort for the sake of 
beholding people imitating girls and slaves, or fighting and running, and not 
think one should behold the nature of existing things, i.e. the truth, for free. 

 
Primary reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. IX, 52.16-54.5. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as fr. 12 Ross ( = ch. IX, from 52.16) and, in Düring’s edition, as 
B42-45: 52.16-53.2 (B42), 53.2-15 (B43), 53.15-54.5 (B44), 54.5-9 (B45). 
 

to_ de\ zhtei=n a)po_ pa&shj e0pi|sth&mhj e3tero&n ti gene/sqai kai\ dei=n xrhsi/mhn au)th_n | ei]nai, 
panta&pasin a)gnoou~nto&j tino&j e0stin o3son die/sthken | e0c a)rxh~j ta_ a)gaqa_ kai\ ta_ a)nagkai=a: 
diafe/rei ga_r |20 plei=ston. ta_ me\n ga_r di’ e3teron a)gapw&mena tw~n | pragma&twn, w{n a1neu zh~n 
a)du&naton, a)nagkai=a kai\ | sunai/tia lekte/on, o3sa de\ di’ au(ta&, ka2n a)pobai/nh| | mhde\n e3teron, 
a)gaqa_ kuri/wj: ou) ga_r dh_ to&de me\n | ai9reto_n dia_ to&de, to&de de\ di’ a1llo, tou~to de\ ei0j |25 
a1peiron oi1xetai proi"o&n, a)ll’ i3statai/ pou. geloi=on ou}n | h1dh pantelw~j to_ zhtei=n a)po_ pan-
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to_j w)fe/leian e9te/ran | par’ au)to_ to_ pra~gma, kai\ ‘ti/ ou}n h(mi=n o1feloj;’ kai\ | ‘ti xrh&simon;’ 
e0rwta~n. w(j a)lhqw~j ga&r, o3per le/gomen, |53.1 ou)de\n e1oiken o( toiou~toj ei0do&ti kalo_n ka)gaqo_n 
ou)de\ ti/ | ai1tion tw|~ diagignw&skonti kai\ sunai/tion. [53.2] 

i1doi d’ a1n | tij o3ti panto_j ma~llon a)lhqh~ tau~ta le/gomen, ei1 tij | h(ma~j oi[on ei0j maka&rwn 
nh&souj th|~ dianoi/a| komi/seien. |5 e0kei= ga_r ou)deno_j xrei/a ou)de\ tw~n a1llwn tino_j o1feloj | a2n 
ge/noito, mo&non de\ katalei/petai to_ dianoei=sqai kai\ | qewrei=n, o3nper kai\ nu~n e0leu&qero&n famen 
bi/on ei]nai. | ei0 de\ tau~t’ e0sti\n a)lhqh~, pw~j ou)k a2n ai0sxu&noito | dikai/wj o3stij h(mw~n e0cousi/aj 
genome/nhj e0n maka&rwn |10 oi0kh~sai nh&soij a)du&natoj ei1h di’ e9auto&n; ou)kou~n ou) | mempto_j o( 
misqo&j e0sti th~j e0pisth&mhj toi=j a)nqrw&poij, | ou)de\ mikro_n to_ gigno&menon a)p’ au)th~j a)gaqo&n. 
w3sper | ga_r th~j dikaiosu&nhj, w3j fasin oi9 sofoi\ tw~n poihtw~n, | e0n  3Aidou komizo&meqa ta_j 
dwrea&j, ou3tw th~j fronh&sewj |15 e0n maka&rwn nh&soij, w(j e1oiken. [53.15] 

ou)de\n ou}n deino&n, a2n | mh_ fai/nhtai xrhsi/mh ou}sa mhd’ w)fe/limoj: ou) ga_r | w)fe/limon a)ll’ 
a)gaqh_n au)th_n ei]nai/ famen, ou)de\ di’ | e3teron a)lla_ di’ e9auth_n ai9rei=sqai au)th_n prosh&kei. |19 
w3sper ga_r ei0j  0Olumpi/an au)th~j e3neka th~j qe/aj a)po|20dhmou~men, kai\ ei0 mhde\n me/lloi plei=on 
a)p’ au)th~j| e1sesqai (au)th_ ga_r h( qewri/a krei/ttwn pollw~n e0sti | xrhma&twn), kai\ ta_ Dionu&-
sia de\ qewrou~men ou)x w(j | lhyo&menoi/ ti para_ tw~n u(pokritw~n a)lla_ kai\ pros|qe/ntej, pol-
la&j te a1llaj qe/aj e9loi/meqa a2n a)nti\ |25 pollw~n xrhma&twn: ou3tw kai\ th_n qewri/an tou~ pan-
to_j | protimhte/on pa&ntwn tw~n dokou&ntwn ei]nai xrhsi/mwn. |54.1 ou) ga_r dh&pou e0pi\ me\n a)n-
qrw&pouj mimoume/nouj gu&naia | kai\ dou&louj, tou_j de\ maxome/nouj kai\ qe/ontaj, dei= | poreu&-
esqai meta_ pollh~j spoudh~j e3neka tou~ qea&sasqai | au)tou&j, th_n de\ tw~n o1ntwn fu&sin kai\ th_n 
a)lh&qeian |5 ou)k oi1esqai dei=n qewrei=n a)misqi/. 

 
 
Editorial notes: Iamblichus resumes, after having paraphrased the above line of argument, by citing the 
rhetorically climactic conclusion of the speech of ‘Aristotle’, a speech applying the conclusions from the 
previous arguments for a rebuttal against the consequentialist conception of philosophy of ‘Isocrates’ 
(DCMS xxvi, 79.5-81.4, pp. 17-19 above).  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

 Just as the doctors who are sophisticated and most of those concerned with 
athletic training pretty much agree that those who are to be good doctors or ath-
letic trainers must be experienced about nature, so good legislators must be 
experienced about nature too, indeed much more than the former. [18] For some 
are craftsmen of virtue only in the body while others, being concerned with the 
virtues of the soul and pretending to be an expert in the success and failure of the 
state, also have much more need of philosophy. [54.22] 
 For just as in the other craftsmanlike skills the best of their tools were 
discovered on the basis of nature (in carpentry, for example, the carpenter’s line, 
the standard ruler, the string compass) < … a line of text is missing … > for some are 
acquired with water, or with light and beams of sunshine, and it is by reference 
to these that we put to the test what is to our senses adequately straight and 
smooth - similarly the statesman must have certain guidelines taken from nature 
itself, i.e. from the truth, by reference to which he judges what is just, what is 
good, and what is advantageous. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. X, 54.12-55.3. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 13 Ross (= ch. X) and, in Düring’s edition, as B46-47: 
54.10-22 (B46), 54.22-55.6 (B47). 
 

w3sper | ga_r tw~n i0atrw~n o3soi komyoi\ kai\ tw~n peri\ th_n gu|mnastikh_n oi9 plei=stoi sxedo_n 
o(mologou~sin o3ti dei= tou_j |15 me/llontaj a)gaqou_j i0atrou_j e1sesqai kai\ gumnasta_j | peri\ fu&-
sewj e0mpei/rouj ei]nai, ou3tw kai\ tou_j a)gaqou_j | nomoqe/taj e0mpei/rouj ei]nai dei= th~j fu&sewj, 
kai\ polu& | ge ma~llon e0kei/nwn. oi9 me\n ga_r th~j tou~ sw&matoj | a)reth~j ei0si dhmiourgoi\ mo&non, 
oi9 de\ peri\ ta_j th~j |20 yuxh~j a)reta_j o1ntej kai\ peri\ po&lewj eu)daimoni/aj kai\\ | kakodaimoni/aj 
e)pai+/ein prospoiou&menoi polu_ dh_ ma~llon | prosde/ontai filosofi/aj. [54.22] 

kaqa&per ga_r e0n tai=j a1llaij | te/xnaij tai=j dhmiourgikai=j a)po_ th~j fu&sewj eu3rhtai | ta_ 
be/ltista tw~n o)rga&nwn, oi[on e0n tektonikh|~ sta&qmh |25 kai\ kanw_n kai\ to&rnoj < … > ta_ me\n 
u3dati kai\ fwti\ kai\ tai=j | au)gai=j tw~n a)kti/nwn lhfqe/ntwn, pro_j a4 kri/nontej to_ | kata_ th_n 
ai1sqhsin i9kanw~j eu)qu_ kai\ lei=on basani/zo|55.1men, o(moi/wj de\ kai\ to_n politiko_n e1xein tina_j 
o3rouj | dei= a)po_ th~j fu&sewj au)th~j kai\ th~j a)lhqei/aj, pro_j | ou4j krinei= ti/ di/kaion kai\ ti/ 
kalo&n kai\ ti/ sumfe/ron. 

 
 
Editorial notes: Iamblichus finished chapter IX of his Protrepticus by quoting an anti-Isocratean climax of 
the speech of ‘Aristotle’. When he resumes quoting in chapter X, ‘Aristotle’ is still arguing against 
‘Isocrates’; contrary to what Isocrates had said, political science cannot be done by imitation alone; it does 
need expertise and specifically expertise about nature.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

And in the other skills people pretty much know that they do not acquire their 
tools and their most precise calculations from the primary things themselves, but 
from what is second or third hand or further away; and they acquire their 
calculations from experience, whereas the imitation is on the basis of the precise 
things themselves only for the philosopher, for he is a spectator of these very 
things, not of imitations. [14] So just as no one is a good house-builder who does 
not use a standard ruler or any other such tool but approximates them to other 
built houses, similarly, presumably, if someone either posits laws for states or 
does his deeds by looking at and imitating other human deeds or political 
systems, whether the Spartan or that of the Cretans or of any other such state, he 
would be neither a good legislator nor an excellent statesman; for an imitation of 
what is not beautiful cannot be beautiful, nor can an imitation of what is not 
divine and stable in nature be immortal and stable. [23|24] But it is clear that the 
philosopher is the only craftsman to have both laws that are stable and actions 
that are correct and beautiful. [25|26] For he is the only one who lives looking 
toward nature and toward the divine and, just as if he were some good navigator 
who hitches the first principles of his way of life onto things that are eternal and 
steadfast, he moors his ship and lives life on his own terms. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. X, 55.7-56.2. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 13 Ross (= ch. X) and, in Düring’s edition, as B48-50: 
55.6-55.14 (B48), 55.14-25 (B49), 55.26-56.2 (B50). 
 

kai\ | tw~n me\n a1llwn texnw~n ta& te o1rgana kai\ tou_j logi|smou_j tou_j a)kribesta&touj ou)k 
a)p’ au)tw~n tw~n prw&twn |10 labo&ntej sxedo_n i1sasin, a)ll’ a)po_ tw~n deute/rwn kai\ | tri/twn 
kai\ pollostw~n, tou&j te lo&gouj e0c e0mpeiri/aj | lamba&nousi: tw|~ de\ filoso&fw| mo&nw| tw~n 
a1llwn a)p’ | au)tw~n tw~n a)kribw~n h( mi/mhsi/j e0stin: au)tw~n ga&r e0sti | qeath&j, a)ll’ ou) mimh-
ma&twn. w3sper ou}n ou)d’ oi0ko|15do&moj a)gaqo&j e0stin ou{toj o3stij kano&ni me\n mh_ xrh~tai | mhde\ 
tw~n a1llwn mhdeni\ tw~n toiou&twn o)rga&nwn, e9te/roij | de\ oi0kodomh&masi paraba&llwn, o(moi/wj 
i1swj ka2n ei1 tij | h2 no&mouj ti/qhtai po&lesin h2 pra&tth| pra&ceij a)poble/pwn | kai\ mimou&menoj 
pro_j e9te/raj pra&ceij h2 politei/aj a)n|20qrwpi/naj Lakedaimoni/wn h2 Krhtw~n h1 tinwn a1llwn 
|21 toiou&twn, ou)k a)gaqo_j nomoqe/thj ou)de\ politiko\j spoudai=oj: ou | ga_r e0nde/xetai mh_ kalou~ 
mi/mhma kalo_n ei]nai, mhde\ | qei/ou kai\ bebai/ou th_n fu&sin a)qa&naton kai\ be/baion, | a)lla_ dh=lon 
o3ti mo&nou tw~n dhmiourgw~n tou~ filoso&fou |25 kai\ no&moi be/baioi kai\ pra&ceij ei0si\n o)rqai\ kai\ 
kalai/. | mo&noj ga_r pro_j th_n fu&sin ble/pwn zh|~ kai\ pro_j to_ | qei=on, kai\ kaqa&per a2n ei0 kuber-
nh&thj tij a)gaqo_j e0c |56.1 a)idi/wn kai\ moni/mwn a)naya&menoj tou~ bi/ou ta_j a)rxa_j | o(rmei= kai\ zh|~ 
kaq’ e9auto&n. 

 
 
Editorial notes: ‘Aristotle’ further develops his argument by stressing the value of direct knowledge of 
nature as opposed to imitating other apparently successful political systems.  
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

Just as sight is not able to create nor is it a craftsman of anything (for its only 
function is to judge and clarify each visible thing), but provides us with the 
ability to do an action through it and is the greatest help to us in our actions (for 
we would be pretty much absolutely motionless if robbed of it), so it’s clear that, 
though the knowledge is theoretical, we nevertheless do countless things in 
accordance with it, acquire some things and avoid others, and generally gain 
through it everything good. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. X, 56.4-12. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 13 Ross (= ch. X) and, in Düring’s edition, B51 (56.2-
12). 
 

a3panta. w3sper ga_r h( o1yij poihtikh_ me\n kai\ dhmiourgo_j |5 ou)deno&j e0sti (mo&non ga_r au)th~j 
e1rgon e0sti\ to_ kri/nein | kai\ dhlou~n e3kaston tw~n o(ratw~n), h(mi=n de\ pare/xei to_ | pra&ttein ti di’ 
au)th_n kai\ bohqei= pro_j ta_j pra&ceij h(mi=n | ta_ me/gista (sxedo_n ga_r a)ki/nhtoi pantelw~j a2n 
h}men | sterhqe/ntej au)th~j), ou3tw dh~lon o3ti kai\ th~j e0pisth&mhj |10 qewrhtikh~j ou1shj muri/a 
pra&ttomen kat’ au)th_n o3mwj | h(mei=j, kai\ ta_ me\n lamba&nomen ta_ de\ feu&gomen tw~n prag-
|ma&twn, kai\ o3lwj pa&nta ta_ a)gaqa_ di’ au)th_n ktw&meqa. 

 
 
Editorial notes: ‘Aristotle’ further develops his argument by comparing theoretical knowledge to sight. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

The word ‘living’ seems to mean two things, one with reference to a capacity 
and the other with reference to an activity, for we call all those animals ‘seeing’ 
who have sight and are naturally capable of seeing (even if they happen to have 
their eyes shut), as well as those who are using the capacity and are casting their 
sight. [19] And similarly, with knowing and cognizing we mean, in one case, 
using and observing and, in the other case, possessing the capacity and having 
the knowledge. [22] Further, if we distinguish living from not living by sensing, 
and ‘sensing’ means two things – strictly as using the senses, but otherwise as 
being able to use them (that’s why we say, it seems, even of people who are 
sleeping that they are sensitive), clearly the consequence would be that ‘living’ 
also means two things: a waking person should be said to live in the true and 
strict sense, but sleeping people must be said to live because they are capable of 
making a transition into the process in virtue of which we mean that someone is 
both waking and sensing things. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. XI, 56.15-57.6. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 14 Ross (= ch. XI) and, in Düring’s edition, as B78-80: 
56.13-15 (B78), 56.15-22 (B79), 56.22-57.6 (B80). 
 

fai/netai dittw~j le/gesqai to_ zh~n, to_ me\n kata_ | du&namin to_ de\ kat’ e0ne/rgeian: o(rw~nta ga_r 
ei]nai/ famen | o3sa te e1xei tw~n zw|&wn o1yin kai\ dunata_ pe/fuken i0dei=n, | ka2n mu&onta tugxa&nh|, 
kai\ ta_ xrw&mena th|~ duna&mei kai\ | prosba&llonta th_n o1yin. o(moi/wj de\ kai\ to_ e0pi/stasqai |20 
kai\ to_ gignw&skein, e4n me\n to_ xrh~sqai kai\ qewrei=n | le/gomen, e4n de\ to_ kekth~sqai th_n du&namin 
kai\ th_n | e0pisth&mhn e1xein. ei0 toi/nun tw|~ me\n ai0sqa&nesqai to_ | zh~n diakri/nomen kai\ to_ mh_ zh~n, to_ 
d’ ai0sqa&nesqai | ditto&n, kuri/wj me\n tw=| xrh~sqai tai=j ai0sqh&sesin a1llwj |25 de\ tw=| du&nasqai 
(dio&per fame\n ai0sqa&nesqai kai\ |57.1 to_n kaqeu&donta le/gontej, w(j e1oike), dh~lon o3ti kai\ to_ |2 
zh~n a)kolouqh&sei dittw~j lego&menon: to_n me\n ga_r e0grh|goro&ta fate/on zh~n a)lhqw~j kai\ kuri/-
wj, to_n de\ kaqeu&|donta dia_ to_ du&nasqai metaba&llein ei0j tau&thn th_n |5 ki/nhsin, kaq’ h4n 
le/gomen e0grhgore/nai te kai\ tw~n prag|ma&twn ai0sqa&nesqai/ tinoj. 

 
 
Editorial notes: Iamblichus has finished with the argument that philosophy is necessary for political 
science; after a gap, he turns in chapter XI to a new idea, that philosophers enjoy enhanced vitality as 
humans. The speaker is still ‘Aristotle’. 
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Citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 
On this account, by looking at this, when one and the same word is said of each 

of two things, and one is used for acting and other for being acted upon, we shall 
assign the term as belonging more to the former; for example, ‘knowing’ belongs 
more to the one who makes use of his knowing than to the one who has the 
knowledge, and ‘seeing’ belongs more to the one who is applying his vision than 
to the one who is capable of applying it. [12] For we use ‘more’ not only in respect 
of excess in things for which there is a single definition, but also in respect of 
what is prior and posterior; for example, we say that the healthy is more a good 
than the things that are condu-cive to health, and that what is valuable by its own 
nature is more a good than what is able to create it. [16] And yet we see, surely, 
that it is not by the definition of ‘good’ being predicable of both that it applies to 
each of them, to beneficial things as well as to virtue. [19] Therefore a waking 
person, someone whose soul is activated, should be said to live more than 
someone who is sleeping and merely has it, for it’s on account of the former 
living that we say the latter is too, because, like the former, he is such as to be 
able to act and be acted upon. [57.23] 

Thus using anything is surely this: when the capacity is for one thing someone 
who does this very thing uses it; but if it is for a larger number of things one uses 
it when one does the best of them, for example with flutes, one uses it either only 
or mostly when one uses a flute, for presumably the uses of the other capacities 
are also for this purpose. [57.27|58.1] Thus one should say that someone who uses a 
thing correctly is using it more, for the natural objective and mode of use belong 
to someone who uses a thing precisely and well. [3] Now of a soul, too, thinking 
as well as reasoning is the only function of the soul, or is most of all its function. 
[5] Therefore it is now simple and easy for anyone to reach the conclusion that he 
who contemplates correctly is more alive, and he who most tells the truth lives 
most, and this is the one who is intelligent and observing according to the most 
precise knowledge; and it is then and to those that living perfectly, surely, should 
be attributed, to those who are using their intelligence, i.e. to the intelligent. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. XI, 57.6-58.10. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 14 Ross (= ch. XI) and, in Düring’s edition, as B81-86: 
57.7-12 (B81), 57.12-19 (B82), 57.19-23 (B83), 57.23-58.3 (B84), 58.3-10 (B85), 58.10-14 (B86). 
 

dia_ tou~to kai\ ei0j tou~to | ble/pontej, o3tan ou}n le/ghtai/ ti tau)to_n e9ka&teron duoi=n | o1ntoin, 
h|} de\ qa&teron lego&menon h2 tw|= poiei=n h2 tw|= pa&|sxein, tou&tw| ma~llon a)podw&somen u(pa&rxein to_ 
lexqe/n, |10 oi[on e0pi/stasqai me\n ma~llon to_n xrw&menon tou~ th_n | e0pisth&mhn e1xontoj, o(ra~n de\ 
to_n prosba&llonta th_n | o1yin tou~ duname/nou prosba&llein. ou) ga_r mo&non to_ | ma~llon le/go-
men kaq’ u(peroxh_n w{n a2n ei[j h|} lo&goj, | a)lla_ kai\ kata_ to_ pro&teron ei]nai to_ de\ u3steron, oi[on 
|15 th_n u(gei/an tw~n u(gieinw~n ma~llon a)gaqo_n ei]nai/ famen, | kai\ to_ kaq’ au(to_ th_n fu&sin ai9re-
to_n tou~ poihtikou~. | kai/toi to&n ge lo&gon o(rw~men w(j ou)x h|{\ e0sti kathgorou&|menoj a)mfoi=n, 
o3ti a)gaqo_n e9ka&teron e0pi/ te tw~n w)fe|li/mwn kai\ th~j a)reth~j. kai\ zh~n a1ra ma~llon fate/on |20 
to_n e0grhgoro&ta tou~ kaqeu&dontoj kai\ to_n e0nergou~nta | th|~ yuxh|~ tou~ mo&non e1xontoj: dia_ ga_r 
e0kei=non kai\ tou~|ton zh~n famen, o3ti toiou~to&j e0stin oi[oj e0kei=noj pa&sxein | h2 poiei=n. [57.23] 

ou)kou~n to& ge xrh~sqai panti\ tou~t’ e0sti/n, | o3tan ei0 me\n e9no_j h( du&nami/j e0sti, tou~to au)to_ 
pra&tth| |25 tij, ei0 de\ pleio&nwn to_n a)riqmo&n, o4 a2n tou&twn to_ be/l|tiston, oi[on au)loi=j, h1toi 
mo&non o3tan au)lh|~ xrh~tai/ tij | h2 ma&lista: i1swj ga_r e0pi\ tou&tw| kai\ ta_ tw~n a1llwn. |58.1 ou)k-
ou~n kai\ ma~llon xrh~sqai to_n o)rqw~j xrw&menon fa|te/on: to_ ga_r e0f’ o$ kai\ w(j pe/fuken u(pa&r-
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xein tw|~ xrw|me/nw| kalw~j kai\ a)kribw~j. e1sti dh_ kai\ yuxh~j h1toi | mo&non h2 ma&lista pa&ntwn 
e1rgon to_ dianoei=sqai/ te kai\ |5 logi/zesqai. a(plou~n a1ra h1dh tou~to kai\ panti\ sullogi/|zesqai 
r(a|&dion o3ti zh|~ ma~llon o( dianoou&menoj o)rqw~j | kai\ ma&lista pa&ntwn o( ma&lista a)lhqeu&wn, 
ou{toj de/ | e0stin o( fronw~n kai\ qewrw~n kata_ th_n a)kribesta&thn | e0pisth&mhn: kai\ to& ge tele/wj 
zh~n to&te kai\ tou&toij |10 a)podote/on, toi=j fronou~si kai\ toi=j froni/moij. 

 
Editorial notes: The speaker is still ‘Aristotle’. 
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Furthermore, drinking while feeling pleasure is one thing and drinking with 
pleasure is another for nothing prevents someone who is not thirsty, or has not 
been served with the drink he enjoys, from enjoying himself while drinking, not 
because he is drinking but because it occurs at the same time as he sits there that 
he is observing or being observed. [21] Thus we will say that this fellow is having 
pleasure, and is drinking while feeling pleasure, but not by drinking and not 
because he is drinking with pleasure. [23] Thus in the same way we will also say 
that walking and sitting and learning and every process is pleasant or distressing, 
not insofar as it turns out that we feel distress or enjoyment in their presence, but 
insofar as we are all distressed by or enjoy their presence. [27] So similarly, we 
will also say that a life is pleasant if its presence is pleasant to those who have it, 
and that not all in whom it occurs that they enjoy themselves while living are 
living with pleasure, only those to whom living itself is pleasant and who enjoy 
the pleasure that comes from life. [59.3] 

Thus we attribute living more to the one who is awake rather than to the one 
who is asleep, and to the one who is intelligent more than to the one who is 
stupid; and we say the pleasure that comes from life is the one that comes from 
the uses of the soul, for this is being truly alive. [7] Further, even if there are many 
uses of the soul, still the most authoritative one of all, certainly, is to make use of 
being intelligent as much as possible. [9] Further, it is clear that the pleasure that 
arises from being intelligent and observing must be the pleasure that comes from 
living, either alone or most of all. [11] Therefore living with pleasure and true 
enjoyment belong only to philosophers, or to them most of all. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. XI, 58.17-59.13. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 14 Ross (= ch. XI) and, in Düring’s edition, as B87-92: 
58.15-17 (B87), 58.17-27 (B88), 58.27-59.3 (B89), 59.3-7 (B90), 59.7-17 (B91), 59.17-18 (B92). 
 

e1ti toi/nun e3tero&n e0stin to_ h(do&menon | pi/nein kai\ to_ h(de/wj pi/nein: ou)de\n ga_r kwlu&ei mh_ | 
diyw~nta& tina mhde\ oi3w| xai/rei po&mati prosfero&menon |20 pi/nonta xai/rein, mh_ tw|~ pi/nein 
a)lla_ tw|~ sumbai/nein | a3ma qewrei=n h2 qewrei=sqai kaqh&menon. ou)kou~n tou~|ton h3desqai me\n kai\ 
h(do&menon pi/nein fh&somen, a)ll’ | ou) tw|~ pi/nein ou)de\ h(de/wj pi/nein. ou)kou~n ou3twj kai\ |24 
ba&disin kai\ kaqe/dran kai\ ma&qhsin kai\ pa~san ki/nhsin |25 e0rou~men h(dei=an h2 luphra&n, ou)x o3swn 
sumbai/nei lupei=|sqai parousw~n h(ma~j h2 xai/rein, a)ll’ w{n th|~ parousi/a| | kai\ lupou&meqa pa&n-
tej kai\ xai/romen. kai\ zwh_n ou}n | h(dei=an o(moi/wj e0rou~men, h{j h( parousi/a toi=j e1xousin |59.1 h(-
dei=a, kai\ zh~n h(de/wj ou) pa&ntaj o3soij zw~si sumbai/nei | xai/rein, a)ll’ oi[j au)to_ to_ zh~n h(du_ kai\ 
xai/rousi th_n | a)po_ zwh~j h(donh&n. [59.3] 

ou)kou~n to_ zh~n a)podi/domen tw|~ me\n | e0grhgoro&ti ma~llon h2 tw|~ kaqeu&donti, tw|~ fronou~nti |5 de\ 
h2 tw|~ a1froni ma~llon, th_n d’ a)po_ zwh~j h(donh_n th_n | a)po_ th~j xrh&sewj gignome/nhn fame\n 
ei]nai th~j yuxh~j: | tou~to ga&r e0sti to_ zh~n a)lhqw~j. ei0 toi/nun kai\ pollai\ | yuxh~j ei0si xrh&seij, 
a)lla_ kuriwta&th ge pasw~n h( tou~ | fronei=n o3 ti ma&lista. dh~lon toi/nun o3ti kai\ th_n gigno-
|10me/nhn a)po_ tou~ fronei=n kai\ qewrei=n h(donh_n h2 mo&nhn | h2 ma&lista a)nagkai=on a)po_ tou~ zh~n 
ei]nai. to_ zh~n a1ra | h(de/wj kai\ to_ xai/rein w(j a)lhqw~j h1toi mo&noij h2 ma&lista | u(pa&rxei toi=j 
filoso&foij. 
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Editorial notes: Iamblichus continues to cite from the speech of ‘Aristotle’, who proceeds to demonstrate 
that philosophers enjoy the highest pleasure. 
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Paraphrase and citation from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

For all things, both those that are for this and those that are on account of this <are 
valuable … a line of text is missing … > to be valuable for everyone, both those things we do 
as necessary and the pleasant things that make us feel successful. [26] Thus we take 
the position that success is either intelligence and a certain wisdom, or virtue, or 
enjoying oneself most of all, or all the above. [60.1] Thus if it is intelligence, it is 
evident that living successfully would belong to the philosophers alone; and if it 
is virtue of the soul or enjoyment, even so it will belong to them either alone or 
most of all, for virtue is the most authoritative thing in us, and the most pleasant 
of all things, comparing one thing with another, is intelligence; and similarly, 
even if someone were to state that all these same things together are success, that 
is to be defined as being intelligent. [7] Hence everyone who is capable of it 
should do philosophy, for surely this either is living perfectly well, or else it is, 
most of all anyway, comparing one thing with another, a cause of it in their souls. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. XII, 59.24-60.10. 
Superseded editions: This was collected as part of fr. 15 Ross (= ch. XII) and, in Düring’s edition, as B93-96: 
59.19-26 (B93), 59.26-60.1 (B94), 60.1-7 (B95), 60.7-10 (B96). 
 

pa&nta ga_r ta_ me\n pro_j tou~to ta_ de\ dia_ tou~to pa~sin |25 ai9rete/on < … ai9rete/on> ei]nai, kai\ 
ta_ me\n w(j a)nagkai=a tw~n pragma&|twn ta_ de\ h(de/a di’ w{n eu)daimonou~men. ou)kou~n th_n | eu)dai-
moni/an tiqe/meqa h1toi fro&nhsin ei]nai kai/ tina | sofi/an h2 th_n a)reth_n h2 to_ ma&lista xai/rein h)\ 
pa&nta |60.1 tau~ta. ou)kou~n ei1te fro&nhsi/j e0sti, fanero_n o3ti mo&noij | a2n u(pa&rxoi toi=j filoso&-
foij to_ zh~n eu)daimo&nwj, ei1te | a)reth_ yuxh~j h2 to_ xai/rein, ka2n ou3twj h2 mo&noij h2 | ma&lista 
pa&ntwn: a)reth_ ga&r e0sti to_ kuriw&taton tw~n |5 e0n h(mi=n, h3disto&n te pa&ntwn e0sti\n w(j e4n pro_j 
e4n h( | fro&nhsij: o(moi/wj de\ ka2n tau~ta pa&nta tau)ta_ fh~ tij | ei]nai th_n eu)daimoni/an, o(riste/on 
e0sti\ tw=| fronei=n. w3ste | filosofhte/on a2n ei1h pa~si toi=j duname/noij: h2 ga&r toi | tou~t’ e0sti\ to_ 
tele/wj eu} zh~n, h2 ma&lista& ge pa&ntwn w(j |10 e4n ei0pei=n pro_j e4n ai1tion tai=j yuxai=j. 

 
 
Editorial notes: After a gap, in chapter XII Iamblichus continues quoting ‘Aristotle’, who braids together 
strands of previous arguments to reach a conclusion that is apparently his ultimate conclusion: philosophy 
is the indispensable key element in a successful human life. We believe that the paraphrased material that 
Iamblichus presents at 60.10-61.4 to finish his presentation of Aristotelian extracts is not derived from the 
Protrepticus but from Aristotle’s lost dialogue Eudemus, or from some other lost work of Aristotle. 
 The ending of the Protrepticus is lost and nothing can be securely inferred about it from the existing 
evidence. We tend to believe that the dialogue came to an end soon after the point where Iamblichus 
stopped his citation, at 60.10. It is very unlikely that we possess the last words of the lost work. 
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Peripheral evidence, possible further evidence, rejected evidence 
 
 
 The evidence presented in the preceding pages of Core Evidence (pp. 4-60) constitutes a par-
tial reconstruction of Aristotle’s lost Protrepticus, and readers should share our confidence that 
these passages existed in identical or very similar versions in the original work, that the sequence 
of passages is preserved, and that the speaker is correctly identified. There is considerable further 
evidence, most of it identified by previous scholars, which should also be seen as having its pro-
venance in the lost work; however, there is room for doubt in each case. We can’t be sure of its 
place in the sequence of passages, perhaps, or who the speaker was; or we can be sure only that a 
topic was broached but not in what terms the speaker handled it; or there is uncertainty as to 
whether the passage is derived from a different lost work of Aristotle, rather than this one.  
 In this section of Peripheral Evidence we present several groups of passages that derive from 
the lost work, in our judgment, together with editorial notes indicating reasons for attribution to 
author, work, speaker, and position in the work, as well as our grounds for doubt. The order of 
presentation of passages in the Core Evidence definitely reflects the sequence of passages in the 
original lost work, but the order of our presentation of passages in the Peripheral Evidence does 
not. First we present a) two papyrus fragments, then b) and c) two sequences of passages in two 
separate works of Iamblichus, then d) a passage from a work by Proclus. 
 Beyond the Peripheral Evidence that does derive from the lost work, there are many passages, 
identified by previous scholars or by us, that may well derive from the lost work, or are brief re-
ports of it rather than excerpts, or have some other indirect or questionable relation to the original 
work. These are assembled in the next section (pp. 72-81), Possible Further Evidence. Finally, we 
list a handful of passages that have been attributed incorrectly, in our view, to the lost work, 
under Rejected Evidence (p. 82). 
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A. Two papyrus fragments 
 

 
P.Oxy.3659. A fragment from what appears to be a speech of a speaker in Aristotle’s dialogue 
who argues against philosophy and philosophers. 
 

… but they don’t agree at all on that; no, even silver – and yet what could be whiter than 
silver?! – no, despite this, Thrasyalkes says it’s black. [8|9] So then, when even the white-
ness of silver is on the doubtful side, why be amazed if people who are deliberating 
have their disagreements over war and peace, over alliances and revenues and disburse-
ments and the like? [16|17] And what about the philosophers themselves? If you con-
fined them together in the same house and an equal number of madmen in another 
house next door, you would get much, much, greater howls from the philosophers than 
from the madmen!! [25] In fact, this one, this Antisthenes here, says he would rather feel 
madness than pleasure; and Aristippus, what … is mad … and what about Plato … and 
what …  
 

Reference: P.Oxy.3659, I.3-31, Oxyrhynchus Papyri LII (London, 1984), ed. H. Cockle, pp. 59-62. 
 

… sumfwnou=si?n de\ ou)|d’ ou#twj, a)lla\ kai\ to\n a!rgu|5ron - kai/toi ti/ | ge/noit’ a)\n a)r|gu/rou leuko/teron; 
- a)ll’ o#|mwj tou=ton o( Qrasua/lkhj | fhsi\n ei)=nai me/lana. | o(/te toi/nun kai\ to\ leuko\n |10 tou= a)rgu/rou 
pro\j to\ a!d?h|lon, ti/ qaumasto\n tou\j a)n?|qrw/pouj u(pe\r ei)rh/nhj | kai\ pole/mou, u(pe\r sum|maxi/aj kai\ 
proso/dwn kai\ |15 a)nalwma/twn kai\ tw=n <toiou/twn> bou|leuome/nouj diafe/resqai; | ti/ de\ au)tou\j fi-
loso/|fouj; ou$j ei! tij e)n tw=i au)tw=i | oi!kwi kaqei/rce[i]e kai\ e)n e(te/|20rwi parakeime/?[n]wi maino|me/nouj 
i)sari/q[m]ouj, polu\ |…] polu\ mei/zouj krauga\j | e)?k tw=n filoso/fwn h)\ tw=n | ma]i?nome/nwn prosdoka|25..] 
o?u{toj gou=n ou{toj o( )Anti|sqe/]nhj a)smenai/teron a@n | ma]n?h=nai/ fhsin h@ h(sqh=|nai: o( de\ A)]r?i/stippoj ti/ | 
c.10 letters]mai/nesqai |30 c.11 letters]h: ti/ de\ Pla/|[twn c.7 letters].la: ti/ de\ … 

 
Editorial notes: We have no firm information about how the narrative of the dialogue began, but it is likely 
that at an early point there was a hostile challenge to philosophy, which stimulated exhortations to 
philosophy on the part of the three main speakers. This papyrus fragment P.Oxy.3659 was not attributed to 
any particular work by its first editor, but we believe it is precisely the sort of challenge that suits the 
drama of the lost dialogue. Several details point to Aristotle as being the likely author: the mention of the 
obscure early natural scientist Thrasyalkes of Thasos, the use of the comically over-precise thought experi-
ment of the two locked houses with ‘the same number’ of inmates, and the mention of the Socratic device 
of double columns (‘on the doubtful side’; cf. Xenophon, Memoirs of Socrates IV.2). The unflattering image of 
the ‘howling philosopher’ was recycled by Lucian at Hermotimus 11; this is a satire of earlier protreptics to 
philosophy, and so the recycling suggests a provenance in this work. Also pointing in the same direction 
are thematic connections to various passages in the core evidence, where one finds a focus on the topics of 
disagreeing experts, madness and stupidity, and the value of pleasure. The refutation of this speaker seems 
to come in several stages, of which an early one seems to have been the ‘self-refutation’ argument on pp. 6-
7. That argument is precisely tailored to work against a speaker such as this one, who has been actively 
engaging in argumentation against philosophy. When this speaker refers to ‘this Antisthenes here’, he may 
be referring to a passage from a work of Antisthenes of Athens, perhaps his lost Protrepticus; the other 
possibility is that ‘Antisthenes’ was one of the speakers of the dialogue, but he was yesterday’s man. 
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P.Vindob.G.26008, fr. B, col. II. A fragment from what appears to be the speech of ‘Aristotle’ in 
response to the challenge of ‘Isocrates’ (pp. 17-19 above). 
 

… but is likewise a science. [4|5] And so, concerning the beings in and the nature of the 
universe as well, they show that what the objects are composed of is not infinite, but for 
one there is one thing, for another there is two, for another three, and another four; hence 
they all try to say what this is, out of what things every other one is derived, and to 
reduce them from infinite things to limited ones, and from innumerable things to a 
number. [19 … (five lines are too damaged to be legible) … 25] investigating nature, dividing off for 
themselves some one part among beings, declare the substances concerning these …  
 

Reference: P.Vindob.G.26008, fr. B, col. II, lines 3-19 and 25-30, ed. Glenn Most, ‘Some new fragments of 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus?’, in Studi su Codici e Papiri Filosofici (Firenze, 1992), pp. 189-216, slightly revised. 
 

… a)ll[a\ | o(moi/wj e)pisth/m[h. |5 ou(/tw de\ kai\ peri\ t[a\\ | o)/nta kai\ th/[n tou= | panto\j [f]u/[sin dei|k?nu/ousin 
[o#ti ou)k a!|peira/ e)st[in e)c w{n |10 sune/sthk[e ta\ pra/|gmata, a)ll’ o( me\n [<e$n> o( de\ | du/o o( de\ tri/a o( de\ 
te/?t?|tara: tou=to d’ ou}n a#pan|tej e)pixeirou=sin |15 le/gein e)k ti/nwn ta?}[l|la e)sti/n, kai\ e)c a)pei/|rw?n a!gein 
ei)j pe/ra|ta kai\ e)c a)nari[qmh/|t?w?n? e?i)j? a)?r?iqm?[o/n. [19 … (five lines are too damaged to be legible) … 25] pragmateu-
o/m?[e]n?oi | pe?ri\ fu/sewj a)?po|temo/me?n?oi/ ti me/|roj e$n tw=n o!ntwn | peri\ tou/twn t[a\j |30 ou)si/aj l?e?/g?ousin. 

 
Editorial notes: This Egyptian papyrus, now conserved in several fragments in Vienna, contains partially 
preserved text that has been attributed to Aristotle since the 19th century. The material in ‘fragment A1’ 
concerns faults in representational poetry, whereas the material in this ‘fragment B’ concerns principles in 
natural philosophy. In 1992, G. Most proposed the Protrepticus as the only Aristotle work that might 
contain both these two discussions. Another possible explanation of why these fragments belong to the 
same papyrus is that they may have belonged to a later excerptor of Aristotle, such as Aristocles of 
Messene, who may have exploited several different works of Aristotle. This is the view of R. Janko, who 
ascribes the ‘fragment A1’ material to the lost dialogue On the Poets, correctly in our view; see below, p. 82. 
 As for fragment B, above, its provenance in Protrepticus was rejected in 2008 by C.M. Rodriguez , who 
proposed On Philosophy instead as its source. This seems reasonable, but its content is also perfectly 
appropriate to an exhortation to philosophy such as Protrepticus. We believe this to be the source of the 
passage, because the terms in which Aristotle makes this point shows that he is opposing Isocrates on this 
point, who had declared this (Antidosis 268): “I would, therefore, advise young men to spend some time on 
these disciplines, but not to allow their minds to be dried up by these barren subtleties, nor to be stranded 
on the speculations of the ancient sophists, who maintain, some of them, that the sum of things is made up 
of infinite elements; Empedocles that it is made up of four, with strife and love operating among them; Ion, 
of not more than three; Alcmaeon, of only two; Parmenides and Melissus, of one; and Gorgias, of none at 
all.” The passage in ‘fragment B’ of this papyrus serves to defend the rationality of the principles-based 
approach to natural science against the above attack. It would fit well into the speech of ‘Aristotle’ after his 
remarks comparing elements of compounds with letters in syllables (pp. 20-21, above). 
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B. A sequence of passages from Iamblichus, Protrepticus V and VI 
  
Near the end of chapter V of his Protrepticus, Iamblichus includes at least two citations from 
Aristotle, very probably from his Protrepticus. 
 

 When perception and intellect are taken away, a human becomes pretty much like a 
plant; when intellect alone is taken away, he turns into a wild animal; when irrationality 
is taken away but he remains in his intellect, a human becomes like a god. 

Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. V, 35.14-18. 
Superseded editions: This was not collected in Ross’s edition, but was collected by Düring as B28. 

ai0sqh&sewj me\n ou}n kai\ |15 nou~ a)faireqei\j a1nqrwpoj futw|~ gi/gnetai paraplh&|sioj, nou~ de\ mo&nou 
a)fh|rhme/noj e0kqhriou~tai, a)lo|gi/aj de\ a)faireqei\j me/nwn d’ e0n tw|~ nw|~ o(moiou~tai | qew|~. 

 
 

… indeed it is the only capability of all the ones we have that lands on target. Quite the 
reverse; our actions as well as everything else should be co-ordinated with a view to 
intellect and god, and it is from this too that the measure should be taken of what is 
reasonable in our particular duties. [36.4] For the judgment is both just and worthy, and is 
the only one of them all that is sufficient to prepare the true success for humans. [36.6|7] 
 For what makes us different from the other animals shines through in this way of life 
alone, a life in which what happens cannot fail to have great worth. [9] For animals too 
have small glimmers of reason and intelligence, but they have absolutely no share of 
theoretical wisdom, and this is shared only with the gods, just as humans are actually left 
behind by many animals in the precision and strength of their senses and their drives, 
[13] and this the only really good thing that is inseparable, which they concede is included 
in the conception of the good, in accordance with the life of the excellent man, which is not 
at all subordinated to lucky things and which, to a degree higher than all others, is free 
from things in the grip of luck. 

Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. V, 35.27-36.18 
Superseded editions: This was not collected in Ross’s edition, but part of it was collected by Düring as B29-
30: 36.7-13 (B29), 36.13-20 (B30). 

mo&noj dh_ pasw~n |36.1 tw~n a1llwn a4j e1xomen e0pituxh_j duna&mewn, e1mpalin de\ | kai\ ta_j pra&ceij kai\ 
pa&nta ta_ a1lla pro_j nou~n kai\ to_n | qeo_n suntakte/on, kai\ a)po_ tou&tou kai\ tw~n kata_ me/roj | kaqhko&n-
twn to_ eu)lo&giston a)nametrhte/on. dikai/a te |5 ga_r kai\ kat’ a)ci/an h( kri/sij kai\ mo&nh pasw~n i9kanh_ | th_n 
a)lhqinh_n a)nqrw&poij eu)daimoni/an paraskeua&zein. [37.6|7] 

w|{ ga_r tw~n a1llwn diafe/romen zw|&wn, e0n mo&nw| dh_ tou&tw| | tw|~ bi/w| diala&mpei, w|{ ou)k h}n ti tuxo_n kai\ 
ou) mega | e1xon a)ci/an. lo&gou me\n ga_r kai\ fronh&sewj mikra& tina |10 kai\ e0n e0kei/noij ai0qu&gmata, sofi/aj 
de\ qewrhtikh~j tau~ta | me\n pantelw~j a1moira, mo&noij de\ me/testi qeoi=j: w(j | ai0sqh&sesi/ ge kai\ o(rmai=j 
pollw~n h1dh zw|&wn th~j a)kri|bei/aj kai\ th~j i0sxu&oj lei/petai a1nqrwpoj, kai\ mo&non | tou~to o1ntwj a)ga-
qo_n a)nafai/reton, o4 dh_ perie/xein sug|15xwrou~si th_n tou~ a)gaqou~ e1nnoian, ou)damw~j me\n toi=j | tuxhroi=j 
u(pota&ttontoj e9auto_n kata_ tou~ton to_n bi/on | tou~ spoudai/ou, a)po_ de\ tw~n u(poxeiri/wn th|~ tu&xh| ma&-
|lista dh_ pa&ntwn e9auto_n e0leuqerw&santoj. 

 
Editorial notes: Iamblichus finishes chapter V of his Protrepticus, which consisted mostly of a complex 
exploitation of protreptic passages from the works of Plato, by citing from a work not by Plato, after 
making a barely noticeable transition: “The following approach also leads to the same result” (34.5). The 
material after this point has been attributed to the Protrepticus by scholars since the last century, correctly in 
our view. The speaker is probably ‘Aristotle’, although we cannot rule out ‘Heraclides’ as the speaker here. 
There are two different places in the lost dialogue where this passage could have belonged to a speech of 
Aristotle: either 1) after the challenge to Academic philosophy offered by Isocrates (pp. 17-19) and during 
an early phase of Aristotle’s speech responding to this challenge, a phase in which he agrees with much of 
what Isocrates had said; or 2) at a much earlier point in the dialogue, in the vicinity of the speech of 
‘Isocrates’ in P.Oxy.666 (pp. 6-7), an early phase in which the speakers give their first responses to the 
challenge of some early speaker who had rejected all philosophy as such. 
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At the beginning of chapter VI of his Protrepticus, Iamblichus includes what seems to be a 
paraphrase and a citation from Aristotle’s Protrepticus. 
 

The things that support our way of life, e.g. a body and what’s around it, support it in the 
manner of certain tools, the use of which is risky, and more harm than good is fashioned by 
those who use them in ways they are required not to. [7] Well then, one should desire the 
appropriate use as well as the possession of that knowledge by which we will posit all these 
well. [9] Hence we should do philosophy, if we are going to engage in politics correctly and 
carry on with our own life in a beneficial way. [37.11] 
 Furthermore, the kinds of knowledge that make each things that is advantageous in 
this way of life are different from the different kinds of knowledge that use them, and 
the ones that serve are different from the others that command; and in these kinds of 
knowledge, as if they were more dominant, exists what is good in the strict sense. [16] If, 
then, only that kind of knowledge which does have correctness of judgment, and does 
use reason, and observes the good as a whole - that is to say, philosophy - is capable of 
using everything and organizing it in accordance with nature, by all means one ought to 
do philosophy, since only philosophy includes within itself this correct judgment and 
this intelligence that is able to command unerringly.  
 

Reference: Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. VI, 37.3-22. 
Superseded editions: this was collected in Ross’ edition as Fr. 4, and by Düring as B7-B9. 
 

ta_ u(pokei/mena pro_j to_n bi/on h(mi=n, oi[on | sw~ma kai\ peri\ to_ sw~ma, kaqa&per o1rgana& tina |5 u(po\- 
keitai, tou&twn d’ e0piki/nduno&j e0stin h( xrh~sij, kai\ | ple/on qa&teron a)perga&zetai toi=j mh_ deo&ntwj 
au)toi=j | xrwme/noij. dei= toi/nun o)re/gesqai th~j e0pisth&mhj kta~|sqai/ te au)th_n kai\ xrh~sqai au)th|~ pros-
hko&ntwj, di’ h{j | pa&nta tau~ta eu} qhso&meqa. filosofhte/on a1ra h(mi=n, |10 ei0 me/llomen o)rqw~j politeu/-
sesqai kai\ to_n e9autw~n bi/on | dia&cein w)feli/mwj. [37.11] 

e1ti toi/nun a1llai me/n ei0sin ai9 | poiou~sai e3kaston tw~n e0n tw|~ bi/w| pleonekthma&twn e0pi|sth~mai, a1llai 
de\ ai9 xrw&menai tau&taij, kai\ a1llai me\n | ai9 u(phretou~sai, e3terai de\ ai9 e0pita&ttousai, e0n ai[j e0stin |15 
w(j a2n h(gemonikwte/raij u(parxou&saij to_ kuri/wj o2n a)ga|qo&n. ei0 toi/nun mo&nh h( tou~ kri/nein e1xousa th_n 
o)rqo&|thta kai\ h( tw|~ lo&gw| xrwme/nh kai\ h( to_ o3lon a)gaqo_n | qewrou~sa, h3tij e0sti\ filosofi/a, xrh~sqai 
pa~si kai\ e0pi|ta&ttein kata_ fu&sin du&natai, filosofhte/on e0k panto_j |20 tro&pou, w(j mo&nhj filosofi/aj 
th_n o)rqh_n kri/sin kai\ | th_n a)nama&rthton e0pitaktikh_n fro&nhsin e0n e9auth|~ perie|xou&shj. 

 
Editorial notes: There is no doubt about the provenance of this material; it was authenticated by us in 
OSAP 29 (2005) as part of the sequence of chapters in Iamblichus’ Protrepticus. There is some slight doubt 
about the voice of this speaker, probably ‘Aristotle’ but possibly ‘Isocrates’. There is more doubt about its 
location in the lost work. The two main possibilities for its location are the same as the ones for the above 
passage, either after the challenge of ‘Isocrates’, or after the challenge of someone opposed to philosophy. 
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C. A sequence of passages from Iamblichus, DCMS chapters xxiv and xxv 
 
In chapter xxiv of his DCMS, Iamblichus includes what seems to be an extended citation from a 
speech of ‘Heraclides’ in Aristotle’s Protrepticus. 
 

Now then, they applied this procedure to the theorems they observed and at one time 
they removed the knowledge of them from the common and popular awareness, and 
turned their transmission by the same token into a sworn secret. [19] They communicated 
the awareness of them to very few, and if anything anywhere got published to the mas-
ses, they abominated this as a sacrilege, which is why they rejected those who were out-
side their society as being unworthy to partake of them. [23] For Pythagoras took the 
position that mathematical philosophy should not be shared with everybody, but only 
with those with whom someone would share his entire life. [26] And into the member-
ship of this group he didn’t just admit people randomly or unselectively, but he tested 
for a long time the ones that were taken and rejected the unworthy. [75.2] And to those 
outside the society he did not make public the advances he himself made, but kept the 
arguments about them secret from the others, while he contributed to great advances 
among those called ‘Pythagoreans’, because of their camaraderie with him, both in 
mathematical philosophy and in geometrical theory, and one would discover that the 
starting points of almost all later further advances have come to us from him. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxiv, 74.15-75.10. 
 

toi=j me\n ou}n qewrh&masi tou~ton pros|efe/ronto to_n tro&pon, a3pac de\ a)posth&santej au)tw~n | th_n 
e0pisth&mhn th~j koinh~j kai\ dedhmosieume/nhj gnw&|sewj, kai\ th_n meta&dosin e0poiou~nto au)tw~n kata_ ta_ |19 
au)ta_ e0n a)porrh&toij: o)li/goij te pa&nu th~j gnw&sewj |20 au)tw~n e0koinw&noun, kai\ ei1 pou& ti e1kforon 
ge/noito ei0j | tou_j pollou&j, a)fwsiou~nto tou~to w(j a)se/bhma: dio&per | a)pwqou~nto kai\ tou_j e1cw th~j 
sunhqei/aj, w(j a)naci/ouj | o1ntaj au)tw~n metalamba&nein. u(pe/labe ga_r Puqago&raj | ou) pa~si dei=n 
koinwnei=n th~j e0n toi=j maqh&masi filo|25sofi/aj, a)ll’ au)toi=j mo&noij, oi[sper a1n tij tou~ panto_j | bi/ou 
koinwnh&seie. kai\ pro_j tau&thn th_n o(mili/an ou)k | ei0kh|~ prosi/eto ou)de\ tou_j tuxo&ntaj, a)lla_ pei=ra&n te @1 |75.1 
lamba&nwn e0n pollw|~ xro&nw| kai\ tou_j a)naci/ouj a)pw|qou&menoj. kai\ toi=j me\n e1cw th~j sunhqei/aj ou)k 
e0poih&|sato koinh_n th_n di’ au(tou~ genome/nhn e0pi/dosin a)por|rh&touj poihsa&menoj pro_j tou_j a1llouj 
tou_j peri\ au)tw~n |5 lo&gouj, e0n de\ toi=j o)nomasqei=si Puqagorei/oij dia_ th_n | pro_j e9auto_n e9tairi/an 
pollh_n e0pi/dosin pare/sxe th|~ te | peri\ ta_ maqh&mata filosofi/a| kai\ th|~ peri\ gewmetri/an | qewri/a|, kai\ 
sxedo_n a(pa&ntwn tw~n u3steron e0pi\ ple/on | proelqo&ntwn eu3roi tij a2n ta_j a)rxa_j h(mi=n par’ e0kei/nou |10 
gegenhme/naj. 

 
Editorial notes: After a short gap at the end of DCMS xxiii, Iamblichus carries on citing from a work of 
Aristotle, probably his Protrepticus. If so, the speaker is now ‘Heraclides’, who offers an inside perspective 
on why the Pythagorean tradition kept its mathematical discoveries secret and unpublished, and why 
Pythagoras valued the contribution of mathematical education to philosophy. In this respect, ‘Heraclides’ 
gives a different answer from the one earlier given by ‘Aristotle’, who suggested (xxiii, pp. 14-16) that the 
primary contribution of Pythagorean mathematics was in its contribution to astronomy and other branches 
of natural science. The reason to doubt that this material was derived from the Protrepticus is that it has 
already been attributed by W. Burkert and others to a different work of Aristotle, his On the Pythagoreans. 
See below, in the material in chapter xxv, for further details. 
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Another citation in chapter xxiv, probably from a speech by the character ‘Heraclides’. 
 

What he appreciated in mathematics was the observed theorems themselves not, unlike 
certain of his successors, their power to discover further solutions to problems; and of 
these he appreciated not the ones that were most difficult to discover, as did most of his 
successors, but rather those among them by which to discern to the highest degree an 
ordered rank or some natural joint feature. [15|16] They felt this because they thought 
that the first principles of all nature exist in them, and it is especially easy to observe 
what they are, and how many there are, because they concern a nature that persists and is 
stripped of motion and is also simple, which is why they didn’t take on the problema-
tical areas (except the elementary ones) such as the application <of an area>, nor the 
squaring <of a circle>, nor did they make it their business to go through everything in 
detail, leaving aside none of the possibilities; they set out to see in each case only the 
principles themselves. [75.25] 

And they turned a training in these sciences and a logical workout that was theoretic-
ally precise into a proper science, they set up the suitable ranking in the sciences, they 
made few commitments at first and then worked them out, and they brought to comple-
tion mostly the most honorable and most exalted of the theorems they observed, and 
otherwise they practiced the discipline of bringing the theorems around to apply to other 
things. [76.4] And they created a ranking among them, such that the ones that are simpler 
are given the primary rank, while the ones that are applicable to a complex are secondary. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxiv, 75.10-76.6. 
 

h)ga&pa d’ e0n au)toi=j ou)x w3sper e1nioi | tw~n u3steron th_n du&namin, a)f’ h{j oi[oi/ t’ e1sontai to_ problh-
qe\n eu(ri/skein, a)ll’ au)ta_ ta_ qewrh&mata: kai\ | tou&twn ou)x o3sa xalepw&tata eu(rei=n, kaqa&per | oi9 
plei=stoi tw~n u3steron, a)ll’ e0n oi[j h}n ma&lista |15 au)tw~n katanoh~sai ta&cin h1 ti su&mptwma fusiko&n. |16 
e1paqon de\ tou~to dia_ to_ th~j o3lhj fu&sewj oi1esqai ta_j | a)rxa_j u(pa&rxein e0n tou&toij kai\ ma&lista 
eu)qewrh&touj | ei]nai ti/nej te/ ei0si kai\ po&sai, dia_ to_ peri\ me/nousa&n | te fu&sin ei]nai kai\ kinh&sewj a)p-
hllagme/nhn, e1ti de\ |20 a(plh~n: dio&per ou1te tw~n problhmatikw~n h3yanto, plh_n | o3sa h}n stoixeiw&dh, 
kaqa&per h( parabolh_ kai\ o( tetra|gwnismo&j, ou1t’ e0n toi=j qewrh&masin e0pragmateu&onto | pa&nta 
e0pecie/nai boulo&menoi kai\ mhde\n tw~n e0ndexo|me/nwn paralipei=n, a)ll’ au)ta_j mo&non ta_j a)rxa_j i0dei=n |25 e0n 
e9ka&stoij e0zh&toun. [75.25] 

gumnasi/an de\ e0n tai=j e0pisth&maij | tau&taij kai\ e0cergasi/an logikh_n e0poiou~nto a)kribh~ | qewrhtikh_n 
ei0j e0pisth&mhn oi0kei/an, ta&cin te e0n tai=j | e0pisth&maij prose/qhkan th_n prosh&kousan, o)li/ga te | kat’ 
a)rxa_j paralabo&ntej e0ceirga&santo tau~ta, kai\ | ma&lista ta_ timiw&tata kai\ semno&tata tw~n qewrh-
ma&twn | e0telew&santo, a1llwj te a)skou&mena ta_ qewrh&mata e0p’ | a1lla perih&gagon. ta&cin t’ e0n au))toi=j 
e0poiou~nto toi|au&thn w(j ta_ me\n a(plou&stera pro&tera paradido&nai | ta_ de\ sunqe/sewj e0fapto&mena 
deu&tera. 

 
Editorial notes: After a short gap, Iamblichus carries on citing from a work of Aristotle, probably his 
Protrepticus, probably from a speech of ‘Heraclides’. The reason to doubt that this material was derived 
from the Protrepticus is that it has already been attributed by W. Burkert and others to a different work of 
Aristotle, his On the Pythagoreans. See next page, in the material in chapter xxv, for further details. 
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In chapter xxv of his DCMS, overlapping with chapter 18 of his Vita Pythagorica, Iamblichus 
includes what seems to be a paraphrase from a speech by the character ‘Aristotle’. 

 
There was a certain Hippomedon of Asine, a Pythagorean of the acusmatici, who said that 

he <sc. Pythagoras> declared the reasons for and gave demonstrations of all these precepts, 
but because they were handed down through m any intermediaries, who became progress-
sively lazier, the reason was omitted, while the bare precepts remained. [12] And those con-
cerned with the mathematical studies of the Pythagoreans (the mathematici) both agree that 
the others (the acusmatici) are Pythagoreans, and say that they themselves are even more so; 
and what they say is true. [14] They say that the cause of this dissimilarity was as follows. 
[15|16] Pythagoras came from Ionia and Samos during the tyranny of Polycrates, and while 
Italy was flourishing, and the pre-eminent men in those cities became intimate with him. 
[18] And with the older ones who had no free time because they were occupied with poli-
tical business, since it was hard to encounter them with mathematical studies and demon-
strations, he conversed in a simple way, considering it no less beneficial, even without 
knowing the explanations, to know what to do, just as those who undergo therapy recover 
health no less, even when paying no attention to the reason why they need to do each of 
those things; but all the younger ones he encountered who were able both to work and to 
learn, he encountered such people with demonstration and the mathematical studies. [52.1] 
They themselves (sc. the mathematici> descend from these ones, and the other ones descend 
from the others. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, Vita Pythagorica 87-88, ch. 18, 51.7-52.2 (Deubner), overlapping (at 51.12-52.2) with 
DCMS, ch. xxv, 76.16-77.18. 
 

h)=n de/ tij I(ppo|me/dwn A)sineu\j Puqhago/reioj tw=n a)kousmatkikw=n, | o(\j e)/legen o(/ti pa/ntwn tou/twn 
e)kei=noj lo/gouj kai\ a)podei/|10ceij ei)=pen, a)lla\ dia\ to\ paradedo/sqai dia\ pollw=n kai\ a)ei\ | a)rgote/rwn 
to\n me\n lo/gon perihirh=sqai, lelei=fqai de\ au)ta\ | ta\ proble/mata. oi9 de\ peri\ ta_ maqh&mata tw~n Puqa-
gorei/wn | tou&touj te o(mologou~sin ei]nai Puqagorei/ouj, kai\ au)toi/ | fasin e1ti ma~llon, kai\ a4 le/gousin 
au)toi\ a)lhqh~ ei]nai. th_n |15 de\ ai0ti/an th~j a)nomoio&thtoj toiau&thn gene/sqai fasi/n. | a)fike/sqai to_n Pu-
qago&ran e0c  0Iwni/aj kai\ Sa&mou kata_ th_n | Polukra&touj turanni/da kai\ a)kmazou&|shj  0Itali/aj, kai\ ge-
ne/sqai | sunh&qeij au)tw|~ tou_j prw&touj e0n tai=j po&lesi. tou&twn de\ | toi=j me\n presbute/roij kai\ a)sxo&l-
oij dia_ to_ e0n politikoi=j |20 pra&gmasi kate/xesqai, w(j xalepo_n o2n dia_ tw~n maqhma&twn | kai\ a)podei/c-
ewn e0ntugxa&nein, yilw~j dialexqh~nai, h(gou&menon | ou)de\n h{tton w)felei=sqai a2n kai\ a1neu th~j ai0ti/aj 
ei0do&taj ti/ | dei= pra&ttein, w3sper kai\ oi9 i0atreuo&menoi ou) prosakou&on|tej dia_ ti/ au)toi=j e3kasta prak-
te/on ou)de\n h{tton tugxa&|25nousi th~j u(gei/aj: o3soij de\ newte/roij e0netu&gxane kai\ du|5name/noij ponei=n kai\ 
manqa&nein, toi=j toiou&toij dia_ a)podei/cewj |52.1 kai\ tw~n maqhma&twn e0n|etu&gxanen. au)toi\ me\n ou}n ei]nai 
a)po_ | tou&twn, e0kei/nouj de\ a)po_ tw~n e9te/rwn. 

 
Editorial notes: After a gap at the end of xxiv, Iamblichus turns in ch. xxv to another account of the 
division between the two traditions of Pythagoreans, in what seems to be paraphrased form. This material 
is literally identical with material at the end of chapter 18 of Iamblichus’ earlier work Vita Pythagorica, and 
this causes complications. Earlier scholars such as W. Burkert and others have seen this chapter as deriving 
from Aristotle’s lost work On the Pythagoreans, and this must be true for the middle part of the chapter, 
which displays overlaps with passages in chapter 28 that are definitely derived from On the Pythagoreans. 
There are two main scenarios: either Iamblichus switched source texts in the middle of VP 18, from 
Pythagoreans to Protrepticus, and then returned to Pythagoreans in ch. 28, or else Iamblichus switched source 
texts in DCMS from Protrepticus in ch. xxiii to Pythagoreans at the start of ch. xxiv or ch. xxv, switching back 
to Protrepticus in the middle or the end of ch. xxv. It would appear that Aristotle had a good deal to say 
about the Pythagorean tradition in his Protrepticus as well as On the Pythagoreans, and the content of these 
remarks does not serve to determine the question. We take the view that all this material is derived from 
Protrepticus, probably, with some chance of being wrong about this attribution, especially in this section 
that begins ch. xxv of DCMS. 
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In chapter xxv of his DCMS, Iamblichus includes what seems to be a citation from a speech by the 
character ‘Aristotle’: 
 

Because the Pythagoreans occupied themselves with mathematics and appreciated the 
precision of its accounts, because it is the only thing that humans deal with that has de-
monstrations, and because equal agreement is reached by using numbers in harmonics 
and in the mathematics concerning sight, by using diagrams, for all these reasons, they 
thought that these things are causes of what exists and are their first principles. [14] 
Hence someone who wishes to observe the things that exist as they are, has to look at 
them, the numbers and the geometrical forms of what exists and accounts, because every-
thing is clarified by using them. [18] Now since they didn’t think it either more oppor-
tune or more worthwhile to attach themselves to the powers of each of them than to the 
cause of the whole, the Pythagoreans defined the others in these terms as well, in pretty 
much the same way. 

 
Reference: Iamblichus, DCMS, ch. xxv, 78.8-21. 
 

oi9 de\ Puqago&reioi diatri/yantej | e0n toi=j maqh&masi kai\ to& te a)kribe\j tw~n lo&gwn a)ga|10ph&santej, 
o3ti mo&na ei]xen a)podei/ceij w{n metexeiri/zonto | a1nqrwpoi, kai\ o(mologou&mena o(rw~ntej e)p’ i!son ta_ peri\ 
| th_n a(rmoni/an o3ti] di’ a)riqmw~n kai\ ta_ peri\ th_n o1yin | maqh&mata dia_ diagramma&twn, o3lwj ai1tia tw~n 
o1ntwn | tau~ta w|)h&qhsan ei]nai kai\ ta_j tou&twn a)rxa&j: w3ste |15 tw|~ boulome/nw| qewrei=n ta_ o1nta pw~j 
e1xei, ei0j tau~ta | blepte/on ei]nai, tou_j a)riqmou_j kai\ ta_ gewmetrou&mena | ei1dh tw~n o1ntwn kai\ lo&-gouj, 
dia_ to_ dhlou~sqai pa&nta | dia_ tou&twn. w(j ou}n ou1t’ e0gkairote/rwn a2n ou1te timiw|te/rwn a)na&-yantej 
e9ka&stwn ta_j duna&meij h2 ei0j ta_ pa&n|20twn ai1tia kai\ prw~ta sxedo_n o(motro&pwj kai\ ta_ a1lla | tou&toij 
diw&rizon. 

 
Editorial notes: After a short gap, Iamblichus cites from a comment by ‘Aristotle’ who gives an account 
different from the one offered by ‘Heraclides’ about why mathematics is central to Pythagorean 
philosophy. This answer contrasts with the one offered above (pp. 66-67) by ‘Heraclides’ and is consistent 
with the one earlier offered by ‘Aristotle’ (pp. 16, in the core evidence). In outline, ‘Aristotle’ respects the 
contribution of mathematics to natural science and thus indirectly to philosophy, whereas ‘Heraclides’ 
respects the direct contribution of mathematical thinking to philosophical values and positions. The reason 
to doubt that this material was derived from the Protrepticus is that it has already been attributed by W. 
Burkert and others to a different work of Aristotle, his On the Pythagoreans. See above (this page), in the 
material in chapter xxv, for further details. 
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D. A passage in the Commentary by Proclus on Book I of Euclid’s Elements 
 
Prologue I, Chapter 9. In the course of Part I of his Prologue, Proclus pauses to respond to the “contentious 
people who attempt to demolish the value” of mathematics. It would seem that this attempted demolition 
took place on the pages of Aristotle’s lost dialogue, in a speech of ‘Isocrates’. 

 
Now then, the benefit of mathematical science generally for philosophy itself as well as to the other 

sciences and skills will become more familiar to the listeners by means of these remarks; but there 
are actually certain contentious people who attempt to demolish the value of this science, some of 
them taking what is beautiful and what is good away from it because its arguments are not about 
those things, whereas others declare to be more useful the experiences of sensible things than the 
things that are universally observed in it, for example, that land surveying is more useful than geo-
metry, and popular arithmetic than the one that subsists in theorems, and nautical astrology than the 
one that indicates universally. [23] For we are not wealthy by knowing about wealth but by using it, 
nor are we successful by knowing about success but by living successfully; hence, with respect to the 
human way of life as well as our actions, we will agree that it is not the cognitive but the empirical 
mathematics that brings this about. [26.6] For those who have no knowledge of the arguments but 
are trained by experience in the particulars are on the whole and in general outstanding for the needs 
of humans, compared with those who have devoted their leisure to theory alone. [26.9|10] 

Now against those who say these things, we will oppose them by pointing out the beauty in mathe-
matics by the ways in which Aristotle attempted to persuade us. [13] He said these three things are 
what especially bring about beauty both in bodies and in souls: order, symmetry, and definiteness, 
since what is ugly also arises in the body as a consequence of the material disorder and shapeless-
ness and asymmetry and indefiniteness getting the upper hand in the composite, whereas in the soul 
it arises from unreason being in discordant and disorderly motion and being out of harmony with 
reason, and not accepting the limit from there; hence beauty too would have its existence in the op-
posite things, namely order, symmetry, and in being defined. [23] And these things we observe most 
of all in mathematical science; we observe order in the secondary and more varied things always 
emerging from the primary and simpler things (for what follows is always conjoined with what went 
before, and same have an account of a principle, while others <have an account> of the things that 
follow from the primary hypotheses), we observe symmetry in the consonance with each other of the 
proven results, and in the reference of all things to the intellect (for the intellect is the measure that is 
common to the whole science, with which one also grasps the principles and towards which one 
converts the students), and we observe definiteness in their arguments always standing without 
changing, for the objects of its cognition are not sometimes one way and sometimes otherwise, as 
with the objects of opinion and of perception, whereas the same things always present themselves 
and are defined by the intelligible forms. [10] Further, if the things that are productive of beauty are 
these things especially, and mathematics is characterized by them, then it is quite clear that in mathe-
matics too there is beauty. [13] And how could it not be so, when intellect illuminates from above the 
science, which urges us to intellect and strives to lead us from perception to yonder? 

 
Reference: Proclus, Commentary on Euclid’s Elements I, Prologue I, ch. 9, 25.12-27.16. 
 

To_ me\n toi/nun o1feloj th~j maqhmatikh~j o3lhj e0pi|sth&mhj pro&j te filosofi/an au)th_n kai\ ta_j a1llaj 
e0pi|sth&maj kai\ te/xnaj e1stai dia_ tou&twn gnw&rimon toi=j |15 a)kou&ousin, h1dh de/ tinej tw~n a)ntilogikw~n 
e0pixei|rou~si kaqairei=n th_n a)ci/an th~j e0pisth&mhj tau&thj, oi9 | me\n to_ kalo_n au)th~j kai\ to_ a)gaqo_n a)f-
airou~ntej w(j | ou) peri\ tou&twn poioume/nhj tou_j lo&gouj, oi9 de\ xrhsi|mwte/raj ta_j tw~n ai0sqhtw~n 
e0mpeiri/aj a)pofai/nontai |20 tw~n e0n au)th|~ kaqo&lou qewroume/nwn, oi[on gewdesi/an | gewmetri/aj, kai\ th_n 
tw~n pollw~n a)riqmhtikh_n th~j e0n | qewrh&masin u(festw&shj, kai\ th_n nautikh_n a)strolo|gi/an th~j kaqo&-
lou deiknuou&shj. ou1te ga_r ploutou~men |26.1 tw|~ ginw&skein to_n plou~ton, a)lla_ tw|~ xrh~sqai, ou1te | eu)-
daimonou~men tw|~ th_n eu)daimoni/an ginw&skein, a)lla_ | tw|~ zh~n eu)daimonikw~j, w3ste kai\ pro_j to_n bi/on to_n 
| a)nqrw&pinon kai\ ta_j pra&ceij ou) ta_j gnwstika_j tw~n |5 maqhmatikw~n, a)lla_ ta_j e0mpeirika_j sunte-
lei=n o(molo|gh&somen. oi9 ga_r a)gnoou~ntej me\n tou_j lo&gouj, ge|gumnasme/noi de\ peri\ th_n e0n toi=j kaq' 
e3kasta pei=ran | o3lw| kai\ panti\ diafe/rousi pro_j ta_j a)nqrwpika_j xrei/aj | tw~n peri\ th_n qewri/an 
mo&nhn e0sxolako&twn. [26.9|10] 

Pro_j dh_ tou_j tau~ta le/gontaj a)panthso&meqa to_ | me\n ka&lloj e0pidei/knuntej tw~n maqhma&twn a)po_ 
tou&|twn, a)f' w{n kai\ o(  0 A r i s t o t e / l h j  e0pexei/rhsen h(ma~j | pei/qein. tri/a ga_r tau~ta diafero&ntwj 
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kai\ e0n toi=j | sw&masi kai\ e0n tai=j yuxai=j to_ ka&lloj a)potelei=n, th_n |15 ta&cin, th_n summetri/an, to_ 
w(risme/non, e0pei\ kai\ to_ | ai]sxoj to_ me\n swmatiko_n a)po_ th~j u(likh~j a)taci/aj kai\ | a)morfi/aj kai\ a)sum-
metri/aj kai\ a)oristi/aj e0n tw|~ sun|qe/tw| krathsa&shj parufi/statai, to_ de\ [yuxiko_n] a)po_ | th~j a)lo-
gi/aj plhmmelw~j kai\ a)ta&ktwj kinoume/nhj kai\ |19 a)narmo&stou pro_j to_n lo&gon ou1shj kai\ to_n e0kei=qen 
o3ron | ou) katadexome/nhj, w3ste kai\ to_ ka&lloj e0n toi=j e0nan|ti/oij a2n e1xoi th_n u3parcin, ta&cei dhladh_ 
kai\ summetri/a | kai\ tw|~ w(risme/nw|. tau~ta de\ e0n th|~ maqhmatikh|~ ma&lista | qewrou~men e0pisth&mh|, th_n me\n 
ta&cin e0n th|~ tw~n deu|25te/rwn a)ei\ kai\ poikilwte/rwn a)po_ tw~n prw&twn kai\ | a(plouste/rwn e0kfa&nsei—
sunh&rthtai ga_r a)ei\ ta_ e9po&|mena toi=j e1mprosqen, kai\ ta_ me\n a)rxh~j e1xei lo&gon, ta_ |27.1 de\ tw~n e9po-
me/nwn tai=j prw&taij u(poqe/sesin—th_n de\ | summetri/an e0n th|~ sumfwni/a| tw~n deiknume/nwn pro_j | a1l-
lhla kai\ th|~ pro_j to_n nou~n pa&ntwn a)nafora|~—me/|tron ga&r e0sti koino_n th~j o3lhj e0pisth&mhj o( nou~j, 
par' | ou{ kai\ ta_j a)rxa_j lamba&nei kai\ pro_j o4n e0pistre/fei tou_j | manqa&nontaj—to_ de\ w(risme/non e0n 
toi=j e9stw~sin a)ei\ | kai\ a)kinh&toij lo&goij: ou) ga_r a1llote a1llwj e1xei ta_ | gnwsta_ au)th~j w3sper ta_ 
docasta_ kai\ ta_ ai0sqhta,_ | a)ll' a)ei\ ta_ au)ta_ protei/netai kai\ w3ristai toi=j |10 noeroi=j ei1desin. ei0 toi/-
nun ta_ me\n a)potelestika_ tou~ | ka&llouj e0sti\ tau~ta diafero&ntwj, ta_ de\ maqh&mata | kata_ tau~ta 
xarakthri/zetai, pro&dhlon o3ti kai\ e0n tou&|toij e0sti\ to_ kalo&n. kai\ pw~j ga_r ou) me/llei, nou~ me\n | kata-
la&mpontoj a1nwqen th_n e0pisth&mhn, tau&thj de\ ei0j |15 nou~n e0peigome/nhj kai\ h(ma~j a)po_ ai0sqh&sewj ei0j 
e0kei=non | meta&gein speudou&shj; 

 
 
Editorial notes: The passage that Iamblichus had quoted at DCMS xxvi, 79.5-80.1 (p. 17) was evidently also 
under the eyes of Proclus who paraphrased not only the above criticism that mathematical theory is useless 
for practical purposes, but also Aristotle’s response to a different argument, that there is no beauty or 
goodness in mathematics. (For Aristotle’s response to the ‘uselessness’ criticism, see pp. 22-23.)  
 Aristotle mentioned such criticisms twice in his Metaphysics, and these passages are informative. “Since 
the good and the beautiful are different, because the good is always found in some action whereas the 
beautiful is found also in unchanging things, those who say that mathematical branches of knowledge say 
nothing about the beautiful or the good are wrong. They do say and show a good deal about them; if they 
do not name the facts and the arguments that they show, it does not follow that they are saying nothing 
about them. The greatest forms of the beautiful are order, symmetry, and being definite, which the 
mathematical branches of knowledge show to the highest degree” (Metaphysics XIII (M), ch. 3, 1078a31-b2). 
“This then is why some of the sophists, Aristippus for example, dragged mathematics through the mud: in 
the other skills, even the manual skills such as carpentry and shoemaking, everything is accounted for 
because it is better, or worse, but the mathematical subjects take no account of things that are good and 
bad” (Metaphysics III (B), ch. 2, 996a32-b1). All the evidence can be accounted for if we imagine that in the 
course of his attack on mathematics in the Protrepticus, Isocrates both referred to the view of Aristippus that 
there was no good in mathematics and also advanced the view that there was no beauty in mathematics, 
either as his own view or as the view of another philosopher or ‘sophist’.  
 We are confident that the provenance of these remarks is Protrepticus, and that the voice is that of 
‘Isocrates’ and that the position is somewhere in his ‘challenge’ speech. However, we do not know exactly 
where to sequence it and, more importantly, the mode of writing that Proclus employs slips into exact 
citation occasionally, but otherwise has varying degrees of paraphrase and condensation. This mixture of 
degrees of of relationship to the source text makes it unsuitable to be a fragment in a reconstruction, and 
yet the information it conveys to us is both intrinsically interesting and is confidently to be attributed to 
this speaker in this text. 
 The testimony of Proclus in his Euclid commentary is extremely valuable in two separate respects. In 
the first place, it repeatedly corroborates the evidence that Iamblichus provides in his excerpts, providing 
the author’s name on several occasions, as it does here. Another later section of Prologue I.9 serves to 
corroborate part of Aristotle’s answer to this challenge of Isocrates; for this section, see p. 26 above. A 
section in I.11 corroborates part of the speech of Aristotle that was cited by Iamblichus at DCMS xxvii, each 
paragraph in the report of Proclus corresponding to each successive phase of the argument as excerpted by 
Iamblichus; on this corroboration, see p. 26 above and p. 74 below. In virtue of the mutual confirmation of 
the common source in Iamblichus and Proclus, the testimony of Proclus is in a position to supplement our 
knowledge of the lost text, as happens in this case. For other possible further evidence deriving from 
Proclus, see below, pp. 74-76. 
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Possible further evidence 
 
 In this order of presentation: several passages in Iamblichus (p. 72); fragments of P.Oxy.3699 
(pp. 72-73); three selections from the Euclid commentary of Proclus (Prologue I.11, I.13, II.4, pp. 74-
76); evidence from Ammonius, attributed to On Philosophy (pp. 76-77); evidence in the works of 
Cicero (pp. 78-79; evidence in other authors (Plutarch, Chalcidius, Tertullian, Ammonius, 
Alexander, and Synesius – p. 80); evidence in proverb collections (p. 81). 
 
 

A report in Iamblichus, On Nicomachus 
 
Iamblichus; in the fourth title of his Pythagorean sequence, his book On the Introduction to 

Arithmetic by Nicomachus of Gerasa, Iamblichus mentions some early history of number 
theory at 10.8-24, some details of which suggest that they derive from a work of Aristotle. A 
brief review of the views of Pythagoras, Eudoxus, Hippasus, and Philolaos preserves 
suggestive information about them. There is some evidence that speakers in Protrepticus 
had an interest in the history of number theory as well as the history of geometry. 

 
*** 

A set of papyrus fragments in P.Oxy.3699 
 
P.Oxy.3699. An Oxyrhynchus papyrus, preserved in several fragments, conserves portions of a 
Socratic dialogue that seems to have been referred to in the Protrepticus.  
 

… reputation, strength, beauty … are unprofitable to such a person. It’s pretty much just 
like a ‘knife to a child’ how any of such things turns out for an uneducated human. For 
when he owns the possessions he has the initial impulse for weak self-control, leading to 
self-indulgence and even gambling and women and other …” 

(fr. d, col. I) 
… do/ca r(w/mh ka/lloj |….]a? tau=ta/ ge, ei) oi?.t?ei |.]…., a)lusitelh= e)stin | tw=i t]o[i]ou/twi: sxedo\n | ga\r 
w(/sper pa[idi\] ma/|x]a?ira gei/netai a?)pa?i?deu/|t]wi a)nqrw/pw[i] tw=n | toi]ou/twn ti. xrhma/|twn] me\n ga\r 
u(parca/n| t]wn a)formh\n e!xein | t]h=i a)krasi/ai ei)j h(?d?u? | p]a?q?i/aj (kai\ h!dh ‘kai\ m?[a=]l?l?o?n?’) k?u/b[ou]j |k]ai\ 
gumnai=kaj ka[i\] a)?l?l?oi 

 
Editorial notes: This Oxyrhynchus papyrus, now conserved in many fragments (the mutual sequence of 
which is unclear), transmits a dialogue with protreptic themes. There is a close overlap of themes between 
this set of fragments and the passage in P.Oxy.666 (pp. 6-7 above), in which ‘Isocrates’ offers protreptic 
arguments along Socratic lines. Especially significant is the repetition of the slogan ‘no knife for a child’. 
The two main hypotheses to consider are a) that the above fragments derive from a work such as the 
Protrepticus of Antisthenes, and ‘Isocrates’ in Aristotle’s Protrepticus alludes to and exploits this earlier 
passage in his own speech, or b) that the above fragments derive from the Protrepticus of Aristotle, in which 
case the Isocrates allusions are intratextual, not intertexual.  
 

… is his life unprofitable and harmful?” – “Unprofitable, certainly,” he said. – “So then,” he 
said, “the life of everyone uneducated is bad, and so are his actions, right?” – “Yes, 
indeed(?)” he said. – “So what possession,” he said, “would be profitable to such a person? 
For if,” he said, “someone individually …” 

(fr. a, col. III) 
… a)lusite]|lh\j kai\ blabero\j o( bi/|oj e)sti/n; - a)lusitelh\j | me\n ou)=n e!fh. – ou)kou=n | e!fh panto\j tou= 
a)pai|deu/tou moxqhro\j o( | bi/oj kai\ ai( pra/ceij ei)si/n, | [[n?]] h)\ ou)/; - kai\ ..[..] e!fh. | -ti/ a@n ou}n e!fh [t]w=I 
toi|ou/twi lusit[el]….. |xoi; kai\ ga\r ei) kaq’ e@n tij, | e!fh, zht?..[.]l?.[].a? 

 
 … so the man whose life(?) is bad,” he said, “isn’t his life(?) unprofitable (and harmful)?”  

(fr. b, col. I) 
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… ]. at?[…]wnl??[] | ]ein[. .]uke |]e?tooouun efh | ]moxqhro?s estin: |]u? ouk a?l?usite  
 

… if his life,” he said, “is unprofitable and harmful, what will it profit him to own?” -”And 
more pleasant…”  

(fr. c, col. I) 
... ou{ e!fh o( bi/oj a)l[usite|lh\j kai\ blabero/j e)sti(n) | e?)[ke]i/?nwi ti/ lusitelei= u(|p?a/?r?x?e?i?n?; - h#dio/n te tou  

 
Editorial notes: In the above fragments of the papyrus, we see a fairly clear line of argument, entirely 
consistent with the one offered by ‘Isocrates’ on pp. 6-7 above (P.Oxy.666). The conversational dialogue is 
consistent with the works of Antisthenes, but could also have been present in Aristotle’s Protrepticus. 
 

“ … doing it for the sake of silver; and again Alkmeon, like somebody driven mad, and 
intending to do a favor either to his father or to the gods, killed his mother … but later 
regretted doing it and cursed his own miserable fate, and went insane … “  

(fr. a, col. II ) 
… poih=sai e(/[ne]ken | a)rguri/ou: pa/lin te o( [  )Al]|kme/wn w(j parakeko|fw/j tij kai\ oi)o/menoj | 
xa?r?[i]e?[i=j]q?a?i?/ ti h)\ tw=| p?a?|tri\ h)\ toi=j] qeoi=j th\n | mhte/r[a] a)poktei/naj |….[]. . t?emen e)pi |qu? ... 
a)poktei=nai | u#steron de\ poih/saj | metame/lesqai kai\ ka|kodaimoni/zein au(to\n | kai\ mai/nes[qai 

 
Editorial notes: One element (madness) connects this passage to other evidence of Aristotle’s Protrepticus: , 
such as the speech of ‘Heraclides’ (p. 39). This element is shared, as well as ‘silver’ with P.Oxy.3659 (above).  
 

... of all the bad things of the Greeks none is worse than the race of athletes: first, they 
neither learn how to live well nor would they be able to. For how, when a man is a slave to 
his jaw and a victim of his belly, could he acquire … ?”  

(fr. d, col. II) 
… ka|[kwn gar ontwn muri|w?n? [kaq Ellada o]u?q[en |]k?a?k?*[ion e]stin aqlh|t?[wn ge]n?ouj oi prw|ton 
oikein [o]ute ma[n|qanousin eu? o?ut an [du|nainto pwj? g?a?r? [ostij | e?st anhr gna?[qou te dou|loj nhdouj 
q?h?[tth|menoj kt?h?[sait an  

 
Editorial notes: Two elements (slavery versus freedom, and athletes) connect this passage to passages in 
the reconstruction. However, all these indications are suggestive but not probative. 
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A passage in the Euclid commentary of Proclus, Prologue I.11 

 
After these things we should discuss what someone should demand of the mathematician, and 

how someone might be able to judge him correctly. [23] For he who has been educated absolutely is 
able to judge about everything, says Aristotle, and he who has been educated about mathematics 
will be able to judge the correctness of the arguments in it. [26] Moreover, he needs to have acquired 
criteria of judgment and to recognize in the first place when it is necessary to produce the demon-
strations in common terms, and when one needs to look at the particularities of each one. [33.2] For 
often the same things exist in things that differ in form, for example, in all triangles there are two 
right angles. [4] And many things have the same predicate, but the common term differs in form in 
each case, for example, ‘similarity’ differs in shapes and numbers. [7] So one should not demand of 
the mathematician a single demonstration of these, for the same things are not principles of shapes 
and of numbers; rather they differ according to the underlying kind. [10] But if the intrinsic attribute 
is unique, then the demonstration is also unique, for having two right angles is the same thing in all 
triangles, and that in virtue of which it is an attribute is the same in all, the triangle, i.e. the definition 
of triangle. [13] So just as having four external right angles does not exist in triangles alone, but also 
in all rectilinear <shapes>, the demonstration also fits every case, insofar as it is rectilinear. [17] 
Indeed, each definition contributes some universal characteristic or affection, in which everything 
participates that has that definition, for example the definition of ‘triangle’, or of ‘rectilinear’, or in 
general of the shape it is. [33.20|21] 

In the second place: if he makes the demonstrations in accordance with the underlying material, 
e.g. if he offers necessary and irrefutable arguments, but not persuasive arguments or arguments 
filled up with plausibility. [24] For it is similar, says Aristotle, to demand proofs of an orator, and to 
accept persuasive arguments from a mathematician. [34.1] Everyone who has knowledge or is skilled 
should provide the arguments appropriate to the affairs about which he is treating. [3|4] Similarly, 
Plato in Timaeus also demands from the natural scientist plausible arguments, because the treatment 
concerns those kind of things, but of the teacher of higher things concerning intelligible objects and 
the stable reality, irrefutable and immovable ones. [7|8] For right away those things that underlie 
the sciences and the skills make for differences, for example if some are immovable and others 
movable, and some are simpler and others more complex, and some are intelligible and others are 
perceptible. [11] Nor should we demand from every mathematical science the same precision—for if 
one science were somehow to touch upon perceptibles, and another were to be a cognition of under-
lying intelligibles, they would not be similarly precise, but the latter would be more. [15] That is why 
we say that arithmetic is more precise than harmonics. [16] Nor in general would we think it right 
that mathematics use the same demonstrations as the other sciences, for the underlying things make 
for a difference that is not slight. [34.19|20] 

We say, thirdly, that someone who is going to judge correctly the arguments in mathematics needs 
to have made investigations about sameness and difference, and about the intrinsic and the inciden-
tal, and about proportion, and about all these kinds of things. [24] For pretty much all mistakes hap-
pen in this way, when people think they have given a mathematical demonstration, but are not ac-
tually giving a proof, when they make demonstrations of the same thing as different according to 
each form, or the different as the same, or when they mistake the coincidental for the intrinsic, or the 
intrinsic for the coincidental, for example, that a curved line is more beautiful than a straight one, or 
a equilateral than an isosceles, for these things are not the job of the mathematician to define. [35.6|7]  

Now the fourth is that, since mathematics has a middle rank between the intelligibles and the per-
ceptibles, and proves many images of divine things in itself, and many examples of natural argu-
ments, he needs to observe the threefold demonstrations in it, those that are more intellectual, those 
that are more discursive, and those that actually touch on opinion. [13] For it is necessary for its de-
monstrations to differ according to the problems, and to divide the realities into kinds appropriately, 
since it is actually woven together of all these things, and adapts its own arguments to every case. 

 
Reference: Proclus, Commentary on Euclid’s Elements I, Prologue I, ch. 11, 32.21-35.19. 
 
Editorial notes: The first three paragraphs in the above citation from Proclus serve to corroborate three 
successive phases of the argument of ‘Aristotle’ as paraphrased and cited from the speech of ‘Aristotle’ by 
Iamblichus at DCMS xxvii; see above, pp. 28-31. The phrases marked in bold in our translation above are 
identical with phrases in the version of Iamblichus. The fourth paragraph, however, has no correspondence 
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in the version of Iamblichus, and has a very good chance of being derived from the lost work, from a place 
slightly later in the speech of ‘Aristotle’. Like Iamblichus, Proclus seems to be preserving the order of the 
source text as he exploits it. But he exploits it in a different way that Iamblichus does, a way that does not 
permit backwards inference to the words of the original. See comments above (pp. 70-71), on the material in 
chapter 9 of Prologue I of Proclus’ commentary. 
 

*** 
A passage in the Euclid commentary of Proclus, Prologue I.13 

 
Geodesy and mensuration are analogous to these sciences <sc. geometry and arithmetic>, 

since they discourse not about intelligible but about sensible numbers and figures. For it is 
not the function of geodesy to measure cylinders and cones, but heaps of earth considered 
as cones and wells considered as cylinders, and it does not use intelligible straight lines, but 
sensible ones, sometimes more precise ones such as rays of sunshine, sometimes rougher 
ones such as a rope or a carpenter’s rule. … Again optics and canonics are offshoots of 
geometry and arithmetic. The former science uses visual lines and the angles made by 
them; it is divided into a part specifically called optics which explains the illusory appear-
ances presented by objects seen at a distance, such as the converging of parallel lines or the 
rounded appearance of square towers, and general catoptrics, which is concerned with the 
various ways light is reflected. [39.20-40.2 and 40.9-18] 

 
Editorial notes: Proclus has already been a witness in the First Prologue to his Euclid commentary: in 
chapter 9 (see above, pp. 69-70, where he both corroborates other evidence and supplies fresh evidence) 
and again in chapter 9 (see above, p. 26 to illustrate the corroboration by Proclus of evidence provided by 
Iamblichus), and in chapter 11, where he definitely corroborates evidence provided by Iamblichus and 
perhaps provides new evidence (see previous page). So it stands to reason that later sections might contain 
allusions or exploitations to the lost work, and this pair of passages in chapter 13 is a good candidate for 
consideration. The topic of applied mathematics and their role in practical subjects was at issue between 
‘Heraclides’ and ‘Aristotle’ (see p. 11-15 above), and the idea of more precise tools for carpentry, such as 
sighting with rays of sunshine is used by ‘Aristotle’ in a section of the lost dialogue that is directed against 
Isocrates (see p. 53 above). This is a very suggestive zone of comments, but it is not easy to know the limits 
of exploitation of the passages of which Proclus makes use; so without a second witness this is likely to 
remain an unconfirmed suggestion. 
 

*** 
 
 

A passage in the Euclid commentary of Proclus, Second Prologue ch. 4, 64.3-65.23 
 

Now then, those things have been recorded by many of our senior scholars who set out to 
sing the praises of mathematics, and for this reason we have presented here only a few of 
the many facts we might have cited to display the cognitive generality and the benefits of 
the science of geometry; but next we have to talk about the development of this science 
during this period. [8] The inspired Aristotle said that the same beliefs have often recurred 
to humans at certain regular periods of the world, and that it was not among us, or among 
any of those of whom we have any cognizance, that the sciences took shape for the first 
time; on the contrary, they appear and again disappear during other cycles, too numerous 
to tell, that have come to pass and will in turn exist. [15|16] But since we need to investi-
gate the origin of the arts and sciences in the present period, we say that geometry was first 
discovered by Egyptians, according to most of those who research the question, and owed 
its development to the re-measuring of their lands. [20] This was necessary for them 
because the Nile overflows and obliterates the appropriate property boundaries between 
them. [23] And it is not at all surprising that the discovery of this, as well as that of the 
other sciences, had its origin in utility, since everything that is carried on by coming into 
being proceeds from the imperfect to the perfect form. [65.1] So the transition from sense-
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perception to thinking and from thinking to insight would be likely to happen. [3] Just as 
among the Phoenicians the precise cognition of the numbers got its origin from trade and 
commerce, it was also in this way that geometry was discovered by Egyptians, for the 
reason mentioned. [65.7] 

Thales, having traveled to Egypt, was the first to bring this theoretical subject over into 
Greece; he made many discoveries himself, and taught the principles of many others to 
those who came after him, attacking some problems in a more general way and others in a 
more sense-perceptual way. [11] Next after him, Mamertius, brother of Stesichorus the poet, 
is remembered for the zeal with which he applied himself to the study of geometry; and 
Hippias of Elis did research showing that he acquired a reputation in geometry. [15] After 
them, Pythagoras transformed the philosophy of geometry into a scheme of liberal educa-
tion, surveying its principles from above and investigating its theorems in an immaterial 
and intellectual way; he was also the one who discovered the business of the irrationals and 
the arrangement of the cosmic figures. [21] After him, Anaxagoras of Clazomenae applied 
himself to many questions in geometry, and so did Oenopides of Chios, who was a little 
younger than Anaxagoras. 

 
Editorial notes: Proclus has already proved himself to be a valuable witness; see previous note. In his 
Second Prologue, he returns to the theme of the history of geometry and offers an Aristotelian account, 
which has the appearance of deriving from a speech of ‘Aristotle’ in the Protrepticus; if so, the most obvious 
place for this material would be in a speech of Aristotle just before or just after the speech of ‘Heraclides’ in 
DCMS xxii, as the two writers appear to be giving alternative accounts of the history of Pythagorean 
mathematics and Pythagorean tradition. The mention of geometry as arising in Egypt is confirmed in the 
first chapter of Metaphysics, but this does not mean that it was the source for Proclus; in fact the first 2 
chapters of his Metaphysics appears to be recycling significant ideas from Protrepticus (whereas chapters 3-6 
appear to be recycling significant portions and ideas from On Philosophy. There would appear to have been 
a speech by ‘Aristotle’ on the history of the arts and sciences, for which the best evidence is derived from 
Aristocles (the next item of evidence); if there had been such a speech relatively early in the dialogue, this 
would enable Aristotle’s breezy later references to ‘the inundations’ and to the rapid progress of the precise 
forms of philosophy in his time (see above, p. 24). 

 
*** 

Evidence from Ammonius, attributed to On Philosophy 
 
The late ancient scholar Ammoniuns gave lectures on the Introduction to Arithmetic by 
Nicomachus of Gerasa, incorporating passages by earlier scholars, including Aristocles of 
Messene, and his lectures were captured in two versions, one by Asclepius of Tralles, and the 
other by Philoponus of Alexandria, both ‘protocols’ of these lectures being very similar to each 
other. The first item of information may or may not be derived via Aristocles (see the following 
item of evidence), but this second longer passage is explicitly said to be taken from Aristocles’ 
work On Philosophy (not to be confused with Aristotle’s work On Philosophy). We present the 
prologue to the lecture by Ammonius, in the protocols by Philoponus (I.14-49). 
 

But since we use the terms ‘wisdom’ and ‘wise’ generally, you should know that the terms 
‘wisdom’ and ‘wise’ are used homonymously; in fact, they have been taken by the ancients 
in five ways about which I am going to speak, as Aristocles says in his ten books On Philo-
sophy. [17|18] For one needs to know that humans perish in different ways: by plagues and 
famines and earthquakes and wars and all sorts of diseases, among other causes, but most 
of all by rather cataclysmic floods. [20] For example, the flood of Deucalion was great, to be 
sure, but it did not overwhelm everything, for the shepherds and those who have their 
occupa-tions in the mountains or in the foothills survived, but the plains and those who 
dwell in them were flooded. [23] Thus they say that Dardanus was saved from the flood by 
swim-ming across from Samothrace to what was later called Troy. [25] It was out of fear 
that those who were saved from the waters lived in the foothills, as the poet <sc. Homer> 
shows when he says: “Zeus the cloud-gatherer first begat Dardanus; and he founded 
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Dardania, since Ilium was not yet built on the plain as a city for mortal men; but still they 
lived in the foothills of many-fountained Ida” <Iliad 20.215-218>. [30|31] The word “still” 
indicates that they were not yet fully confident to have their occupations on the plains. [32] 
So then, these survivors, not having a source of subsistence, conceived out of necessity the 
things they needed, either hulling grain in mills, sowing seeds, or some other thing like 
that, and they called that kind of conception ‘wisdom’, the kind that discovers the solutions 
in the face of the necessities of life, and they called the one who conceived of these things 
‘wise’. [I.36] 

Again they conceived of skills, “suggested by Athena” as the poet says, but no longer 
stopping at what was necessary in life, but also going so far as to produce things that are 
beautiful and refined. [38] And this again they called ‘wisdom’ and their discoverers ‘wise’, 
since “the wise craftsman fashioned it” <Iliad 23.712>, “knowing well the suggestions of 
wise Athena” <Iliad 15.412> for, because the discoveries were so exceedingly great, they 
attributed the conception of these things to a god. [41] Again, they focused on political 
matters, and discovered laws and all the things that sustain the cities; and again this sort of 
conception they called ‘wisdom’, for the Seven Wise men were people like this, who dis-
covered certain political virtues. [44] Afterwards, proceeding in order, they reached the very 
bodies themselves and the nature that manufactures them, and this they called by the more 
specific name ‘natural theory’; and we say that these kind of people who are concerned 
with nature are ‘wise’. [47] Fifthly, they came at last to things that are divine, hyper-cosmic, 
and completely unchanging, and they named the cognition of these things ‘wisdom’ in the 
most authoritative sense.  
 

Editorial notes: Aristocles of Messene seems to have been closely paraphrasing a work of Aristotle which 
feature the ‘five stages of wisdom’, and this has been attributed to the fragments of On Philosophy (fr. 8), 
without explicit argument, to our knowledge. It connects with many indications of a phase in the dialogue 
in which ‘Aristotle’ offered his developmental theory of the skills and sciences rising after periodic 
catastrophes (see above note, and the passages noted therein). The use of Homer’s poetry as a source of 
historical understanding is a typical reflection of Aristotle’s historiographical concerns, and many themes 
connect with details in our reconstruction of the dialogue. 
 

*** 
 

At the very beginning of the above commentary Ammonius offers material that surely comes 
from Aristotle, and shows signs of being derived from this text. We present the prologue to the 
lecture by Ammonius, in the protocols by Philoponus (I.1-14). 
 

Wisdom (sophia) was so called as being a sort of clearness (sapheia), since it makes all 
things clear. This clearness being a sort of light (phaes), it has acquired its name from that of 
light (phaos), because it brings hidden things to light. Since then, as Aristotle says, things 
intelligible and divine, even if they are most clear in their own nature, seem to us dark and 
dim because of the mist of the body which hangs over us, men naturally gave to the know-
ledge which brings these things into the light for us the name of ‘wisdom’.  

 
Editorial notes: Ammonius does not provide the name of his source for us, and it might be the same as in 
the section that follows (translated above), namely Aristocles. Alternatively, Ammonius could know these 
facts through some other ancient scholar, or perhaps from his knowledge of the text itself, though this 
seems unlikely, as other later ancient commentators after Iamblichus seem to have lacked access to it. In 
any case, it derives from an otherwise unknown work of Aristotle, perhaps his On Philosophy, where it has 
been collected together with the above passage as fr. 8. It seems to us that the attribution more likely to be 
correct is to Protrepticus, where it connects with many themes, especially themes in the thought and 
discourse of ‘Heraclides’ from a speech of whom this may well be derived. 
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*** 
Evidence in the works of Cicero 

 
On several occasions, Cicero explicitly says that his own dialogues were influenced by Aristotle’s popular 
(“exoteric”) works. For example, Cicero says that he is following Aristotle by adding a preface to his 
dialogue (see the “Address to Themison” on p. 3). In a letter to Atticus, Cicero states: “ my recent 
compositions follow the Aristotelian pattern, in which the other roles in the dialogue are subordinate to the 
author’s own (quem autem his temporibus scripsi Aristoteleion morem habent, in quo sermo ita inducitur ceterorem, 
ut penes ipsum sit principatus)” (Att. 13.19.3-5, Letter 326). In another letter, Cicero says, “ I have also 
composed ... three volumes in the form of an argument and dialogue On the Orator, in the manner (so at 
least I intended) of Aristotle (scripsi igitur Aristotelio more, quem ad modum quidem volui, tris libros in 
disputatione ac dialogo De oratore)” (Fam. 1.9.23, tr. Shackleton Bailey, letter 20).  
 
Cicero, Hortensius (a lost dialogue). Some of the evidence for Cicero’s lost dialogue has been incorporated 

above, but all the remains should be searched again. For example, there were comments in that dialogue 
on the etymology of ‘philosophia’ (Boethius, Diff. Top. 2); did an argument like this take place also in 
Aristotle’s dialogue? However, a problem with working with this material is that this work is also lost, 
and even less of its literary structure is discernible than in the case of Aristotle’s work. It was reported 
by a Roman historian that “what Marcus Tullius said in his Hortensius” was “written following the 
example of a protreptic” (nec ignota esse arbitor quae dixit Marcus Tullius in Hortensio, quem ad exemplum 
protreptici scripsit) (Historia Augusta XIX.7-XX.2 =2.97.20 Hohl), and this is no doubt true to some extent. 
But it is impossible to know this extent, especially when we keep in mind that he also modeled his work 
on Plato’s Phaedo and perhaps other influential antecedent works. 

 
Cicero, Tusculan Disputations III.28.69. “Aristotle, criticizing the older philosophers for having reckoned 

philosophy to have been brought to completion by their genius, said that they were either extremely 
foolish or extremely vain, but that he saw that in a few years great advances had been made and in a 
short time philosophy will be fully finished.” This passage was collected as Protrepticus fr. 8 (Ross). It is 
evidently consistent with or part of the line of thought expressed by ‘Aristotle’ in response to ‘Isocrates” 
(p. 24 above), that philosophy had developed into a period of great acceleration towards perfection. 

 
Cicero, Tusculan Disputations V.7-10. Crucial evidence about Heraclides of Pontus is preserved at V.8, 

where Cicero reports the comparison made by Pythagoras, according to Heraclides, between entering 
into this human life and attending an athletic festival, with competing participants, observant 
spectators, and greedy merchants. This was part of the answer given by Pythagoras to Leon of Phlius, 
according to a report in Diogenes Laertius (I.12), as recounted in Heraclides’ work On the Woman Who 
Stopped Breathing, and the Cicero evidence has been collected for this lost work (fr. 88 Wehril = 85 
Schütrumpf). However, these Heraclides editors have overlooked a very similar passage in Iamblichus, 
Vita Pythagorica 12, which is more likely to contain verbatim extracts and accurate parallels than is 
Cicero’s Latin account. A closer inspection of the chapters around chapter 12 suggests that it is part of a 
multi-chapter exploitation of the lost work of Heraclides (this is a new suggestion on our part), in which 
case Iamblichus is likely to have used the same techniques of paraphrase and citation that he used in his 
Protrepticus, and the lost work of Heraclides is now capable of being substantially reconstructed. When 
we turn back now to the Cicero evidence and look before and after the Heraclides passage, we perceive 
it to be a version of the Protrepticus episode in which ‘Heraclides’ admits that the name ‘philosophy’ is 
recent, though its activity is ancient, first giving evidence from the seven sages and from astrological 
considerations (V.7-8). Then follows the version of the ‘theatre motif’, with ascription to Heraclides of 
Pontus (V.8-9), then follows a further section (V.10) in which the topic is the focus of study of earlier 
philosophers, concluding with the famous comment that it was Socrates who brought philosophy down 
from the skies. This whole stretch is for us a zone of discovery, where further research might confirm 
our suspicion that this is derived from a portion of the speech of ‘Heraclides’, probably a portion that 
came before the climax of his speech in Protr. VIII (see pp. 42-43 above). 

 
Cicero, Tusculan Disputations V.35.101 and De Finibus II.32.106, collected as Protrepticus fr. 16 (Ross). Cicero 

pretends at De Finibus II.32.106 not to understand “why Aristotle derided to such a degree the epigram 
of Sardanapallus, in which that Syrian king boasts of having taken with him all his sensual delights. For 
he asks, how could he, when dead, continue to feel what he was aware of, when alive, just so long as he 
was enjoying it?” A fuller version of Aristotle’s attack on the hedonism of Sardanapallus, including the 
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notorious epigram, is provided in Tusculan Disputations V.35.107, where Cicero refers to Sardanapallus 
as an “extremely wealthy king of Syria,” who “had inscribed this on his tomb: ‘What I have is what I ate 
and consumed in satisfaction of lust | but I threw away and left behind many brilliant things.’ What 
else, asks Aristotle, would you inscribe on the tomb of an ox rather than a king? He has, when he is 
dead, says Aristotle, what he had, even when living, just so long as he was enjoying it.” Aristotle 
regarded Sardanapallus as remarkably silly, “even sillier than the name of his father would suggest” 
(Athenaeus VIII, 335f). The lively way that Aristotle attacks Sardanapallus suggests a popular dialogue, 
such as Protrepticus; and this suggestion is supported by the presence of Sardanapallus stories in the 
opening pages of the Eudemian Ethics and Nicomachean Ethics, in contexts where material has also been 
derived or adapted from his earlier Protrepticus. We regard it is a quite likely that there was such a 
mention of Sardanapallus in the lost work; if so, it was probably in an early speech of ‘Aristotle’. 

 
Cicero, De Finibus II.13.40 = Protrepticus fr. 10c (Ross). Cicero cites this memorable comment by Aristotle: “a 

human is born for two things, as Aristotle says, for understanding and for action, as a sort of mortal 
god.” This proposition has a good chance of being derived from the lost dialogue, and should be 
compared and connected with a comment, apparently spoken by ‘Aristotle’, contrasting humans with 
beasts and gods, preserved in Iamblichus Protrepticus ch. V, 35.14-18 (see above, p. 64). We do not know 
the location in the lost work from which this Cicero comment was taken; perhaps it was part of a fairly 
early speech of Aristotle, of which Iamblichus (probably) preserves the above fragment and a few 
others. It was a mistake for earlier editors of Aristotle’s dialogues to catalogue it as among the evidence 
in ‘fragment 10’, as this material is unlikely to be derived from the same part of the dialogue as the 
closing paragraph of Heraclides’ speech reported in ch. VIII of the Protrepticus of Iamblichus; the line of 
thought and the way of expressing it is more appropriate to the character ‘Aristotle’ than to ‘Heraclides’, 
whose speech is collected as part of fr. 10. Although the speech of ‘Heraclides’ does conclude with a 
thought that it was for the purpose of intellectual contemplation that humans entered this world, that is 
his Pythagorean way of expressing what Aristotle refers to as “being born.” 

 
Cicero, De Finibus Book V, passim. In Book V of Cicero’s De Finibus, Cicero expounds the Peripatetic view of 

the ultimate aims of human life; and since this was a key theme in Aristotle’s Protrepticus it stands to 
reason that Cicero might have recycled elements from Aristotle’s work, since he knew it well. Another 
reason to consider a lost work of Aristotle as a source for Cicero is that he comments (V.5.12-14) that he 
is restricting himself to the works of the older Peripatetics, including the On Happiness by Theophrastus 
(with whom he disagrees), the Nicomachean Ethics, and various works of Aristotle that are either popular 
or scholarly. One fairly strong indication that Cicero was exploiting Aristotle’s lost work is at V.5.11, 
which is apparently a reference to the Protrepticus, one of the “most noble and distinguished writings” 
of the Peripatetics: “The way of life that they <sc. the Peripatetics> most commended was one spent in 
quiet contemplation and study. This is the most god-like of lives, and so most worthy of the wise man. 
Some of their most noble and distinguished writing is to be found on this theme. Their discussions of 
the supreme good sometimes appear inconsistent. This is because they wrote two different kinds of 
work, one more popular which they called “exoteric”, the other more specialized, which took the form 
of note-books (unum populariter scriptum, quod exoterikon appellabant, alterum limatius quod in commentariis 
reliquerunt). In fact there is no variation in the main body of their thought, either within the individual 
works of the individual thinkers I have mentioned, or between them” (V.11-12, tr. Woolf). Another 
passage (V.19.53) that has a good chance of being derived from Aristotle’s work makes exactly the same 
point as one made by Aristotle, at Iambl. Protr. IX 53.2-15: “Philosophers of old picture what kind of life 
the wise will have on the Isles of the Blessed: freed from every trouble, and requiring none of the acces-
sories and equipment that are necessary for life, they will simply devote all their time to investigating 
and researching nature.” Other passages give indications in the same direction, that Cicero was making 
use of themes and ideas from Aristotle’s work, such as these: V.19.54, which offers a comment about 
sleep that relates to one advanced by ‘Heraclides’ at VIII, 45.25-46.7 (p. 40); V.19.50, which offers com-
ments about mental and intellectual pleasures that related to Aristotle’s discussion of intellectual plea-
sure at XI, 58.17-59.13 (p. 58); and V.14.39, which offers comments about agriculture that resemble those 
of Aristotle at IX, 50.5-12, (p. 46). Much of what Cicero writes in Book V of the De Finibus is of course 
entirely unrelated to Aristotle’s Protrepticus, or only distantly related; and since there is no definite 
technique of knowing whether any one passage is derived from that work, unless we have a second 
piece of evidence, this zone of evidence is likely to remain a source of suggestions about the lost work, 
and perhaps corroborations of ideas elsewhere witnessed, rather than an independent source of infor-
mation. Further research is called for; what is needed is fresh scrutiny of Book V in its entirety, in the 
light of all the material attributed and attributable to the lost work in this provisional reconstruction. 
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*** 
Evidence in the works of other authors 

 
Plutarch, Is it right to say ‘Live inconspicuously’? 5-7; this was attributed to Protrepticus by Bignone, on the 

basis of parallels with Protr. VIII. We agree that it seems to give parallel information that is relevant to 
Protrepticus, but we suspect that it primarily gives witness to the views of Heraclides, especially his 
doctrine of the light-like soul, views that are alluded to by ‘Heraclides’ in Aristotle’s dialogue. 

 
Chalcidius, On Plato’s Timaeus 3d+ (CCVIII), collected as Protrepticus fr. 17 (Ross). In his commentary on 

Plato’s Timaeus, Chalcidius transmits a report about Aristotle which has a fairly good chance of being 
drawn ultimately from the lost dialogue Protrepticus. “Aristotle uses an example of crystal clarity: the 
height of madness is reached when a man not only is ignorant, but also does not know what he is 
ignorant of, and therefore gives his assent to false images and takes things that are true to be false, as 
when men think that vice profits them and that virtue acts to their prejudice and ruin … Aristotle calls 
such people ‘old children’, because their mind differs very little from that of a child.” A remark such as 
this could have found a natural place towards the beginning of the Protrepticus, and numerous themes 
in the surviving fragments seem to connect to this report, including: immaturity and lack of wisdom, 
being deceived by images, and great lack of wisdom or childishness being a form of madness.  

 
Themistius, On How the Philosopher Should Speak (Oration 26); this speech contains numerous protreptic 

motifs that may indicate provenance in Protrepticus, though Themistius often reworks his sources 
almost beyond recognition. Themistius appreciated the dialogues of Aristotle, as he says; “these 
writings of Aristotle that are of general utility and were designed for a broad audience are truly full of 
light and radiance. They are useful without being boring or unpleasant at all. Aphrodite has been 
showered upon them, and the Graces make an appearance in them so that they will have an enticing 
quality” (319, trans. R. J. Penella). Of special interest are passages in 316-317, where Themistius offers a 
history of innovation in the arts and sciences at 316-317, running through a progressive history of 
philosophy from Thales to Socrates. On the development of the arts and sciences, see the evidence 
above from Proclus and Aristocles (pp. 75-77); on the high stage of development in philosophy, see the 
core evidence above (pp. 24-27). There are thematic connections with Protrepticus core evidence, more 
than with On Philosophy. 

 
Synesius: Fragment 8 (Walzer/Ross) of Aristotle’s On Philosophy; this comment has been ascribed to On 

Philosophy, but Protrepticus is also a plausible candidate. Synesius asks why should proverbs not be 
considered wise “which Aristotle described as relics, saved by their conciseness and cleverness when 
ancient philosophy perished in the widespread destruction of mankind.” This evidence should be 
related to the material on the rise of the skills and sciences out of destructive cataclysms, above (Proclus, 
pp. 75-76, and Aristocles, pp. 76-77). The topic of philosophy developing in the historical aftermath of 
destructive floods also occurred in the core evidence (p. 24, above). On proverbs, see next page. 

 
Synesius: Fragment 15 (Walzer/Ross) of Aristotle’s On Philosophy; certain comments on illumination have 

been ascribed to On Philosophy, but Protrepticus is also a plausible candidate. The Byzantine author 
Michael Psellus says mentions “illumination, which Aristotle describes as mysterious and akin to the 
Eleusinian mysteries for, in these, the initiate was being molded, not taught.” Synesius reports Aristotle 
as claiming that “those who are initiated into the Mysteries are not expected to learn anything but to 
experience some change, to be put into a certain condition, in other words to be fitted for a certain 
purpose.” This line of thought would fit well with the argument provided by ‘Aristotle’ (pp. 44-51 
above) about the purpose of human beings. Both passages are collected in fr. 15 of On Philosophy (Ross). 

 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, Commentary on Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics (p. 5.13-20); M. Rashed has recently 

suggested that this section contains allusions to the comparisons between animals and humans in 
Protrepticus, on the strength of parallels with Iamblichus evidence (p. 64 above), and with the beginning 
of Galen’s Protrepticus (1-4). Rashed finds that the Protrepticus was also exploited in his (lost) 
commentary on Aristotle’s Physics (evidence in Simplicius and in a later Arabo-Hebrew text); and he 
feels that his Commentary on Aristotle’s Metaphysics would reveal more about Protrepticus if carefully 
scrutinized. In our opinion, the suggestion about the Post. An. commentary is an understatement, and 
there are reasons to believe that Alexander is familiar with and making some use of the lost dialogue in 
many passages in the preliminary remarks to this commentary, not just in 8 lines on page 5. 
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*** 
Evidence in collections of proverbs 

 
The topic of proverbs appears to have played a prominent role in the early part of the work, not only “no 
knife for a child,” but also “satisfaction begets insolence, and ignorance and power beget madness” and the 
expression “dog in a manger”, all of which occur in the early speech of ‘Isocrates’ (pp. 6-7 above). The 
status of proverbs was an issue between Isocrates and Aristotle; Isocrates evidently felt it was sufficient to 
list a good batch of good ones, as he did in his protreptic work To Demonicus. Isocrates’s student Cephiso-
dorus attacked Aristotle for making the collection of proverbs not worth while, which would be explained 
if in the lost dialogue Aristotle insisted on his practice of integrating proverbs with other sources of infor-
mation and insight, to tease out their meaning by research. According to Synesius (p. 80 above), Aristotle 
described proverbs as “relics, saved by their conciseness and cleverness when ancient philosophy perished 
in the widespread destruction of mankind,” a description that may have occurred in the lost work. 
 
Iamblichus, Protrepticus, ch. II. In the second chapter of his Protrepticus, Iamblichus lists at least 16 proverbs, 
though accidental damage to the text has obscured 2 of them and there may have been more. The sixth and 
seventh proverbs were present in the lost work, expressed in the voice of ‘Isocrates’, so this question arises: 
what about the other ones? To judge from their style and orientation, the first 7 would be appropriate in the 
voice of ‘Isocrates’, the next 3-7 would be appropriate in the voice of ‘Heraclides’, and the last 2-6 would be 
appropriate in the voice of ‘Aristotle’. One attractive hypothesis is that Iamblichus felt he could supply the 
whole of a short chapter of proverbs from his main source, Aristotle’s Protrepticus. 
 

Since we live with the soul, it must be said that it’s by the virtue of it that we live well, since, as we 
see with the eyes, it’s by their virtue that we see well. [19] 

Do not think of gold as touched by rust, or of virtue as touched by shame. [20] 
Be impelled to virtue as to an inviolable sanctuary, so that we won’t be handed over to any ignoble 

outrage of the soul. [9.2|3] 
Feel secure in virtue like a chaste wife, but trust in luck like a fickle girlfriend. [4] 
One must suppose that virtue with poverty is better than wealth with vice, or eating scarce food with 

health is better than overeating with sickness. [6] 
Abundant possessions are much more harmful to one whose soul is in a bad condition than is 

abundant food to one whose body is in a bad disposition. [8] 
It is dangerous to give power to someone faulty, similar to giving a knife to someone insane. [10] 
Just as fasting is better for a festering man than carrying on, so is dying better for a depraved man 

than living. [11] 
Enjoy the observations offered by wisdom to the greatest possible extent, as if they were ambrosia 

and nectar; for the pleasure that comes from them is both undefiled and … [14] 
… the divine a great-souled man, and make <them>, if not eternal, then knowledgeable about things 

that are eternal. [16] 
If sensing well is to be wished for, so much more to be worked for is intelligence, for it exists in the 

practical intellect in us as if it were a sort of sensing well; for the former prevents us sensing 
badly in what we experience, and the latter prevents us reasoning badly in what we do. [10.1] 

And we revere the god, in a way, when we prepare the intellect in us to be pure of every vice as if it 
were a blemish. [3] 

Adorn a temple with offerings and the soul with teachings. [4] 
Before the great mysteries the little ones should be transmitted; likewise education before 

philosophy. [6] 
The fruits of the earth are annual, but philosophy contributes in every portion of the year. [8] 
The one to whom the best land has fallen needs to take the most care of it; just so with a soul, so that 

it might bear fruit worthy of its nature. [10] 
 
In wisdom collections, numerous proverbs ascribed to Aristotle hold out the possibility of having been 
drawn from the lost work, and one of them certainly was: “satisfaction begets insolence” (#85 Searby). This 
protreptic life-affirming metaphor (#58): is appropriate to the voice of Aristotle: “those who are uneducated 
walk around among the living like corpses.” But this sentiment is appropriate to the voice of ‘Heraclides’: 
“What is a human being? A paradigm of weakness, a captive of opportunity, a plaything of Fortune, an 
icon of deterioration, a balance-beam between resentment and misfortune; and the rest is phlegm and bile” 
(#52). See D. M. Searby, Aristotle in the Greek Gnomological Tradition (Uppsala 1998). 
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Rejected evidence 
 

For the sake of completeness, we list here all the evidence that has been erroneously or very 
dubiously attributed to the lost dialogue. Most of these were collected in Ross’s edition as 
fragments 10a, 18, 19, and 20 of Protrepticus, and fr. 14 of On Philosophy. Our reason in each case 
for rejecting the items of evidence below is that we see no solid connection between the ideas in 
the evidence and those in the core evidence of the Protrepticus, presented above (pp. 1-60).  
 
Cicero, Hortensius (a lost dialogue) and De Natura Deorum II. Tacitus mentions (Dialogue on Orators 16.7) 

that Cicero, in his lost dialogue Hortensius, had commented on the ‘Great Year’, a long astronomical 
cycle; and Cicero also alludes to this in De Natura Deorum (II.20.51-52). Cicero does not associate this 
concept with Aristotle, but Censorinus, perhaps relying on Cicero, does mention Aristotle’s name, 
saying that it should have been named the ‘Greatest Year’ (De die natali 18.11). These passages were 
collected as Protrepticus fr. 19 (Ross). 

 
Cicero, Tusculan Disputations V. At four points in Book V, Cicero disapproves of Theophrastus’ denial of the 

thesis that virtue is sufficient for success, contrasting him with Aristotle, who held that it was (V.5.12, 
10.30, 13.39, 30.87). These passages were collected as Protrepticus fr. 18 (Ross). 

 
Cicero, Tusculan Disputations I.3.94. From this we learn that Aristotle reported about a creature that lived 

for one day only, probably a may-fly, found near a river called Hypanis that flows into the Black Sea. 
This passage was collected as part of Protrepticus fr. 10a (Ross).  

 
Seneca, On the Shortness of Life 1.2. Seneca reproves Aristotle for complaining that the lifespan of humans, 

who are “born to so many and such great achievements,” is shorter than that of certain irrational 
creatures. This passage was collected as part of Protrepticus fr. 10a (Ross). 

 
Tertullian, De Anima 46. While attacking the idea of divination by dreams, Tertullian finds the idea that 

Saturn could have been the first to dream a ridiculous one; “he could be this only if he was the first 
to live. Aristotle, pardon my laughter!” The sarcasm of Tertullian is hard to interpret, and we see no 
reason to believe that it sheds any light on this lost work; in Book III of his On Philosophy, Aristotle 
speculated about the mode of activity and inactivity of the living beings that inhabit the celestial 
regions, and this seems a more likely source of Tertullian’s comment. This passage was collected as 
Protrepticus fr. 20 (Ross). 

 
Plutarch, On Tranquillity, ch. 20. In the central portion of this final chapter of Plutarch’s work, we find a 

vivid exploitation of the ‘spectacle of the world’ motif (on this motif, see p. 50). This was collected as 
fr. 14 (Ross) of Aristotle’s dialogue On Philosophy, but then E. Bignone proposed to re-attribute it to 
Aristotle’s Protrepticus, on the basis of the prominence of the motif in this work and its apparent 
absence in On Philosophy. We temporarily accepted this attribution, but later came to the conclusion 
that a more convincing attribution can be made if we consider the whole chapter as a citation by 
Plutarch. Since the beginning of the chapter approves of Diogenes of Sinope, a contemporary Cynic 
philosopher of whom Aristotle did not approve, it cannot be attributed to Aristotle at all; since the 
end of the chapter stresses the value to emotional regulation of the spectator’s detached attitude, it is 
more likely to be the work of a middle Stoic philosopher, a fragment from a later Protrepticus, either 
by Panaetius of Rhodes or by Posidonius of Apamea. 

 
P.Vindob.G.26008, fr. A1, col. II, lines 5-32. A remark mentioning the poet Timotheus and exploring the 

idea of correctness and error in poetical representation has been attributed since the 19th c. to 
Aristotle’s lost dialogue On the Poets. In 1992, G. Most suggested that it could be re-attributed to the 
Protrepticus, where it could find a place relative to the material cited by Iamblichus in ch. X of his 
Protrepticus. This hypothesis is not to be ruled out, but we believe that the more likely attribution is 
the traditional one, to Aristotle’s On the Poets. See above, p. 63, for references and a fuller discussion. 
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Notes and feedback 

 
Please send any and all corrections, suggestions, and other feedback to us at www.protrepticus.info 
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Concordances to superseded editions of Aristotle’s Protrepticus 

 
Aristotelis Fragmenta Selecta, ed. W. D. Ross 
(Oxford 1955)  
(evidence on Protrepticus on pp. 26-56) 
 
<core evidence for a reconstructed Protrepticus>  
Fr. 1 address to Themison  --  pp. 2-3   
Fr. 2 reports of an argument  --  pp. 4-5 
Fr. 3 P.Oxy.666 fragment  --  pp. 6-7 
… 
Fr. 5 DCMS xxvi, 79.5-80.1  --  p. 17 
Fr. 5 DCMS xxvi, 80.1-81.4  --  pp. 18-19 
Fr. 5 Protrepticus VI, 37.22-39.8, + 

DCMS xxvi, 81.7-24  --  pp. 20-21 
Fr. 5 Protrepticus VI, 39.9-40.11, + 

DCMS xxvi, 81.24-82.11  --  pp. 22-23 
Fr. 5 DCMS xxvi, 82.14-83.5, +   

Protrepticus VI, 40.12-41.5 --  pp. 24-27 
Fr. 6 Protrepticus VII, 41.7-24  --  p. 33 
Fr. 6 Protrepticus VII, 41.24-43.5  --  pp. 34-35 
Fr. 6 Protrepticus VII, 43.5-25  --  p. 36 
Fr. 7 Protrepticus VII, 43.27-45.3  --  pp. 37-38 
Fr. 8 DCMS xxvi, 83.6-22  --  pp. 24-27 
Fr. 9 Protrepticus VIII, 45.6-25  --  p. 39 
Fr. 9 Protrepticus VIII, 45.25-46.18  --- p. 40 
Fr. 9 Protrepticus VIII, 46.22-47.4  --  p. 41 
Fr. 10a  Protrepticus VIII, 47.6-21  --  pp. 42-43 
Fr. 10b Protrepticus VIII, 47.21-48.9  --  pp. 42-43 
Fr. 10c Protrepticus VIII, 48.9-21  --  pp. 42-43 
Fr. 11 Protrepticus IX, 49.3-25  --  pp. 44-45 
Fr. 11 Protrepticus IX, 49.26-51.6  --  pp. 46-47 
Fr. 11 Protrepticus IX, 51.6-52.16  --  pp. 48-49 
Fr. 12 Protrepticus IX, 52.16-54.5  --  pp. 50-51 
Fr. 13 Protrepticus X, 54.12-55.3  --  p. 52 
Fr. 13 Protrepticus X, 55.7-56.2  --  p. 53 
Fr. 13 Protrepticus X, 56.4-12  --  p. 54 
Fr. 14 Protrepticus XI, 56.15-57.6  --  p. 55 
Fr. 14 Protrepticus XI, 57.6-58.10  --  pp. 56-57 
Fr. 14 Protrepticus XI, 58.17-59.13  --  pp. 58-59 
Fr. 15 Protrepticus XII, 59.24-60.10  --  p. 60 
 
<peripheral evidence, not in sequence>  
Fr. 4 Protrepticus VI, 37.3-22  --  p. 65 
 
<possible further evidence of Protrepticus>  
Fr. 16 reports on Sardanapallus  --  pp. 78-79 
Fr. 17 evidence in Chalcidius, in Tim.  --  p. 80  
  
<evidence rejected by us, as not from Protrepticus> 
Fr. 18 evidence in Cicero, Tusculans V  --  p. 82 
Fr. 19 reports on the ‘Great Year’  --  p. 82 
Fr. 20 a witticism in Tertullian, in de An.  --  p. 82 
 
 
 

Aristotle’s Protrepticus: an attempt at 
reconstruction, ed. I. Düring (Göteborg 1961) 
(Düring B fragments, on pp. 46-93) 
 
<core evidence for a reconsructed Protrepticus>  
B1 address to Themison  --  pp. 2-3 
B2-5 P.Oxy.666 fragment  --  pp. 6-7 
B6 reports of an argument  --  pp. 4-5 
… 
B10-12 Protrepticus IX, 49.3-25  --  pp. 44-45 
B13-16 Protrepticus IX, 49.26-51.6  --  pp. 46-47 
B17 Protrepticus IX, 51.16-52.5  --  pp. 48-49 
B18-19 Protrepticus IX, 51.6-51.15  --  pp. 48-49 
B20-21 Protrepticus IX, 52.6-16  --  pp. 48-49 
... 
B31-36 Protrepticus VI, 37.22-39.8  --  pp. 20-21 
B37-40 Protrepticus VI, 39.9-40.1  --  pp. 22-23 
B41 Protrepticus VII, 41.6-15  --  p. 33 
B42-45 Protrepticus IX, 52.16-54.5  -- pp. 48-49 
B46-47 Protrepticus X, 54.5-55.3  --  p. 52 
B48-50 Protrepticus X, 55.7-56.2  --  p. 53 
B51 Protrepticus X, 56.4-12  --  p.54 
B52 DMCS xxvi, 79.15-80.1 – p. 17 
B53 Protrepticus VI, 40.1-11  --  pp. 22-23 
B54-57 Protrepticus VI, 40.12-41.5  --  pp. 24-27 
B59-60 Protrepticus VII, 41.15-22  --  p. 33 
B61-67 Protrepticus VII, 41.22-43.5  --  pp. 34-35 
B68-70 Protrepticus VII, 43.5-25  --  p. 36 
B71 Protrepticus VII, 43.27-44.9  --  pp. 37-38 
… 
B74-77 Protrepticus VII, 44.9-26  --  pp. 37-38 
B78-80 Protrepticus XI, 56.15-57.6  --  p. 55 
B81-86 Protrepticus XI, 57.7-58.17  --  pp. 56-57 
B87-92 Protrepticus XI, 58.17-59.13  --  pp. 58-59 
B93-96 Protrepticus XII, 59.19-60.10  --  p. 60 
B97-100    Protrepticus VIII, 45.4-25  --  p. 39 
B101-102  Protrepticus VIII, 45.25-46.18  -- p. 40 
B103    Protrepticus VIII, 46.22-47.4  -- p. 41 
B104-110  Protrepticus VIII, 47.5-48.21  -- pp. 42-43 
 
<peripheral evidence, not in sequence>  
B7-9 Protrepticus VI, 37.3-22  --  p. 65 
B28 Protrepticus V, 35.14-18  --  p. 64 
B29-30 Protrepticus V, 36.7-20  --  p. 64 
 
<evidence rejected by us, as not from Protrepticus> 
B22-27 Protrepticus V, 34.5-35.14  (Iamblichus) 
B58 (no ancient witness adduced by Düring) 
B72 Protrepticus VII, 43.25-27  (Iamblichus) 
B73 Protrepticus VII, 44.26-45.3  (Iamblichus) 


